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Summary

A Body Area Sensor Network (BASN), in most deployments, consists of sensors
mounted on or implanted in the human body and a more powerful device named
the body hub. Many BASNs have been developed for a broad variety of applications
such as fitness, gaming, ambient assisted living, dietary advice or infant and elderly
monitoring. However, there are still challenges that arise from the domain of applica-
tions, devices and wireless communication, which limit the usage of the BASNs. For
example, many complete applications are currently specialized services and they are
implemented based on specific devices and communication protocols. It, therefore, is
difficult to reuse or adapt the BASN to new requirements; applications cannot access
each other’s information and in many cases, the data acquired is not even accessible
to users. Besides, the users’ acceptance of BASNs will largely be determined by the
confidence that human subjects have in the trustworthiness, security and privacy of
such systems. The transparency of the underlying architecture can be an important
factor. For example, the human subject can transparently own and manage his BASN,
and he can also understand by whom and for what purposes the data is collected.
Moreover, it is vital that the system remains functioning under any changes.

This dissertation aims to explore the underlying key questions for the architecture
of BASNs. We focus on system software aspects of BASNs and not on the details of
the sensing technology. In particular, we focus on two key concerns of the software
architecture, flexibility and trustworthiness, which are addressed in the design. In
our context, the flexibility refers to capabilities of adding sensors as well as changing
their configuration, dynamic loading of applications, and sharing resources and data.
The trustworthiness of the system refers to system aspects including dependability,
data quality, and security and privacy. We first examine related work and global
concerns of the software architecture of a BASN and analyze requirements of different
stakeholders through a set of use cases. We then present the architecture through a
set of view models. A layered and modular architecture is proposed and architectural
trade-offs are analyzed.

To address the concern of flexibility, concepts of component-based systems and
downloadable software components are employed for managing changes in the system,
for example, adding a new service or application. A new sensor is attached by down-
loading a driver indicated by a QR code. An approach of semantic interoperability is
also adopted to facilitate the resources and data sharing among system components.
Moreover, we employ design patterns and provide design decisions as well as concrete
technical solutions. The architecture is evaluated through an actual platform imple-
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iv Summary

mentation, which consists of multiple sensors and an Android smart phone. Several
sensor drivers, services and applications are also implemented for this purpose.

To address the concern of trustworthiness, we propose a trust management model,
in which trustworthiness can be evaluated and monitored at component, application
and system levels with respect to quality properties like dependability, security and
performance. Moreover, a trust evaluation framework through monitoring, which
is based on subjective logic, is proposed to address the question of how to derive
trust from observations of certain properties. The framework is further applied to
evaluate the trustworthiness of sensor data such as electrocardiography and galvanic
skin response.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context and aim

We witness a rapidly growing use of wearable or even implantable electronic devices
known as body sensors which record human body functions including physiological,
emotional and spatial aspects. In 2012, ABI Research [108] estimated the market of
wearables in the sports and health sectors will grow to nearly 170 million devices by
2017 - an annual growth rate of 41%. Gartner [47] predicted that by 2017, wearable
devices will drive 50% of total mobile app interactions. Wearable devices use mobile
apps for data exchange and user interfaces because many of them will have few or no
user interface capabilities.

A Body Area Sensor Network (BASN), in most deployments [100, 26, 82, 94],
consists of sensors mounted on or implanted in the human body and a more powerful
device that we call the body hub. Many BASNs have been developed for a broad variety
of applications such as fitness, gaming, ambient assisted living, dietary advice or infant
and elderly monitoring [103, 82, 24]. However, there are still challenges that arise from
the domain of applications, devices and wireless communication [86, 93, 56, 6, 114],
which limit the usage of the BASNs. For example, many complete applications are
currently closed, vendor-specific and specialized services. Applications cannot access
each other’s information and in many cases, the data acquired is not even accessible
to users. Moreover, the applications are implemented based on specific devices and
communication protocols; therefore, it is difficult to reuse or adapt the BASN to new
requirements. Recently, Apple and Google introduced HealthKit1 and Google Fit2,
which are platforms that allow (third-party) fitness apps to collect data from various
wearable or sensor devices and to access data created by any app. For example, the
user can allow the data from the blood pressure app to be automatically shared with
his doctor, or allow the nutrition app to tell the fitness apps how many calories he
consumes per day. Both platforms mention that users have control in deciding what
information is stored and which apps can access the data. Google Fit requires user
consent before apps can read or store fitness data while apps that access HealthKit are

1https://www.apple.com/ios/whats-new/health
2https://developers.google.com/fit/overview
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2 Introduction

required to have a privacy policy. However, these platforms and devices like Apple
Watch still face questions and concerns over privacy protections for users, such as
information leakage when personal and health information are shared among apps.

The users’ acceptance of BASNs will largely be determined by the confidence that
human subjects have in the trustworthiness, security and privacy of such systems
[56, 24]. The transparency of the underlying architecture can be an important factor.
For example, the human subject can transparently own and manage his BASN, and
understand by whom and for what purposes the data is collected. In addition, it is
vital that the system remains functioning under any changes.

In this thesis, we follow a person-centric approach for the architecture of BASNs.
In particular, we regard the BASN as a platform on which (concurrent) BASN ap-
plications - developed by third parties - are installed and configured dynamically. It
also leaves users in control, is self-contained, and can connect to back-end systems
like those of a hospital. In a sense, it is similar to modern smart phones or other
smart devices that admit installing applications, albeit that a BASN is a distributed
system. A benefit of such platform is that it provides capabilities for reuse and evo-
lution of existing sensor networks and applications, and for extension by adding new
sensors and applications. These capabilities bring benefits such as lower costs related
to application development and maintenance, a higher degree of comfort since the
number of mounted devices remains limited (due to reuse of existing components
and sensor networks), a higher dependability because of shared platform evolution
and the ability of sharing data and resources. Moreover, from the perspective of a
medical stakeholder, such platform is relevant because a doctor might want to easily
customize and deploy monitoring applications. In one of our case studies, an epileptic
seizure monitoring algorithm can be customized through parameters and thresholds
for different patients.

The BASN operates independently, including storing and managing data as well
as responding to acute conditions as it must be able to operate without Internet con-
nection. The BASN has a role in protecting against unauthorized use of the data.
We regard the data space defined by the local memory of the BASN as a part of the
personal data space of the user that may be stored anywhere in the cloud and shared
with user-selected back-end systems. This data space can contain the body sensed
data, user’s context, environmental parameters and health records. In contrast to
provider-centric solutions in which a single vertically-integrated service provider sup-
plies the sensor hardware and software, our solution aims to separate the (hardware
oriented) sensor network from the (application oriented) service provisioning. The
BASN platform will facilitate open exchange and interpretation of sensor data with-
out compromising privacy and security concerns, thus allowing multiple services and
applications to make use of the same information in an ethical way.

The analysis and design of such platform along with a reference implementation
and experiments are the subjects of this thesis. This thesis results from work carried
out in the VITRUVIUS project [85], which addresses versatile and trustworthy user
services on BASNs. The project aims to develop a system architecture concept, which

1. is viable for health care, fitness, entertainment, lifestyle and social services
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simultaneously,

2. enables service providers to easily develop new services and applications without
rolling out their own body sensor hardware, but reusing and coexisting,

3. enables service developers to adequately handle technical constraints that gov-
ern the BASN,

4. provides the user with a shield to protect privacy-sensitive data.

1.2 Illustrative example

A typical example of how the BASN platform can be used is as follows. Peter is a
sportive individual with a liking for triathlon. To improve his training results, he
obtains a Sports Body Sensor Kit (BSK) for Runners consisting of a set of wearable
wireless sensors3 (e.g., fitness tracker bands) that can connect wirelessly to his smart
phone (body hub). By a few clicks, Peter downloads and installs the basic BASN
platform from the App-store and then connects the sensors to his smart phone (setting
up the BASN platform). With this platform, Peter buys some ‘off-the-shelf’ services
from some service providers that provide him with various visualizations, evaluations
and training suggestions based on his sensor data. These services can be installed as
apps as well (adding new services).

Peter also discovers that a particular gymnasium supports the BASN. When he
trains there, the devices he works with provide additional sensor readings. For a small
fee, the gymnasium offers additional training service software that is far more refined
and specialized for this type of training. When Peter signs up for the gymnasium
service, he authorizes them to access parts of his BASN (resource and data sharing).
When he subsequently enters the gym, their software automatically uploads to his
smart phone and is flushed when he leaves (loadable services, distributed services and
secure communication). All communication channels among the BASN and the train-
ing equipment he uses are protected (encryption and authentication). The training
service of the gym can provide Peter with useful hints using his smart phone and
control training parameters of the devices he uses (e.g., speed of the treadmill).

Later in his sports career, Peter moves to a professional triathlon coach, who
provides him with much more sophisticated sensors, for example, larger number of
high-sensitive accelerometers that can be worn under water (adding new sensors). She
also has access to a suitable high-grade motion and training analysis services software.
As before, a few clicks on Peter’s phone federate his BASN with the service provider
of his coach. A service component may also need to be uploaded and installed on his
BASN platform with his consent. In order to integrate Peter’s general daily activity
pattern into the training, he grants the coaching software access to a few types of
sensor data throughout the day (resource and data sharing).

3Sensors come packaged in wireless, easy-to-wear fabrics with, for example, accelerometers, skin
sensors for temperature, resistance, heart rate and blood pressure.
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At some moment, the stress at his work gets to Peter and he develops a sleeping
disorder. This brings him to a specialized medical center where they routinely monitor
patients using the very same sensor network platform but some different sensors
(adding new sensors). Monitoring a person’s sleep at home allows the center to treat
more patients faster because they do not need to be hospitalized and thus do not
require the accommodation period to the strange environment. Doctors can directly
express decision rules graphically using a decision support system, for example, based
on real-time monitored parameters such as heart rate, leg motions and sound patterns
such as snoring. The service can control, for example, lights and acoustic devices
at Peter’s home to guide his sleep. Within a few weeks and without any need for
hospitalization, Peter is cured.

Impressed by the system’s performance and flexibility, Peter decides to buy one
for his elderly mother, who recently sometimes requires just a little bit of help and
support to stay living independently. The Social Care Giver (SCG) service monitors
simple activity patterns during the day and notifies Peter when his mother has not
been in the kitchen for some time (sometimes she forgets to eat) or starts her day
unusually late.

After some time, the SCG service helps alerting Peter to his mother’s irregular
sleep pattern and Peter advices her to visit the same doctor, who had helped him
before. At the sleep center, she is provided with additional sensors and the sleep
monitoring software. After appropriate authorization, the SCG service immediately
integrates the sensor data and events detected by the sleep monitoring service and thus
improves the quality of the alerts Peter gets dramatically: the additional sensors and
much more sophisticated analysis software of the sleep monitoring service prevents
many middle-of-the-night alerts to Peter. After the successful completion of the
treatment, Peter opts to buy some of the new sensors and an associated service from
the sleep clinic to maintain the detection quality of the SCG application.

1.3 Concerns and design questions

1.3.1 Concerns

The extensive and fully up-to-date personal information, including measurements
from real-time body sensors, will be accessible for multiple services and applications,
presumably even simultaneously. This information can come from diverse sources such
as certified medical exams carried out by hospital or sensor and wearable devices (e.g.,
smart watches or fitness bands) that are used for sports coaching and personal well-
being services. Exercising ownership and access rights of personal privacy-sensitive
data is a delicate topic and has to be studied at an architecture level. Nevertheless,
the widespread use of body data potentially raises societal issues and comes with
interesting scientific challenges.

Besides, to achieve a high flexibility of the functionality on BASNs, we foresee
the use of a component-based system and downloadable software concepts. The
downloaded components, however, may intentionally or unintentionally affect system
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properties like security and trustworthiness. There are also other potential threats to
the system security (e.g., wrong data from sensors, spoofing of sensors and eavesdrop-
ping), which were described and analyzed in [56, 111, 76, 4]. The system requires,
therefore, a mechanism to assert and manage the trustworthiness of the application
components and also the system (BASN) in which the components are running. We
note that, from a clinical aspect, the above problems can be mitigated by taking a
great care to have correct objective data and operation.

This thesis aims to explore the underlying key questions about the architecture of
BASNs and the handling of information about the individual’s body collected from
energy-constrained wireless sensors. The thesis focuses on the system software aspects
of the BASNs not on the details of the sensing technology. In general, we want to
examine what are the relevant concerns for the software architecture of a BASN and
how to address these concerns. The outcome is a set of use cases, architectural views
and models, and design decisions based on analysis of alternatives together with a
reference implementation and experiments. Based on the purpose of the platform,
we consider two key concerns: flexibility and trustworthiness, which are addressed in
the design.

1. How do we address the concern of flexibility?
Flexibility has become a major concern in software design and in many related aspects
in software engineering research [37]. Modular design, object-oriented design, soft-
ware architecture, design patterns and component-based software engineering, among
others, attempt to maximize flexibility. Flexibility is defined [66] as “the ease with
which a system or component can be modified for use in applications or environ-
ments other than those for which it was specifically designed”. Flexibility is also a
part of McCall’s quality model [90] and links to four characteristics [105]: simplicity,
expandability, generality and modularity. When flexibility is used to describe a whole
system, it normally refers to the ability for the solution to adapt to possible or future
changes in its requirements. In our system context, flexibility refers to the following
aspects of the BASN system.

1.1. Adding sensors and changing their configuration. The BASN platform must
support a simple and generic way of adding sensors. For example, fitness users
might be equipped with basic sensors for activity and heart rate monitoring,
while doing their cardio exercises, additional measurements of blood pressure
and electrocardiography (ECG) might be desired [114]. Moreover, the sensor
configuration can be adapted easily according to new requirements from the
users or the applications.

1.2. Dynamic loading of applications and services. Further requirements on the sys-
tem architecture stem from the role of third parties. The system architecture
must be such that third parties can develop applications that fit into the plat-
form, much alike current smart phone apps do4. This and the previous ability
provide the capabilities for reuse and evolution of sensor networks and applica-
tions.

4The listed requirements are similar as for smart phone ecosystems as we know them today.
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1.3. Sharing resources and data. Various applications might run concurrently, need
different sensor configuration and share data. For example, heart rate data
detected by an ECG sensor can be shared with both fitness and stress monitoring
applications. Through self-monitoring, the platform is able to reconfigure the
application components for different purposes such as to reduce energy or other
resource usage. For example, reducing the sampling rate or using local storage
in sensor devices trades accuracy and latency for energy.

2. How do we address the concern of trustworthiness?
Trust plays an important role in many applications such as public key authentication
[13, 62], e-commerce [88, 73], peer-to-peer networks [75, 132], ad hoc and wireless
sensor networks [141, 124, 120, 139] and software systems [122, 136, 35, 41]. The
US Center for National Software Studies issued a report [27] that identified software
trustworthiness as the most important focus of future research. Trustworthiness is
defined [99] as “the attribute of a person or enterprise that provides confidence to
others of the qualifications, capabilities and reliability of that entity to perform spe-
cific tasks and fulfill assigned responsibilities”. In general, trustworthiness refers to a
relation among entities, where one relies on the other. At the user-system interaction
level, this is commonly based on a high transparency and a clear interaction, comple-
mented with reliable and correct operation. In other words, it is the ability of users
to put trust in their system and to depend on them. When used inside the system,
trust and trustworthiness refer to relations among entities in the system itself. It is
important to address trust as a part of architecture to ensure that the system trust-
worthiness can be achieved and so that solutions do not compromise other desired
system properties and qualities. From the software engineering perspective, trustwor-
thiness requirements typically involve several aspects such as dependability, security,
privacy and performance [57]. In our system context, trustworthiness of the platform
can depend on the following aspects.

2.1. Dependability. This is the ability to avoid service failures that are more frequent
and more severe than is acceptable by a given bound. Dependability is further
detailed in availability, reliability, safety, integrity and maintainability [8]. New
downloaded applications might leak information, affect the overall resource dis-
tribution amongst applications or jeopardize the correct execution of the device.
Hence, it requires a mechanism to preserve dependability of the system under
such changes.

2.2. Data quality. As users manage their own systems and possibly connect their
own sensing devices, the quality of the measurements needs to be recorded and
feedback needs to be given on wrongly attached or badly operating sensors
[6, 114]. It is necessary to examine quality and to record context aspects of
measurements in order to interpret the data correctly.

2.3. Security and privacy. A particular concern is the validation and certification of
downloaded software packages. The platform must also provide access control
mechanisms that guard sensor access and protect sensor data from unauthorized
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accesses. Furthermore, to provide control over the personal data, the operations
that a data consumer can do with the data should be specified and certified as
well. For example, when a back-end system consumes data from the body hub,
it must be notified to the user what is done with the data.

1.3.2 Design questions

The above concerns and challenges are characterized by following design questions,
which are addressed in relevant chapters.

1. What are main user and system requirements of a BASN, in particular, to
support flexibility and trustworthiness?

2. How do we design a software architecture of the proposed BASN?

3. How do we implement and validate the proposed software architecture?

4. How do we develop a trust management model that is able to explicitly evaluate
and ensure the trustworthiness of the BASN under changes?

5. How do we evaluate trust for sensor readings?

1.4 Contributions

The contributions of the thesis can be summarized as follows.

1. We examine global concerns and related work for the software architecture of
a BASN. We analyze both the functional and extra-functional requirements of
different stakeholders in use cases. Furthermore, we provide a list of system
requirements understood from instantiating user requirements.

2. We present a software architecture of the BASN through a set of viewpoints
and views according to the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 standard. We develop a lay-
ered, modular and ontology-based architecture in order to address the concern
of flexibility. The ontology-based architecture concept is a joint work with Paul
Brandt, which is developed based on an approach of semantic interoperabil-
ity proposed in [19, 18]. Moreover, we provide design decisions and technical
solutions based on the analysis of alternatives. For example, the concept of
downloadable software component is employed for extending the system such
as adding new services or applications. New services that operate on collected
data and applications that connect to the environment are added as apps. New
sensors are attached by downloading a driver indicated by a QR code. Besides,
design patterns such as broker and publish-subscribe patterns are employed to
support the resources and data sharing.
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3. The architecture and design of the BASN are implemented and evaluated on
an actual platform. The body hub is implemented based on the Android plat-
form together with several sensor drivers, services and applications. The Shim-
mer sensors (e.g., accelerometer, ECG and electromyography (EMG)) and the
DTI-2 wristband (e.g., accelerometer, galvanic skin response (GSR), skin and
environment temperatures) are used. The experimental evaluations are per-
formed though case studies and applications: i) data visualization; ii) sensor
data collection and tagging; and iii) epileptic seizure monitoring.

4. We develop a trust management model to maintain the BASN as trustworthy
platform under changes in applications. With this model, the trustworthiness
can be evaluated and monitored at component, application and system level
with respect to properties like dependability, security and performance. In par-
ticular, we propose a trust model based on subjective logic to represent trust
through the notion of an opinion and to include aspects of uncertainty in a sys-
tematic fashion. We present a trust evaluation framework through monitoring,
in particular, to address the question of how to derive trust from observations
of certain properties. The novel parameterized generators that capture the re-
quirements for opinion generators effectively are introduced and evaluated. We
also show how a decision can be made based on trust monitoring within a cer-
tain context. In addition, we propose a software authentication approach that
is able to enhance trust by solving key security and privacy issues related to
downloadable software on the BASN platform.

5. We further apply the trust evaluation framework to evaluate trust for sensor
readings. The evaluation is based on quality aspects deriving from observations
and opinions of others. We examine relevant quality properties (e.g., sampling
reliability and data integrity) of sensor readings that correspond to potential
deviating behaviors of sensors and we show how to compute these properties
without storing long time series. The experiments with GSR and ECG sensor
data show that the proposed opinion generators are more effective to adapt to
the quality of sensor readings. The combination of opinions helps to evaluate
the trustworthiness more precisely and to detect the complex sensor errors.

1.5 Outline
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the domain analy-
sis and related work. We also analyze the global concerns and requirements for the
software architecture of our proposed BASN. Chapter 3 describes the software archi-
tecture through a set of viewpoints and views. It further provides the architecture
patterns, design decisions and technical solutions that are proposed based on analysis
of alternatives. Chapter 4 focuses on designing, implementing and evaluating the
software architecture with respect to the requirements. In Chapter 5, we introduce
some background and related work about trust and trust management. Moreover,
we propose a trust management model and a software authentication approach to
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manage and enhance trust for the BASN platform. The trust model and the trust
evaluation framework through monitoring based on subjective logic are presented in
Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, we analyze practical issues of sensor readings and present
how to apply the trust evaluation framework to evaluate the trustworthiness for sen-
sor readings. We conclude the thesis in Chapter 8. The recommendations of future
work are also given. A list of publications contributing to this thesis can be found in
the Accomplishments appendix.
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Chapter 2

Domain analysis and VITRUVIUS
system

The general aim of our research is to explore and to address some of the underlying
key questions of the architecture of BASNs. This chapter focuses on the first design
question as posed in Chapter 1: What are main user and system requirements of a
BASN, in particular, to support flexibility and trustworthiness?

To address this question, we first study a generic architecture of BASNs and
related work in this domain. Depending on this, we give preliminary assumptions
and an overview of a BASN that is developed in the VITRUVIUS project. The
BASN is also referred to as a system or platform in this thesis. We then identify
main stakeholders of the system and examine their global concerns in use cases. We
further analyze main user requirements for the BASN and how they can be addressed
by related system requirements. These assumptions and requirements are a basis
for our design decisions, models, technical choices and validations of the system that
we make in the following chapters. We also choose to use the guidelines of the
ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 standard [67, 38] and the Unified Modeling Language (UML),
which are very common in the field of software engineering, to represent the system
architecture and design.

2.1 Body area sensor network

In many deployments [100, 103, 26, 82, 94], a BASN consists of body sensors and a
body aggregation that we call the body hub. BASNs can be used for an increasing
number of applications ranging from monitoring for medical purposes, sports coaching
to computer gaming. In the health and well-being domain, the potential of body
sensing is enormous as it enables large-scale collection of combined physiological,
emotional and spatial data made available to doctors and researchers; it also enables
timely diagnosis, treatment and timely warnings in case of acute problems. Social
networks of people with similar situation can be built, experience can be shared and
people can actively help each other. Through these systems, people are empowered to
take an active role in their personal health management and disease prevention, which

11
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Figure 2-1: A generic body area sensor network and its environment (from [56]). A
BASN can interact with existing systems such as networks in hospitals. Body sensors
provide data to the body aggregator (body hub), which is central to managing body
events. The body hub performs a multitude of functions, including sensing and fusing
data from sensors across the body, serving as a user interface and bridging BASNs to
higher-level infrastructures and thus to other stakeholders.

will reduce the need for first line care. Besides the health and well-being domain, the
other growth area could be gaming and entertainment domain, where augmented
reality and wearable technologies may come together in an interesting way to create
more immersive environments for gamers in real time and space.

Figure 2-1 illustrates a generic architecture of a BASN integrated with higher-level
infrastructures, serving the interests of multiple stakeholders [56]. The sensors per-
form the actual measurements and communicate directly with the body hub, which
is capable of storing data, running applications and connecting to the back-end sys-
tems; it controls the BASN and acts as a single access point. In current technology,
the body hub is typically a smart phone or a tablet. For medical grade devices, this
is generally not acceptable unless certain formal guarantees on dependability can be
given. It is part of our research to study what is required to solve this aspect. In this
thesis we, therefore, keep the term ‘body hub’ as it also covers devices delivered by
vendors of medical equipment.

Many BASNs have been developed for a broad variety of applications such as fit-
ness, gaming, ambient assisted living, dietary advice or infant and elderly monitoring
[103, 82, 26, 24]. Table 2.1 gives an overview of research projects on BASNs, with re-
spect to platform infrastructures and targeted applications. We observed that most
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of these BASN platforms use more than one body sensor and sensors can be from
different vendors. For example, the DexterNet platform [80] uses both MICAz [3] and
Shimmer [22] sensors. The most common intra-BASN communication protocols are
IEEE 802.15.4 and Bluetooth. Bluetooth (especially Bluetooth Low Energy) is re-
cently preferable to the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol because it is available on many smart
phones that are often used as the body hub. The targeted applications are various
ranging from health and medical care, sport, fitness to entertainment. However, most
of these are special purpose platforms on which the applications are installed dur-
ing deployment and never updated. The applications also cannot access each other’s
information and in many cases, the data acquired is not even accessible to users.
Therefore, it is difficult to reuse or adapt the platform to new requirements. The
myHealthAssistant project [115], however, aimed to develop a BASN middleware to
support adapting the system’s functionality, extending the sensor set, and cope with
changing sensor configurations. An event-based middleware is combined with sensor
modules, which translate sensor data to events, is used for these purposes. Recently,
companies like Apple and Google are also interested in wearable devices and their
applications in fitness and healthcare domains. They introduced mobile platforms
(Apple’s HealthKit and Google Fit) that allow running applications (or apps), which
are able to collect data from various wearable or sensor devices and to access data
created by any app.

2.2 System context and overview

In this section, we first give assumptions and boundary conditions, i.e., a number of à
priori choices, which represent initial ideas about the VITRUVIUS system and limit
the design freedom we assume to have. Given these conditions, we then present an
overview of the global system.

2.2.1 Assumptions and boundary conditions

In accord with most of proposed BASNs in the literature, the BASN of the system
consists of two parts: a collection of sensor nodes, battery powered and with limited
resources and a more powerful node called the body hub. From this point forward,
we will use ‘node’ to refer to one element of the BASN, regardless of being a sensor
node or the body hub. These nodes are connected in a single (wireless) personal
area network (PAN). The BASN follows a logical star topology where the body hub
collects data from and controls directly every sensor node; the body hub is the primary
access point from outside of the network. We also rely on security mechanisms (e.g.,
encryption or authentication) provided by the PAN protocols.

At a more global level, the BASN may connect to back-end systems like those
of a hospital. This implies some forms of connection setup between the BASN and
the domain, in which the back-end system resides (i.e., via a network or physical
connection). Through such a connection, the back-end system communicates with
the BASN for the purpose of retrieving data and installing software. The back-end
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Figure 2-2: A global system overview. The BASN consists of the body hub and
sensor nodes, which communicate via a personal area network (PAN) using a short-
range wireless network like ZigBee or Bluetooth. The body hub can connect to the
back-end systems through the wide area network (WAN) like the Internet. On top
of that, a secure connection exists between the expert system and an access control
service in the body hub, which we call the body firewall. The sensor nodes also require
protection over the wireless communication.

system hosts an expert system (or Decision Support System) which is capable of
understanding and diagnosing sensor readings.

For the purpose of off-line operation, the expert system can upload some intelli-
gence into the body hub in the form of software components (either in the form of
native code, interpreted code or the configuration of an embedded application). This
uploaded software, in combination with a resident run-time platform called Basic
Platform in the body hub, is then capable of gathering the required data, analyzing
relevant events and taking appropriate actions; all perform locally on the body hub.
In general, we regard the BASN as a platform, on which (concurrent) BASN software
applications - developed by third parties - are installed and configured dynamically.
In a sense, it is similar to modern smart phones or other smart devices that admit
installing applications, albeit that a BASN is a distributed system.

2.2.2 System overview

Given the above boundary conditions, we adopt an overview (or physical view) of the
global system as shown in Figure 2-2. The system consists of different parts or blocks
with the following responsibilities.

Sensor node: A sensor node collects data from body and environment via its
sensors. We note that a sensor node may have more than one sensor or sensing
capability. The program of the sensor node pre-processes the data (e.g., through
calibration, signal processing and compression) and determines the data or events that
are sent to the body hub. The body sensor nodes are programmed and (re)configured
(e.g., enable/disable sensors or set sampling frequency) in principle by the body
hub. A special sensor platform like OSAS (Open Service Architecture for Sensors)
[15] that allows sensor nodes to be programmed ‘over-the-air’ can be used for this
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purpose. Sensor data can come from multiple sources and has the form of a time
series: i) on-body sensors tracking people’s body data (e.g., heart rate, acceleration
and temperature); ii) location and acceleration information coming from, for example,
a smart phone a user carries; and iii) environmental data (e.g., temperature and air
quality) coming from ambient sensors. The sensor nodes likely come from multiple
vendors. They can be acquired by consumers in combination with particular service
or application providers, or sensors may just happen to be available in the vicinity of
the user (e.g., sensors integrated into smart phones and tablets).

Body hub: A body hub manages the sensor nodes making the BASN a single
logical network, guarding sensor access and protecting sensor data. The body hub re-
ceives data from the sensors, stores and processes it according to the instructions from
the loaded software components. The body hub must be capable of autonomously
responding to abnormal conditions found in the data, like contacting the user or
the caregiver in case of an emergency. A reconfigurable platform allows adding self-
monitoring features to the system through the downloaded or uploaded software com-
ponents. Most importantly, the body hub maintains the trustworthiness of the sys-
tem with regard to dependability as well as the user’s privacy. As such it must give
a transparent and coherent view on these towards the user.

Back-end system: The BASN can connect to back-end systems for the purposes
of software installation, data retention and governance, and monitoring in back-office
applications. The back-end system may host an expert system, which can generate
guidelines (algorithms) in the form of software components. The result of executing
these components is that the BASN is configured towards a certain monitoring and
analysis task as determined by the expert using the expert system. The expert sys-
tem can be used as a Decision Support System (DSS) to do long-term monitoring
and analysis on the user’s physiological conditions. In the VITRUVIUS project, the
GASTON DSS1 developed by MEDECS allows domain experts (e.g., doctors rather
than software engineers) to create the services.

Figure 2-3 shows the relations of main entities in the VITRUVIUS system, using
UML notations. The rectangular boxes represent the entities and the arrows show the
relations among them. The diamond shape represents a ‘consist of’ or an aggregation
relationship. The triangle arrow represents an ‘is a’ relationship. For example, an
ECG sensor ‘is a’ sensor. The numbers next to the arrows indicate the so-called
‘multiplicity’. For example, several sensor nodes can be connected to one body hub.
As our aforementioned assumptions, the sensor nodes connect directly to the body
hub. In a more complex topology, the BASN platform can be extended to support the
direct connections among sensor nodes. This, however, also depends on the network
technology: it is difficult with the current Bluetooth protocol, while it is easier with
IEEE 802.15.4 protocol. In the figure, we exclude shared ambient sensors that can
connect to multiple body hubs.

1http://www.medecs.nl/products
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We further distinguish three types of software components that are download-
ed/uploaded to the body hub:

• Service: A service is a program that operates only on the data space defined
by the user, which includes the BASN’s local data storage (e.g., a database).
A service can use data from the data space and add data as well. A service
typically operates in the background without a user interface. For example, a
service detects heart rates from raw ECG signals.

• Sensor driver : A sensor driver can be considered as a service that controls a
sensor to obtain data. A driver is a part of the sensor abstraction layer of the
body hub and it provides an interface or functionalities to communicate (e.g.,
configure and collect data) with sensors.

• Application: An application can combine the results of several services to
achieve its functionality, and several applications can share the same service.
An application interfaces with the outside world, at least, through a user inter-
face but possibly also by communication with other parties than the body hub,
e.g., back-end systems. For example, an application that facilitates the user
to monitor his daily health conditions and a fitness application share the data
generated by the heart-rate detection service. Both may communicate statistics
to an external party.

2.3 System stakeholders and concerns

In this section, we identify the main system stakeholders and their concerns through
use cases and requirements, which drive the BASN architecture.

2.3.1 Stakeholders

The user (human subject) using the BASN. The user or human subject is capable
of examining and managing all activities the body hub is involved in. We call this
transparent control. The transparency refers to low level details being hidden behind
understandable concepts. For example, the platform requires user consent before
apps can be installed or read data. Moreover, the user can take the initiative to add
sensors to the BASN and to install applications (downloading software components
to the body hub).

The user of the back-end system, who may have different roles. We consider, for
example, the roles of a medical doctor, a nurse, a personal trainer or other social
caregivers. In our vision, they may work with a graphical user interface of an expert
system. They determine parameters (e.g., blood pressure and heart rate) based on
which the body data is extracted and eventually sent back to the back-end systems.
The guidelines describing the sensor configuration are translated to algorithms in the
form of software components and then uploaded to the body hub. The execution of
these components by the body hub results in the configuration of the BASN. The
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user can choose to accept the components and to set the privacy of the released body
data.

The system integrator puts sensors and the BASN together, including tasks: 1)
assigning a body hub to a person; 2) adding sensors to the BASN. This normally
includes a task of installing a sensor driver; 3) programming sensors; and 4) initially
programming the body hub. In a clinical environment, these tasks might be performed
by a nurse or a caregiver. It is important to make sure that a BASN is assigned to a
right person and the sensors are connected to the proper body hub.

The owner of the BASN. The owner or paying organization typically wants to
prevent tampering or misusing, and to restrict the scope of usage. This role is not
further elaborated in this work.

The (third-party) service provider and the application developer develop the sensor
drivers, services or applications for the BASN. These can be entertainment, lifestyle,
medical, social services or applications. The developers might not want to be aware
of details of sensor types, details of data representation and any prior knowledge
that may refer, for example, to convert voltage into a blood pressure value. By
supporting features, such as hiding the detail information and flexibly handling sensor
configurations, the system provides capabilities for reuse and evolution of existing
sensor networks and applications. This role is not further elaborated.

The system developers (e.g., system architect, software designer, software imple-
mentor and tester) have responsibility to build and maintain the BASN system. This
role is not further elaborated.

2.3.2 Use cases

Given the above stakeholders and scenarios specified in the project, we focus on
discussing the following use cases (UCs) as shown in Figure 2-4. The sub use cases
(UC-2.x) are not described explicitly.

UC-1.1 Monitor and control the BASN

During the processes of the following use cases and while the system is running, the
user has a transparent view on what is happening. For example, the data operation
and sharing among applications need to be managed to guarantee system properties
such as privacy and trustworthiness. Moreover, it must be known to the user what
data is collected by whom and what is done with the data. Use case UC-1.1, therefore,
captures the activities such as monitoring and controlling the system behavior, giving
consent to certain actions, and actively and transparently changing the control state
of the system. Considering the system usability for, for example the patients or
elderly people, these users can depend on the system by delegating the verification
and management tasks to the system (UC-2.1 and UC-2.2). In other words, the user
trusts the system for such tasks.
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Figure 2-4: A use case diagram shows the main stakeholders and use cases of the
VITRUVIUS system.

UC-1.2 Install a software component

In this use case, an application-specific component that is generated by a doctor (UC-
3.1) or created by a third party is loaded and installed on the BASN platform. An
important observation from this use case is that security and trust are dealt with dif-
ferently than in UC-3.1: it is the user who must select the loaded components rather
than the external expert. The process of downloading and installing the component
can be similar to the app installation on the smart phone, which is easily done by
the user or with the support of a caregiver. Similar to UC-3.1, the platform is re-
sponsible for verifying the source of the software component (UC-2.2) and examining
the trustworthiness of the system (UC-2.1). Installation may include connecting and
configuring the relevant sensors (UC-2.3).

UC-1.3 Add a sensor to the body hub

The system integrator or the user (human subject) wants to easily add new sensors
into the system and configure their properties (UC-2.3) to work properly (both phys-
ically and semantically) with the current system and applications. Installing sensors
in the BASN will require some forms of feedback, for example, using a one-time key
as in Bluetooth associations. Moreover, the installation of a sensor driver software on
the body hub may be required, which can be performed by, for example, scanning a
QR code on the sensor to download the driver software, which is similar to installing
a smart-phone app.
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UC-1.4 Set up the body hub

Setting up the body hub can include the process of assigning a body hub to a user
(UC-2.4), which means making an association between the user and the body hub.
This can first be done by a simple form of registration, either through the body hub
itself or while it is connected via a bootstrap connection to the back-end system.
During this process, any initial security material may be installed as well. One main
concern is how to make sure that the body hub is assigned to the intended user. This
concern is addressed in [32] by using a biometric approach.

UC-1.5 Program a sensor

Programmability of the sensors can range from fully static deployment, simple con-
figuration, to full re-programmability. The requirement of our system is that at least
configuration (UC-2.3) is possible (e.g., set sampling frequency, sensor on/off). To
study trade-offs between on-node (pre)processing and off-line processing as well as
new algorithms and behavior, re-programming ‘over-the-air’ [15] would be preferable.
In both cases, the sensor nodes are equipped with a sufficiently powerful run-time
system upon deployment. The system must support the re-programming and re-
configuration through the body hub. This may either be performed by a loaded
component or through a special connection with the back-end system.

UC-3.1 Generate and upload a software component

In this use case, a software or application-specific component is constructed and up-
loaded to the BASN. We follow the example of a doctor configuring the system for a
particular application. Two typical uses are foreseen: 1) for pro-longed monitoring,
the characteristics of the data collected are specified by the doctor (e.g., sampling fre-
quency and types of data); 2) for alarming the doctor needs to define some diagnostic
parameters. These parameters typically specify thresholds against which collected
data are compared so that a warning message can be sent in case of problems.

The doctor defines these via the expert system that is used as a means of com-
munication between the doctor and the BASN. The parameters are translated by the
expert system into guidelines and algorithms, and they are subsequently generated in
the form of components, along with a corresponding description. The expert system
is further responsible for uploading the components into the body hub. At the BASN,
the body hub checks the uploaded/downloaded components before installing them, by
verifying the source and the access rights of the author (UC-2.2) and examining the
trustworthiness of the system that would result from installing the component into
the BASN platform (UC-2.1). Installation may include connecting and configuring
the relevant sensors (UC-2.3).

UC-3.2 Collect and examine data

In this use case, the doctor or the caregiver wants to collect and examine the data for
the purposes of, for example, pro-longed monitoring and alarming. Besides, the data
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can be collected and stored anywhere in the cloud and shared with other services.
This raises privacy concerns such as unauthorized access to the data.

The data can be retrieved at different levels such as the raw data given from the
sensors or the data that is processed by the services or applications running on the
body hub. The access rights of the author and his role will determine which level of
data he can access.

2.3.3 Concerns and requirements

For the subjects of this thesis, we will focus on the software platform of the body hub.
The body hub can be considered as a mediator (broker) between the vast amount of
(potentially gathered) sensor data in the user’s context (body and/or environment)
and the plurality of applications oriented towards personal services. The body hub
provides the bridge function between the sensors and applications domains, which
should support a generic way of integrating sensors and adding software components.
These components filter, process and combine sensor data into useful information
that satisfies the needs of the requesting applications. The user data space can be
built from many sources (e.g., installed applications and/or back-end services) and
stored anywhere (even in the cloud), but the data space should be managed as a
single space.

In software architecture and design, besides the functional requirements, getting
and satisfying a complete list of extra-functional requirements (e.g., scalability, per-
formance, dependability and security) are important to a full design. For example,
the platform supports a large number of sensors, applications and users, thus the scal-
ability and performance are crucial issues to be addressed. Using the infra-structure
of smart phones as a central element in the platform improves the scalability of the
system as one can rely on the existing infra-structure of downloading apps. We, how-
ever in this work, focus on two main concerns: flexibility and trustworthiness, which
are considered as important requirements and challenges in BASNs. For example,
to achieve the flexibility of the BASN platform, software components and applica-
tions can be installed dynamically. This architecture concept, however, increases the
risk of affecting the privacy, security and dependability of the system. The installed
components may intentionally or unintentionally endanger the system.

The system concerns (SCs) are categorized into the flexibility and trustworthiness
with regard to the functional capability of the system. Table 2.2 shows the main
system concerns and requirements related to the functional capability and flexibility.
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Table 2.2: Main system concerns and requirements related to the functional capability
and flexibility.

Concern Stakeholder Requirement

SC-1.1. How is a sen-
sor connected to the
platform?

The user, sys-
tem integrator
and developers

The platform must provide interfaces to flexibly con-
nect to sensors and to identify their capabilities and
characteristics. For example, a new sensor can be
attached by downloading a driver indicated by a QR
code

SC-1.2. What sensors
does the platform sup-
port?

The user, back-
end user, system
integrator and
developers

The platform should support different types of sen-
sors (e.g., accelerometer and ECG), different kinds of
communication protocols (e.g., Bluetooth and Zig-
Bee) and vendor specific protocols (e.g., from the
medical domain) and to allow changing them. This
increases the number and types of sensors the system
can handle and hence the applications it can support

SC-1.3. How is a sen-
sor configured?

The user, sys-
tem integrator
and developers

The platform must implement techniques to dynam-
ically configure (e.g., set sampling frequency, on/off)
sensors since the BASN configuration can change
over time [115]. These changes can occur over a
long time (e.g., patients getting additional chronic
diseases, new sensors becoming available and new re-
quests from applications) or within a short period of
time (e.g., switching to another sensor when a sensor
is temporarily unavailable)

SC-1.4. How are mul-
tiple sensors handled?

The user, sys-
tem integrator
and developers

The platform must support to connect to multiple
sensors, which can be provided by different vendors.
The platform should support a generic way of adding
and handling the sensors

SC-1.5. How is a
service/application
loaded and installed?

The user, back-
end user, system
integrator and
developers

The platform must support loading and installing
(third-party) services/applications dynamically and
easily, such as installing an application on the smart
phone. The platform should support a generic way of
installing services, applications and sensor drivers as
well. This problem is similar to loading and installing
apps of smart phones

SC-1.6. How are
concurrent ser-
vices/applications
handled?

The user, sys-
tem integrator
and developers

The platform must support to run multiple ser-
vices/applications concurrently. Besides, the plat-
form can handle application-specific requests and
provide responses with respect to different criteria,
for example, varying sampling rates and degrees of
data quality
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SC-1.7. How is
data collected and
processed?

The user, back-
end user, owner
and developers

The platform must provide flexible mechanisms to
acquire data from sensors such as push, pull and
publish-subscribe. The sensor data can be processed
by signal processing components that are running ei-
ther on the sensors or on the body hub, or by services
which provide functionalities such as classification,
filter, aggregation and semantic conversion of sensor
data. New ‘logical’ sensors may be defined by third
parties, which are built upon the (raw) data of exist-
ing physical or logical sensors and provide new layers
of data aggregation

SC-1.8. How is data
stored and managed?

The user, back-
end user, owner
and developers

The platform must handle the storage of sensor data
including history, with authentication and access
right policies. In addition, the data obtained from
sensors must be represented in such a way that it
can be easily analyzed and shared for further process-
ing. For example, the data can be formatted using
standards such as ISO/IEEE 11073 Personal Health
Data (PHD) standards [68], HL7 Reference Informa-
tion Model (RIM) [112] or SNOMED Clinical Terms
(SNOMED CT)2

SC-1.9. How is data
shared among system
components?

The owner and
developers

The platform must support sharing data among ser-
vices/applications or from a set of sensors. Although
the aim of the platform architecture is to decou-
ple the application domain from the sensor domain,
there is a relation between these domains that needs
to be managed: the negotiation between sensor ca-
pabilities and application requests while taking con-
text information (e.g., user constraints or environ-
ment conditions) into account [24]

SC-1.10. How is data
uploaded to back-end
systems?

The user, back-
end user and de-
veloper

The platform must provide a secure mechanism to
upload data to back-end systems. This can be per-
formed via loaded applications with the user consent

Many systems in projects mentioned above provide the capability of supporting
multiple sensors [80, 87] and flexible sensor configurations [115]. We further want to
provide a generic and flexible way to add sensors, install services/applications and
exchange data among these components. This, however, raises many challenges. For
example, the data collected by the sensors may be unavailable for appropriate usage
(by the applications) when the data storage formats are not standardized [103] or the
prior knowledge required for interpreting them into meaningful observation is lacking.
For example, the prior knowledge refers to the driver details of the applied sensor, to
details about how to convert voltage into a blood pressure value or to assumptions
about its operating environment. Moreover, the BASN may need to interoperate with
other BASNs, back-end services and even with electronic health record systems.

2http://www.ihtsdo.org/snomed-ct/
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In addition, to exemplify the need for a (re)configurable platform, we consider a
number of practical examples that we encountered in our case studies. In our special-
ized solution, unplanned and extended use of the sensors by the study participants led
to increased battery drain and affected the long-term data collection. Using a generic
platform admits monitoring and detecting such problems and even remedy them in
the field by, for example, reducing the sampling frequency or switching the sensor
from wireless transmission to local storage. These types of reconfigurations should be
performed dynamically by the platform itself or via a downloadable application. As
another example, the configuration decision of where a signal processing algorithm is
running is dependent on the application’s request, resource constraints (e.g., battery
capacity and communication bandwidth) and the system context (e.g., alarm mode
versus simple data gathering).

Similar to the flexibility, Table 2.3 shows the main system concerns and require-
ments related to the trustworthiness.

Table 2.3: Main system concerns and requirements related to the trustworthiness.

Concern Stakeholder Requirement

SC-2.1. What threats
can compromise the
system? What system
resources must be pro-
tected against known
threats?

The user, back-
end users, owner
and developers

It is important to identify types of threats the system
may face and must counter. Threats can be materi-
alized by attacks, a particular behavior or interaction
with the system

SC-2.2. How is the
system dependability
maintained?

The owner and
developers

It is important to sustain dynamic behavior of the
system such as varying the number of sensors, chang-
ing the communication behavior between the body
hub and the sensors or installing new components.
The platform must be able to assert the effects of
a software composition before it is realized and to
monitor the behavior of loaded components in order
to determine whether it adheres to the specification
or if it, otherwise, does not do anything improperly.
In addition, the dependability is defined as the abil-
ity to deliver service that can justifiably be trusted
[8]. Therefore, it requires a capability of the plat-
form to evaluate and monitor trustworthiness of the
components and also the system (BASN) in which
the components are running

SC-2.3. How is a
loaded software veri-
fied?

The owner and
developers

The platform must be able to certify the quality and
the authorization of a loaded software component
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SC-2.4. How is data
quality of measure-
ments evaluated?

The owner and
back-end users

Comfortable and unobtrusive sensor technology of-
ten renders a continuous high signal quality impossi-
ble. For example, dry ECG electrodes are highly sen-
sitive to motion artifacts which results in a disturbed
ECG signal during physical activity [6, 114]. As users
manage their own system and possibly connect their
own sensors, the quality of the measurements needs
to be recorded and feedback needs to be given on
wrongly attached or improperly operating sensors.
Moreover, low quality and abnormal data should be
detected as close as possible to the source of the prob-
lem rather than being detected only in the back-end
when the data is analyzed. A reconfigurable platform
allows adding self-monitoring features to the system
in the field by adding a component to monitor and
evaluating the data quality

SC-2.5. How is
the user privacy
protected?

The user and
owner

The privacy can be defined as the level of control of
information that an owner of this information has. In
order to provide control over personal data, the op-
erations that a data consumer can do with the data
should be specified and certified as well. For exam-
ple, when a back-end system consumes data from
the BASN, it must be notified to the user what is
done with the data and some authorities certify that
this is indeed the case. Besides, the data that are
transmitted between the body hub and the sensors
and between the body hub and the back-end system
should be encrypted properly

Besides above concerns, there are concerns that are not discussed explicitly here,
but they are still addressed in the system design and implementation. These concerns
are mainly held by the system integrator and developers, for example:

• How is the system to be constructed?

• What technologies are used where?

• What ‘things in the world’ does the system need to know about?

• What communication protocols are used?

• What standards must implementation follow?

• What resources constrain system operation?

• How is a body hub to be set up?
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2.4 Related work

There has been a lot of research on the development of BASN platforms. Some of them
focus on providing the communication infrastructure and the low-level protocols to
support sensor networks and data dissemination. Others focus on a high-level software
platform or a middleware layer to support the development of BASN applications by
hiding the complexities of underlying sensor networks. Besides, many of them are
special purpose platforms on which the applications are installed during deployment
and never updated. This section presents the proposed systems or platforms that
are relevant to our system and its concerns. The comparison between the systems is
provided in Table 2.4.

The UbiMon project [86] aims to provide a continuous and unobtrusive monitoring
system for patients in order to capture transient but life threatening events. A Body
Sensor Network (BSN) architecture is developed for this purpose. The wireless sen-
sors are either worn by or implanted into the patient, and the sensor data is gathered
by a local processing unit, such as a PDA, before it is further processed or trans-
mitted to a central monitoring server. The BSN is designed to ease the integration
of different sensors such as ECG, SpO2 and other context-aware sensors such as ac-
celerometer, temperature and skin conductance sensors. The communication among
different sensor platforms is assured by adopting the IEEE 802.15.4 communication
standard. The choice to have an independent body hub in between instead of having
cloud only systems is important - compare to phones that have local processing and
memory.

Otto et al. [100, 93] present a prototype system that is developed to satisfy the
requirements for small size, low power consumption, secure and reliable communica-
tion, and interoperability of wearable wireless body area networks (WWBAN). The
WWBAN prototype consists of multiple ActiS sensor nodes that are based on a com-
monly used sensor platform Telos from Moteiv. The sensor software is implemented in
a TinyOS environment. Moreover, the authors describe a general three-tier architec-
ture (sensor nodes, personal server (hub) and medical servers at the back-end) of the
WWBAN integrated into a telemedical system for health monitoring. This work, how-
ever, focuses on addressing the technical issues such as sensor hardware and software
architecture, network time synchronization and energy conservation rather than the
software architecture of the whole system, including the personal server and medical
servers. Similarly, the CodeBlue project [117] aims to develop a combined hardware
and software platform for medical sensor networks and to study the challenges of
low-power sensors, reliable networking and security. The CodeBlue platform is im-
plemented in TinyOS and provides protocols (for device discovery, publish-subscribe
multi-hop routing and a simple data query interface) for integrating wireless medical
sensors and end-user devices such as PDAs and laptops. These projects, however,
mainly focus on the communication infrastructure and the information dissemination
among body sensors. The applications need to query low-level information directly
from the sensors.

Middleware, in the computer industry, can be described as a generic software layer
that separates applications from platform-specific details such as operating systems
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and network protocols [110]. Middleware provides services to the software applica-
tions and allows the same applications to run on heterogenous environments and to
interoperate with diverse applications. The services can be generic services (e.g., fault
tolerance, security) or specific services that are tailored to particular types of appli-
cations. One of the most popular middleware systems is Common Object Request
Broker Architecture (CORBA) [98], which is designed to facilitate the communication
of systems that are deployed on diverse platforms. In the application domain of sensor
networks, middleware systems are developed to meet the challenges of the large vari-
ety of sensors deployed by many types of applications. For example, the middleware
for sensor networks called Middleware Linking Applications and Networks (MiLAN)
[60] allows applications to specify a policy (QoS requirements) for managing the net-
work and sensors. We note that though CORBA could be applied to provide access
to sensor data while hiding the detailed information of the object (e.g., sensors and
communication protocols), it is currently not suitable in this domain where resource
constraints are an important concern.

In [17], Brandao et al. describe the need for a Body Area Network (BAN) frame-
work (middleware) that can abstract to applications the underlying sensor resources
that they get the data from. The goal of the middleware is to allow applications
to issue data requests with a set of requirements (e.g., accuracy of the results, data
rate and delivery guarantee) to be met and to add a new type of sensor easily. The
architecture proposal and implementation overview of the middleware prototype are
presented, which focus on the first layer of the resource abstraction. The resource
abstraction layer provides similar functionalities as ones in our platform, such as the
sensor communication interface and the application’s request handling. The bridge
design pattern [44] is used to provide a generic abstraction for the network interfaces.
The sensors and the command daemon are responsible for handling sensor control
messages. A simple data structure is defined, for example, based on the IEEE 11073
standard [68], to represent the relationships among different types of data. A more
formal ontology is used in our architecture instead. Besides, security and privacy,
which are the key challenges in BASNs, have not been mentioned and addressed.

With similar objectives as in [17], the LiteWBAN project [128] (the successor is
Mobisense [129]) aims to develop a lightweight middleware for wireless medical BAN,
which supports multiple sensors and applications, plug and play (detection of when
the sensor joins or leaves the network), resource management (setting the sampling
rate and reading battery level) and mobile applications. Some of these functionalities
are implemented and demonstrated with the prototype of a PDA and BAN sensors.
The middleware architecture is described with a set of five Java classes, which are
responsible for different functionalities. The middleware, however, is not designed
for flexibly handling different types of sensors, sharing data among applications and
supporting extra-functional properties such as security and privacy.

Kuryloski et al. [80] present a platform for the wireless BAN called DexterNet,
which utilizes a three-layer architecture (including body sensor layer, personal net-
work layer and global network layer) to control heterogeneous body sensors. The
design requirements of the platform are driven to provide maximum flexibility and
extensibility with maximum potential for reusability of its components. The platform
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supports an open-source on-node signal processing library (namely SPINE), which al-
lows the higher-level applications to control different types of body sensors. Moreover,
DexterNet supports real-time signal collection and dynamic sensor configuration over-
the-air. These features are similar to the ones supported by the OSAS framework
[15].

In [87], a wearable and wireless sensor platform, Mercury, is designed to sup-
port long-term data collection on patients in hospital and home settings. The long
battery lifetime is achieved by tuning sensor operation and data transfer based on
energy consumption of each node and by processing data under severe computational
constraints. For example, the gyroscope sampling is disabled (adaptive duty cycling)
when the sensor node is not moving (which can be determined by using the accelerom-
eter). Computing certain features on sensor nodes saves energy in terms of reduced
flash logging and packet transmissions. A high-level programming interface (appli-
cation driver) is provided, which allows implementing different application-specific
policies for driving data collection and configuring sampling rate and storage modes.
Similarly, these features can be covered by employing the OSAS framework.

One closely related project is myHealthAssistant [115, 116], which shares several
goals with the VITRUVIUS project. The project aims to develop a fitness and pre-
ventive health care system with a platform that is flexible and easy to deploy. An
event-based middleware is developed, which supports ad-hoc sensor connections and
provides a seamless adaptation of different configurations. Besides, the layered archi-
tecture is used to increase extensibility and adaptability. The bottom layer consists
of sensor modules. The intermediate layer consists of an event handler, a central
database for logging and application-specific modules. The event handler is respon-
sible for handling the events produced by modules (sensors) and forwarding them
to subscribed modules. The top layer consists of the user interface. The layering,
however, is quite presumptuous. In our work, the application determines what events
are collected and processed. Moreover, this platform does not support the interoper-
ability at the semantic level and does not address the trustworthiness concern with
respect to dynamic changes of sensor configurations and applications.

Table 2.4 gives an overview of the BASN platforms and features that they pro-
vide. Similar to most of platforms, VITRUVIUS aims to be a mobile platform,
which is important for many applications, such as movement tracking, fitness and
health monitoring. This has advantages of using an available infra-structure of smart
phones. Using this infra-structure as a central element in the platform also improves
the dependability and scalability of the system as one can rely on the existing infra-
structure of downloading apps, which can also be used for deploying sensor drivers
and updating attached sensor firmware. We also want to use the middleware archi-
tecture approach to address the concerns related to the flexibility in terms of adding
multiple sensors and applications, handling flexible sensor configurations, and sharing
data among these components and with back-end systems as well. Moreover, we want
to investigate a semantic interoperability approach, which is considered as a neces-
sary condition for flexibility and evolution of BASNs [19]. Interoperability among
components of distributed systems refers to the ability to exchange services and data
with one another [59]. While interoperability is concerned with syntax and parame-
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ters of interfaces, semantic interoperability addresses the meaning of operations and
exchanged data. Semantic interoperability ensures that these exchanges make sense -
that both parties attach the same meaning to them. It reduces dependencies, which
is important for third parties to make system components that can be integrated
into the platform easily. We use the VITRUVIUS platform to analyze how semantic
interoperability fits in the architecture and how to work effectively with semantics.

Besides the functional capabilities, extra-functional requirements such as security
and privacy are essential for BASNs. The VITRUVIUS platform provides a trust
management model, which is able to evaluate and monitor trustworthiness of compo-
nents and also the system regarding system properties like dependability and privacy.
We also want to implement the system on an actual hardware and software plat-
form, and use this platform to evaluate proposed approaches and design with various
scenarios.

2.5 Conclusion
This chapter focused on addressing a question: What are main user and system
requirements of a BASN, in particular, to support flexibility and trustworthiness?

We first studied a generic architecture of BASNs and related work in this domain.
We observed that most of the BASN platforms use more than one body sensor and
sensors can be from different vendors. The targeted applications are in various do-
mains, ranging from medical, fitness to entertainment. Most of these, however, are
special purpose platforms on which the applications are installed during deployment
and never updated. The applications also cannot access each other’s information.
Hence, it is difficult to reuse or adapt the platform to new requirements. From this
study, we proposed a global overview of our system, namely VITRUVIUS. The sys-
tem consists of three main parts: sensor nodes, a body hub and back-end systems.
The choice to have an independent body hub in between instead of having cloud only
systems is important - compare to phones that have local processing and memory.
Besides, we regard the BASN as a platform on which (concurrent) BASN software
applications - developed by third parties - are installed and configured dynamically.

We then analyzed a list of use cases and stakeholders, and examined the stakehold-
ers’ concerns and how they can be addressed by the system requirements. Moreover,
we proposed to use a middleware platform and a semantic interoperability approach
to address the flexibility concerns of adding sensors and applications, handling flex-
ible sensor configurations, and sharing data among these components. In addition,
a trust management model was proposed to address the trustworthiness concerns,
which considers system properties like dependability, security and privacy. These so-
lutions and design decisions will be discussed in detail through a set of architectural
views in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Architecture viewpoints and views

In the previous chapter, we focused on the first design question, in particular, we
presented main concerns and requirements for a software architecture of the BASN
system. This chapter focuses on the second question as posed in Chapter 1: How do
we design a software architecture of the proposed BASN?

To address this question, we describe the software architecture and how to address
the concerns relating to the architecture. We use the guidelines of the ISO/IEC/IEEE
42010 standard [67, 38, 64], which specifies the manner in which architecture descrip-
tions of systems are organized and expressed. According to this standard, a system is
described from the viewpoint of the stakeholders; each viewpoint has certain models
of the system that address concerns these stakeholders have. A collection of models
addressing a concern is called a view.

The architecture is expressed using five viewpoints and views, which are Func-
tional, Information, Semantic, Concurrency and Trust. For each of them, we describe
the overview, the concerns framed by the viewpoint and the architecture models of the
view. An architecture model uses modeling conventions (specified by the model kind)
appropriate to the concerns addressed. We also present the important architecture
decisions and analyze the trade-offs of alternative approaches.

3.1 Viewpoints and views

According to the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 standard [67], an architecture description
(AD) includes one or more architecture views (or simply, view) and each such view

This chapter is partly based on:
V. Bui, R. Verhoeven and J. Lukkien. A Body Sensor Platform for Concurrent Applications. In

2012 IEEE International Conference on Consumer Electronics - Berlin (ICCE-Berlin), pp. 38-41,
Berlin, Germany, September 2012. IEEE.

V. Bui, J. Lukkien and R. Verhoeven. Toward a Trust Management Model for a Configurable
Body Sensor Platform. In 6th ICST International Conference on Body Area Networks (Bodynets),
pp. 23-26, Beijing, China, November 2011. ACM Press.

V. Bui, P. Brandt, H. Liu, T. Basten and J. Lukkien. Semantic Interoperability in Body Area
Sensor Networks and Applications. In 9th ICST International Conference on Body Sensor Networks
(Bodynets), London, UK, June 2014. ACM Press.
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Architecture
Description

Information
View

Functional
View

Concurrency
View

Semantic
View

Trust
View

Concerns of Flexibility and
Functional Capability

Concerns of
Trustworthiness

Figure 3-1: The system architecture is described with five views created by using the
viewpoints and the concerns framed by the viewpoints. The dashed arrows represent
the relationships that the concerns are addressed by the views.

addresses one or more concerns of the stakeholders. An architecture view expresses
the architecture of the system in accordance with an architecture viewpoint (or sim-
ply, viewpoint). There are two aspects of a viewpoint: the concerns it frames for
stakeholders and the conventions (model kinds) it establishes on views.

The software architecture of the VITRUVIUS system is expressed using five view-
points and views: Functional, Information, Semantic, Concurrency and Trust. The
Development view that addresses the development concerns regarding the platform
design and implementation will be described in Chapter 4. It is worth noting that
there are many options to structure an AD [109] (e.g., using other viewpoints), but we
believe that this set of viewpoints does an effective job of partitioning the AD into a
manageable number of sections, while ensuring widespread coverage of the aforemen-
tioned concerns. Figure 3-1 shows these five views created by using the viewpoints
and the concerns framed by the viewpoints. The detail of each view will be presented
in the next sections.

3.2 Functional view

3.2.1 Overview

The Functional viewpoint [109] describes the system’s runtime functional elements as
well as their responsibilities, interfaces and primary interactions.

The Functional view drives the shape of other architectural views such as the
Information, Concurrency and Development. It also has a significant impact on the
system’s quality properties such as its ability to extend, to change and to be secured.
The Functional view defines the architectural elements that deliver the functions of
the system. In other words, this view addresses the concerns of functional capabilities,
external interfaces and the internal structure.
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Sensor Abstraction Layer (SAL)

Sensor Driver 1 Sensor Driver N

           Service Layer

Application Layer

Service MService 2

App KApp 2

Sensor Driver 2

Basic Platform
components . . .

. . .

. . .

Service 1

App 1

Figure 3-2: A layered model of the body hub’s software platform. The model shows
the component organization with three layers and the inter-layer dependency rela-
tionships.

While the objective of the system is to relate the sensor domain with the ap-
plication domain, the body hub’s software platform should provide a loose coupling
between the applications and the detailed characteristics (e.g., the communication
protocol and sensor value representation) of the sensors. This allows a seamless
switching among different sensor configurations, the extensibility of new sensors and
applications, and the reuse and evolution of existing sensors and applications. In
addition, a functional requirement of the platform is to support third-party software
components. Therefore, we propose a layered and component-based architectural
approach for the software platform of the body hub.

The Functional view consists of the functional structure model that can be repre-
sented through the following model kinds.

• The Layered model shows how the different responsibilities and elements of the
system are located in the layers.

• The Component model shows a system’s elements, interfaces and inter-element
connections.

3.2.2 Concerns

The Functional viewpoint frames the concerns of the Functional Capability and Flex-
ibility, including: sensor domain (SC-1.1, SC-1.3 and SC-1.4) and application domain
(SC-1.5 and SC-1.6).

3.2.3 Layered model

Figure 3-2 illustrates the layered architecture of the software platform of the body hub.
The model shows the system component organization with three layers as follows.
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• The Sensor abstraction layer (SAL) is an interface between the sensors and the
other components in upper layers of the body hub. This layer allows the system
to easily adapt and handle new sensors and their configurations. The layer
contains sensor drivers that control and configure a sensor (e.g., enable/disable
sensors or set the sampling rate) to obtain data according to a request from an
application.

• The Service layer contains the downloaded services and the services provided
by the components of the Basic Platform. A service is a program that operates
only on the data space defined by the user, which includes the local BASN
storage, for example a database. A service can use data from the data space
and add data as well. A service typically operates in the background without a
user interface. For example, a service detects heart rates from raw ECG signals,
or a service controls a sensor to obtain data.

• The Application layer contains the downloaded applications and the GUIs. An
application can combine the results of services to achieve its functionality and
several applications can share the same service. An application interfaces with
the outside world, through a user interface but possibly also by communication
with other parties (e.g., back-ends) than the body hub. For example, an ap-
plication that facilitates the user to monitor his daily health conditions and a
fitness application share the data generated by the heart-rate detection service.
Both may communicate statistics to an external party.

The model shows that the application layer depends on the service layer that, in
turn, depends on the SAL. The application layer also depends directly on the SAL.
For example, an application can subscribe to data from one or several sensor drivers
directly. The model, however, does not show the inter-component dependency among
components in the same layer. It is worthy to note that there are dependencies
among services (e.g., data sharing) and among applications (e.g., an application uses
the visualization service provided by another application). The sensor drivers in the
SAL do not share data among each other; the data fusion is performed at the Service
layer.

The Basic Platform is pre-installed software on the body hub, which provides the
user’s GUI and the basic services (e.g., software installation, sensor configuration and
trust monitoring) for operating and managing the BASN system. The components
of the Basic Platform will be presented in the next section.

3.2.4 Component model

The component model shows the system’s elements (components), interfaces, and
inter-element connections. The model is represented by using a UML component di-
agram. We present and analyze the component models of two software architectures
proposed for the platform: the initial architecture [21] and the ontology-based archi-
tecture [20], which is based on the initial architecture with the support of semantic
interoperability.
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SoftwareDownload

Figure 3-3: A component diagram of the initial software architecture of the platform.

Initial architecture

Figure 3-3 illustrates the component model of the initial software architecture. The
dashed box frames the components of the Basic Platform. The diagram presents
the provided/required interfaces of these components to/from the downloaded and
external components. The ‘download’ stereotype indicates the (third-party) services
and applications that are downloaded and installed on the platform dynamically. The
diagram shows only one instance of the service and of the application as an example.
The ‘external’ stereotype indicates the external components such as the back-end
systems or the sensor programs running on the sensor nodes. The dashed arrow
with the ‘use’ stereotype indicates that the interface is accessed or used by other
components ‘indirectly’ through the data tables of the VitruviusDB database.

The components of the Basic Platform and their main responsibilities are pre-
sented as follows.
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• The Database (VitruviusDB): The relational database is deployed as the cen-
tralized database of the system to provide data storage and data sharing among
other system components. It stores sensor data retrieved from the SAL and data
produced by the services or application-specific components. The database pro-
vides the DataStore&Query interface that is used by all other components for
data storage and sharing. In this sense, the database tables play a role as a
communication interface among the components. In the figure, we do not show
these relationships explicitly in order to keep the diagram simple. The Infor-
mation view in Section 3.3 and the Concurrency view in Section 3.5 will give
more details.

• The GUI (Graphical User Interface) is responsible for the user interaction
and data visualization. The GUI uses the SystemConfiguration interface
for configuring the system settings (e.g., change the privacy level) and the
SoftwareDownload interface for downloading a service or an application to the
body hub.

• The Security Interface serves as a ‘body firewall’ that shields the body hub
from the outside world, verifies the downloaded software’s signatures, and only
provides privacy-sensitive data to parties that can authenticate themselves as
trustworthy. For example, doctors may be interested and allowed to use the
raw physiological data, while caregivers are best served with interpreted data
(e.g., seizure events). The Security Interface provides the SoftwareDownload
and SoftwareUpload interfaces, and it requires the SoftwareInstall interface
for installing the software.

• The Configuration Manager is responsible for the software installation, system
and sensor configuration, and for managing the resource and data sharing among
system components. The Configuration Manager uses the Trust&Ownership-
Verification interface provided by the Trust and Ownership Manager com-
ponent to address the security and trustworthiness concerns such as verifying
the trustworthiness of a downloaded software or of future system integrity. For
example, a user wants to install a specific software package that is generated and
advertised by a doctor. In this case, the user uses the Graphical User Interface
(GUI) to discover (e.g., via a QR code) and download the advertised package
to the body hub. In a sense, it is similar to modern smart phones that search
and install apps from an App store. The Configuration Manager checks the
component certification details, verifies the future system integrity and installs
it on the system.

The Configuration Manager uses the SensorConfiguration interface provided
by the SAL to configure the sensors according to the requests from the services
and application, or depending on the system context such as the sensor’s battery
level.

• The Trust and Ownership Manager constantly examines the current quality
properties (e.g., security, privacy and performance) of the system at run time
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and verifies these properties at the system configuration time (e.g., software
installation), thereby authorizing configuration changes. The component also
is responsible for evaluating the trustworthiness or the quality of the sensor
readings. The readers can refer to the Trust view in Section 3.6 for more details.

In addition to the above components, the initial architecture also contains the De-
cision Support Engine component (not shown). This component executes the guide-
lines or decision rules, which are a part of the downloaded application developed by
the Domain Expert System. Through this execution, key diagnostic information is
extracted. The component can be considered as a regular application that operates
on a data space of the body hub.

Ontology-based architecture

In the initial architecture, the database acts like a central data store and communica-
tion interface among system components and applications. As mentioned before, the
database could become a performance bottleneck of the platform when there are too
many modifications to the database. Furthermore, the simple ontology for sensor and
data description is defined and realized by a set of database tables. From a seman-
tic point of view, however, this results in a simple controlled and fixed vocabulary.
The ontology can be regarded as a vehicle that uniformizes the data originating from
different system components into a universal understanding, thus the interoperabil-
ity can be achieved at the semantic level. semantic interoperability addresses the
meaning of operations and exchanged data. It reduces dependencies among system
components and it is a necessary condition for flexibility and evolution of BASNs. Se-
mantic interoperability implies that data is given a context for interpretation, which
is either known by the receiver or is a part of the data. As it turns out such context
has typically a local relevance: the architecture should support this locality to avoid
burdening the entire system with irrelevant details. We, therefore, want to use the
platform to analyze how semantic interoperability fits in the architecture. In addi-
tion, we want to investigate alternative approaches for data storage and sharing to
address issues of the centralized data store.

The layered architecture of the existing system (see Figure 3-2) is an effective
aspect and we do not want to disrupt it. However, not all semantic concepts are
relevant at all layers and, in addition, it pays in terms of efficiency to lump closely
related components within a layer together and let them share context. This leads
to a localized semantics that is translated or mapped at boundaries. Therefore, we
adopt an ontology-based approach in [19, 18], in which the semantic architecture is
orthogonal to the functional architecture. The Semantic view in Section 3.4 will give
more details.

Figure 3-4 illustrates the component diagram of the ontology-based architecture.
Similar to the component diagram in Figure 3-3, the dashed box frames the compo-
nents of the Basic Platform. The ‘download’ stereotype indicates the (third-party)
services and applications that are downloaded and installed on the platform dynam-
ically. The ‘external’ stereotype indicates the external components such as the back-
end systems or the sensor programs running on the sensor nodes. Besides, the UML 2
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Figure 3-4: A component diagram of the ontology-based architecture of the platform.

information flow connector is used to indicate the message flow among elements with
a stereotype to indicate the type of message in use and the ‘information conveyed’
annotation capturing the message type (e.g., the publish-subscribe messaging and
SensorData). The small boxes attached to the elements represent ports. For exam-
ple, the ones attached to the Sensor Driver are output ports (they create messages)
and the ones attached to the Application are input ports (they receive messages).

The components, such as Security Interface, GUI, and Configuration Manager,
have the same responsibilities as the ones in the initial architecture. However, there
are the following differences between the architectures.

• Sensor driver : is a part of the SAL, which is now downloadable (similar to the
download concept of apps). This increases the flexibility of the system in terms
of adding new sensors.

• Data store: Instead of one centralized data store (VitruviusDB), the approach
of decentralized data stores is used. It means that each component like a service
or an application can have its own local data store (not shown). Similarly, the
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SAL can maintain its own database for storing persistent data received from
the sensors. We will discuss and analyze the trade-offs of these approaches in
the Information view.

• Domain ontology : This repository (e.g., OWL files [83]) stores the ontologies
that represent the domain-specific knowledge within the intended universe of
discourse. In our case study, this ontology is set in the Remote Patient Moni-
toring (RPM) domain.

• Communication interfaces: The components can communicate (e.g., sharing
data or calling function) directly, not via the centralized database. We will
discuss this in detail in the Information and Concurrency views.

• Data broker : This component is responsible for coordinating communication
(e.g., data requests and responses) among the system components. The compo-
nent together with the Configuration Manager play the role of the broker that
verifies and serves the requests from the services and applications and provides
responses for that (e.g. returning a data publisher or changing the sensor config-
uration) while taking the trustworthiness and dependability of the system into
account. The component requires the SensorConfiguration interface provided
by the Configuration Manager and it provides two interfaces, PubRegister and
SubRequest, for loaded components to advertise a publication data and to re-
quest a data subscription, respectively.

3.3 Information view

3.3.1 Overview

The Information viewpoint [109] describes the way that the system stores, manip-
ulates, manages, and distributes information so that implementors and application
developers know what to build, users get what they need, and the system is able to
exchange data with other systems. This viewpoint develops a high-level view of static
data structures, data storage, and information flow.

The Information view consists of four most important model kinds as follows.

• Conceptual model: What are the key kinds of information and their character-
istics, ownership and lifetimes.

• Information ownership model: This defines the owner of each data item in the
architecture.

• Information flow model: This analyzes the dynamic movement of information
between elements of the system and the outside world.

• Information storage model: How information is stored and managed.
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We note that the concern of data quality (SC-2.4) will be discussed in Chapter
7. Information quality becomes an issue in cases where the system makes use of
information from a variety of sources. Poor-quality information can have a significant
impact on a component’s ability to carry out its operations. Thus, it may be necessary
to develop an automated tool for monitoring or assessing information quality or for
repairing poor-quality data [109].

3.3.2 Concerns

The Information viewpoint frames the following concerns: information structure and
storage (SC-1.8), information flow and exchange (SC-1.7, SC-1.9 and SC-1.10) and
information ownership (SC-2.5).

3.3.3 Conceptual model

We regard the data space defined by the local memory of the BASN as a part of
the personal data space of the user that may be stored anywhere in the cloud and
shared with user selected back-end systems. This data space can contain the body
sensed data, user’s context, environmental parameters, and health records as well; it
is transparently owned and controlled by the user.

A sensor delivers the same data type, but the data can have distinct purposes in
different application domains [19]. For example, a heart beat can carry an indication
of health in the care domain or an indication of performance potential in domains of
sports or entertainment. This example shows that the meaning of the data collected
by the sensors, the context information and any prior knowledge are essential for not
only supporting correct interpretation of sensor data but also ensuring its appropriate
use in accordance with the purpose of a given application. Prior knowledge may refer,
for example, to driver details of the applied sensor, to details about how to convert
voltage into a blood pressure value or to assumptions about the influence of the
operating environment on sensor accuracy as well as the setup of measurements in
clinical conditions.

As mentioned in Section 3.2.4, we adopt an ontology-based approach to improve
the semantic interoperability among sensor networks and applications. The devel-
oped ontology covers concepts regarding examinations and measurements, including
the circumstances (context) in which the examination and measurement have been
performed. We discuss the ontologies and semantic concepts in the Semantic view
(see Section 3.4).

The BASN can be considered as an examination system including the devices (e.g.,
body sensors) and examination methods, which provide the examination results. The
examination methods can be the algorithms realized by the sensor programs or signal
processing components. Figure 3-5 [19] depicts how the concept ‘examination’ repre-
sents a conceptualization of the examinological reality that an ‘examination system’
provides for an ‘examination result’, including its expected ‘examination uncertainty’
and according to an ‘examination method’. For example, it specifies how many ‘ex-
amined property values’ must be obtained to calculate an ‘examination result’.
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Figure 3-5: A concept ‘examination’ (adapted from [36]) represents a conceptualiza-
tion of the examinological reality.

The ‘examination’ can express both the metrological concept ‘measurement’ and
the examinological concept ‘nominal examination’, which are related to ‘quantity’
and ‘nominal property’, respectively. The quantitative properties are properties that
have magnitudes (e.g., the heart rate) and the nominal properties are ones without
magnitudes (e.g., the blood type). Based on these concepts we can express an ab-
stract statement such as: “a sensor provides examination results of an examinand in
accordance to an examination procedure, including metrological properties such as
accuracy”.

In this view, we concern two kinds of information that are the measurement in-
formation and the system information.

• Measurement information: This information contains the user’s physiological
measurement data and it could be the sensor data (from the sensors), the service
data (from the signal processing components or services) and the application
data (from the applications).

• System information: This contains the information (or meta-data) such as the
measurement and sensor’s properties (e.g., sensor type), the application’s prop-
erties and the system context (e.g., available resources).

3.3.4 Information ownership model

Table 3.1 presents the information ownership model for the kinds of information
above. The information ownership model defines the owner of each data item in the
architecture. There are a number of different classes of information ownerships, such
as the Owner, Creator, Updater, Deleter, Reader, Validater, and a combination of
these. At the simplest level, information ownership can be modeled by using a table,
with system entities and data stores along one axis and data items along the other.
Each cell in the table defines the ownership class of that data item.
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System Sensor data Service data Application
data System data

Sensor Creator None None Reader

Service Reader Creator None Reader

Application Reader Reader Creator Reader

Human
subject Owner Owner Owner Reader

Back-end user Reader Reader Reader,
Owner Reader

Table 3.1: An information ownership table of the data items.

3.3.5 Information flow model

The information flow models analyze dynamic movement of information between en-
tities of the system and the outside world. Each flow represents some information
transferred from one component to another. At the high level, the information flow
model of the system can be represented as a simple diagram in Figure 3-6.

The sensor data received from the sensors is stored into the data space and it then
can be processed by the services or applications. The data produced by a particular
service can be consumed by other services or by an application, which then stores its
processed data back into the data space or reports the data to the back-end system.
The measurement information of the elements (e.g., services and applications) can
be stored in one centralized data store or in decentralized (local) data stores. This
architectural decision will be discussed in the information storage model. The system
information, which is collected by a system monitoring process, can be read and used
by the components such as the Configuration Manager or an authorized service or
application (not shown).

An example of the data flow diagram of the epilepsy monitoring application is
shown in Figure 3-7. The diagram conveys several pieces of information.

• The program running on the ECG sensor measures the ECG signals and sends
them to the body hub.

• The sensor driver of the SAL collects the ECG data and stores it in the mea-
surement data store such as a relational database.

• The signal processing service (the heart-rate detection service) detects heart
rates from the received ECG data and stores the heart-rate data in the data
store.

• The epilepsy monitoring application detects epileptic seizure events based on
the heart rates and then stores these events in the data store. When the serious
events are detected, the application reports these events to the back-end system.
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Figure 3-6: A data flow of the system at the high level.

3.3.6 Information storage model

There are several approaches (e.g., centralized and decentralized models) and tech-
nologies (e.g., relational databases and file-based stores) for storing information. In
this section, we consider different information storage models available to our system,
and we make the architectural decision that matches the right sort of storage model
to the system requirements.

Initial data storage model

In the initial architecture proposed in [21], the relational database is deployed as the
central database of the system to provide data storage and data sharing among other
system components (see Figure 3-3). The database stores sensor data arriving from
the SAL and data (e.g., medical events) produced by the services or application-
specific components. In addition, a simple ontology for sensor and data description
is defined and realized by a set of database tables.

Using a common database to share data makes the data access control and man-
agement less complex. However, the database could become a performance bottleneck
of the platform when there are too many modifications to the database. This issue
can be mitigated by reducing the number of modifications to the database. Some
signal processing components can be configured to run on the sensor itself. These
components pre-process the raw sensing data and extract only the required features
or events. Then, only the extracted features and events are sent to the body hub, thus
the wireless communication traffic among the BASN devices and the burden of the
database are reduced. In addition, instead of the polling mechanism, the notification
mechanism is used for querying database. Figure 3-8 shows an example of the data
notification mechanism. The signal processing component (ECG Event Detector) in-
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Figure 3-7: Example of a data flow diagram of the epilepsy monitoring application.

serts an ECG event into the ecg_event database table. The insert_notification
trigger (rule) then creates a notification of the new ECG event and sends it to the
Heart-rate Monitoring application, which then queries the ecg_event table to get
new events.

Another solution to address the issue of a performance bottleneck is to use the
decentralized storage model. Besides, as aforementioned, we adopt the ontology-based
approach in order to improve the semantic interoperability among system components.
This approach then requires a data store (or a repository) of the domain ontology
that represents the domain-specific knowledge. A question that arises is how to design
the ontology repository together with the data store that stores the data of sensors,
services and applications.

A common way to work with ontology data is to load the ontology components
(e.g., classes and instances) at run-time from a set of source documents (e.g., OWL
or RDF files). This is a very flexible approach, but it has limitations for efficiently
processing large amounts of instance data because the application must parse the
source documents each time it is run. Another approach is to store the ontology
data persistently in a database. This saves the loading overhead and means that we
can store large volumes of ontology data, but it requires higher overhead to retrieve
and update data. There are different approaches [42] to store the ontology data and
execute queries on that data in a database: 1) Build a special purpose database
system (e.g., RDF database) to store and retrieve ontology specific data; 2) Use an
object oriented database system exploiting its rich data modeling capabilities; and 3)
Use relational database systems that are very mature and scale well. This approach
uses an SQL database for the storage and query of ontology data. An example of this
is the SDB persistent store of the Jena framework 1.

1https://jena.apache.org/
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Figure 3-8: Example of the data notification mechanism.

In the following subsections, we consider two architectural approaches for the
purpose of ontology and data storage and sharing. In both approaches, the system
conforms to the layered architecture, which contains the SAL, the Service layer and
the Application layer. The components of the Basic Platform are located in these
three layers.

Centralized data storage model

Figure 3-9 presents the centralized data storage approach, in which a centralized
Ontology Database is used to store both ontology-based data (e.g., sensor data) and
their respective meanings (ontologies). The ontology mappers are used to translate
or interpret from the local ontology (local syntactic and structural representations)
into the domain ontology and vice versa. The open-headed arrow represents the data
flow with the domain ontology. We will describe the mapper in the Semantic view
(see Section 3.4).

This approach is similar to the architecture in [21], albeit a more formal domain
ontology is employed. The use of the centralized database may facilitate the data
access control and management, but it has some technical issues. Applying on a
single schema impedes loose-coupling between applications and services, whilst the
approach that accepts local schemata indeed requires mappers but provides a loosely-
coupled architecture. The database could become a performance bottleneck of the
platform when there are too many modifications to the database. Extra effort is
needed in developing the ontology database. These technical issues will either hinder
the implementation or decrease the performance of the system.

Decentralized data storage model

In order to address the technical issues of the centralized data storage approach, an
alternative approach of using decentralized databases is presented in Figure 3-10.
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Figure 3-9: A centralized data storage approach: the domain ontology database stores
both data and its respective meanings. The open-headed arrow represents the data
flow with the domain ontology and the closed-headed arrow represents the data flow
with the local ontology.

In comparison to the former approach, the ontologies are stored separately in the
Domain Ontology repository. This has advantages: i) a good performance of loading,
retrieving, and updating data since the data storage is more lightweight; ii) less
extra implementation efforts are needed; and iii) flexibility of updating and modifying
ontologies. Besides, each component (sensor driver, service or application) uses its
local database (not shown) for storing data. For example, the ECG data received
from the ECG sensor is stored in the local database of the ECG sensor driver while
the heart-rate data is stored in the local database of the heart-rate detection service.
This avoids the issues of a single point of failure and performance bottleneck, and it
also resolves issues or questions on data ownership. The participants (components)
in this model are responsible for ensuring that their data is only accessed by other
authorized entities or components. The modification of the data schema can be easily
performed and authorized by the database owner. Moreover, it simplifies the reuse of
existing applications and services since they can maintain their original data storage
mechanisms such as relational databases or file systems. In the former architecture,
when a new application is installed, its data schema and tables need to be created in
the centralized database.

This approach, however, has practical issues that we need to address: 1) how the
data can be shared among local databases and 2) how a component knows which
component it should communicate for a particular type of data. For example, the
heart monitoring application needs to find a proper service that can provide heart
rate data.
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Figure 3-10: A decentralized data storage approach: the domain ontology stores the
domain knowledge (ontologies) and the local databases (not shown) of the system
components (e.g., services and applications) store the local data of these components.
The open-headed arrow represents the data flow with the domain ontology and the
closed-headed arrow represents the data flow with the local ontology.

To address the first question, we use the publish-subscribe pattern and message-
based communication [23, 7]. The publish-subscribe pattern provides a loosely-
coupled form of interaction among system components. The publisher has useful
data or events, to which interested subscribers can subscribe in order to get data or
stay synchronized with the publisher. A publisher can share data with multiple sub-
scribers by maintaining a list of subscribers for a certain subject. A subscriber can
also subscribe to data from multiple publishers. For example, the epilepsy monitoring
application can subscribe to data from both the accelerometer sensor driver and the
heart-rate detection service. The subscriber that wants to receive data from a pub-
lisher needs to have a permission granted by the platform. Moreover, the subscriber
can implement a filter method that accepts only relevant data sent by authenticated
publishers.

To address the second question, we apply the broker pattern [23], in which the
broker mediates communication (e.g., data requests and responses) among the system
components. The Data Broker component plays a role of the broker that verifies
and coordinates the requests from the subscribers (e.g., a data subscription) and
the publishers (e.g., a publication advertisement). Figure 3-11 shows the interaction
among the publisher (service), the subscriber (application) and the Data Broker. The
verification process is performed with the help of the Trust and Ownership Manager
(not shown). When a new publisher is added to the platform, the publisher advertises
its meta-data with the Data Broker. If the publisher is verified, its information (e.g.,
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Figure 3-11: Example of data sharing between an application and a service. The
Data Broker component plays a role of the broker, which the application can ask for
a particular data provider. The information about data providers is stored in the
Domain Ontology.

publication data) is stored in the Domain Ontology. When a subscriber wants to
subscribe to a particular type of data, it sends a request to the Data Broker, which
then queries the Domain Ontology for a matching publisher of such request. The Data
Broker may also request the Configuration Manager for a particular configuration
(e.g., change the sampling rate of the sensor) in order to satisfy the subscription
requirement. Upon the response from the Data Broker, the subscriber communicates
directly with the publisher for the data subscription. The data messages exchanged
between the publisher and the subscriber are handled by their ontology mappers (not
shown), which perform conversions between the local data format and the domain
data format (from the syntactic perspective) and between the local semantics and
the domain semantics (from the semantic perspective).

3.4 Semantic view

3.4.1 Overview

Today, distributed systems are pervasive, hence many systems or system components,
at some point in their life cycle, will face the need to exchange data with other (unan-
ticipated) systems or components. Crucial to the success of BASNs is the flexibility
with which stakeholders can share, extend and adapt the system with respect to sen-
sors, data and functionality. The first step is to develop an interoperable platform
with explicit interfaces, which takes care of common management tasks. Beyond that,
interoperability is defined by semantics.

A concern for semantic interoperability, therefore, is the ability to provide inde-
pendent development of systems and components that, at some point in time, are
required to collaborate in the context of the shared application domain. This implies
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that participants are able to establish equivalent abstractions of the state of affairs
in this shared domain. Besides, semantic interoperability implies that data is given a
context for interpretation, which is either known by the receiver or part of the data.
As it turns out such context has typically a local relevance, the architecture should
support this locality to avoid burdening the entire system with irrelevant details.

We propose to address the concerns relating to semantic interoperability, explicitly
in an additional architecture view called the Semantic view. Modeling semantics
in itself does not make systems become interoperable on demand; it requires an
architectural embedding of the semantic view such that its concerns can be brought
in balance with the other concerns that the architecture addresses.

The Semantic view consists of the ontology-based model that represents how the
semantic architecture is integrated into the functional architecture. We employ an
ontology on context-aware examinations developed in [19, 18], which has the potential
of not only supporting correct interpretation of sensor data but also ensuring its
appropriate use in accordance with the purpose of a given application. The ontology
can be regarded as a vehicle that unifies the data originating from different system
components into a universal understanding; thereby achieving interoperability at the
semantic level.

3.4.2 Concerns

The Semantic viewpoint frames the concerns: adding a sensor (SC-1.1), installing an
application (SC-1.5), sensor configuration (SC-1.3) and resources and data sharing
(SC-1.9).

3.4.3 Analysis of the problem

Consider applications in the domain of BASNs. Table 3.2 gives an example of several
available sensors and the information they provide.

Table 3.3 summarizes mobile apps that are dependent on sensed data. Connectiv-
ity between sensors and mobile device is taken care of by Bluetooth or USB-protocols,
on top of that device drivers (one for each sensor) operate to make the data available
in some sensor specific data format.

From an architectural perspective, these sensor details should remain transparent
to the apps. The sensor abstraction layer (SAL) helps to abstract the sensor particu-
lars. This implies making a model about (i) the capabilities of a sensor, such as data
range, resolution and sampling frequency, as well as (ii) its communication properties,
for example, data stream reliability and power consumption preservation techniques.

Although sensor details remain transparent to the apps, the transparency that
is being provided to them is closely related to the sensor hardware aspects only.
Certainly, on adding a new sensor, its data easily become available through the SAL
to the apps. However, before the app can apply the data in its own logic, it still
needs to know about (a) what the data represent, for example, heart rate or skin
conductance. Depending on the capabilities of the sensor, (b) the representation
of the data itself can vary between raw sensor readings (e.g., electrical potential
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Device Sensor data Properties

Shimmer sensors 3D Acceleration
ECG
Heart rate
EMG
Skin conductance (GSR)

Bluetooth or IEEE 802.15.4
3D Acceleration:
-Sample freq.: configurable
-Range: ±1.5g or ±6g
-Sensitivity: 800mV/g at 1.5g

DTI-2 wristband 3D Acceleration
Skin temperature
Skin conductance (GSR)
Ambient temperature
Ambient light level

Bluetooth
3D Acceleration:
-Fixed sampling freq. (2 Hz)
-Range: ±2g
-Sensitivity: 0.001g/bit

Mio Alpha watch Heart rate Bluetooth Heart Rate Profile

Phone’s sensors 3D Acceleration
Ambient light
Location

3D Acceleration:
-Sample freq.: configurable
-Accuracy: 0.001-0.2m/s2

Table 3.2: Example of sensors, their data and some properties.

differences) and pre-processed information, to represent, for example, an ECG-trace
datum. For the latter, services may be provided, which calibrate sensor data or
combine data from one or more sensors into (c) derived data such as heart rate as
an inverse RR-interval from the ECG data or an acceleration vector magnitude from
its underlying X, Y and Z values. Moreover, (d) data quality requirements such as
accuracy or timeliness might need to be met before an app can apply it in a useful or
reliable manner.

Furthermore, platform services, such as brokering or conflict resolution, cannot
provide their services without (e) an unambiguous definition and identification of its
data resources and data quality aspects. Then, a heart rate reading of, for example 104
BPM, in itself is insufficient to act upon; and (f) only when embedded in contextual
awareness, such as the subject being an adult or infant, at rest or running on a
treadmill, it provides the necessary information to appropriately interpret the data
to allow reasoning about a high or normal heart rate reading.

All this information or meta-data, (a) through (f), is not part of the commu-
nication between components, nor available explicitly during runtime. Instead, it
represents what we like to call prior knowledge, since it influences the interpretation
of the datum and has been considered, somehow during the design phase of the app,
ending-up being implicitly embedded in the code. Although all that prior knowledge
can be made explicit as RDF-graphs, OWL-definitions or ontologies, these semantics
still need to be taken into account by apps, services, the SAL and the underlying
platform alike, for example, by every distinct part of the architecture. Only when
the explicit semantics are addressed coherently by all architectural parts, changes,
such as adding a new sensor or installing a new app, can be coped with seamlessly.
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Application Sensor data Description
M

ed
ic

al

Epileptic seizure
detection

Heart rate, acceler-
ation

Automatic detection of heart rate
changes significant for seizures in
severe epilepsy

Stress monitoring GSR, heart rate,
acceleration

Stress@work: a framework for
stress management

Sleep monitoring Heart rate, acceler-
ation, sound

Smart alarm and sleep cycle
tracker, trend graphs

F
it

ne
ss Cardio trackers Heart rate, acceler-

ation, location
Tracks distance, pace, time, and
calories burned

Strength trainers Body weight Tracks workouts and weights

Table 3.3: Example of medical and fitness applications.

This is a necessary component to extend the universal plug-and-play technology from
universal connectivity to universal interoperability.

3.4.4 Ontology-based model

The modular architecture of the platform provides a loose coupling in terms of func-
tionality and system components, from a semantic point of view such an architecture
still enforces a strict coupling between data schema, syntax and meaning, i.e., one big
semantic silo. It is our objective to provide loose coupling also at the semantic level,
facilitating an open sensor networks and apps that are truly interoperable.

First a separation needs to be achieved between semantic and functional concerns.
Ontologies are widely recognized as a means to address semantic concerns. Stated
in [53], an ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization.
By applying ontologies, i) concepts will become semantically grounded in the referred
real-world entities, ii) by reasoning over these concepts, new facts can be inferred or
validity of statements can be checked, and iii) by relating the data schemata to an
ontology, stored data are enriched with the semantic conventions that are applied in
the application domain.

When integrating ontologies in the layered architecture of the platform, a founda-
tion is laid for separating semantic from functional concerns. A prerequisite, however,
is to fit those ontologies without disrupting the existing architecture. We therefore
engage in an approach that addresses semantic concerns in a semantic architecture
that is orthogonal to the existing (functional) architecture that already shows loose
coupling between (functional) components. We further observe that not all semantic
concepts that are available in the ontologies are relevant for all functional layers and,
in addition, it pays, in terms of efficiency, to lump semantic closely related concerns
within a semantic layer together. This leads to localized semantics that is translated
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Figure 3-12: An overview of the ontology-based architecture of the platform [20].

or mapped at boundaries. We thus adopt an ontology-based approach, shown in Fig-
ure 3-12, in which the semantic architecture, depicted as four horizontal layers, is
orthogonal to the functional architecture that is depicted as three vertical columns.
We can now focus on achieving semantic loose coupling without having to fear to de-
stroy functional loose coupling, and do so by introducing two architectural principles
that are fundamental to loose coupling, separation of concerns and transparency, and
apply these at that semantic architecture.

Semantic separation of concerns

In software engineering, separation of concerns (SoC) is a design principle that refers
to decomposing a software system into parts with as few dependencies as possible
[92]. In [19], it is extended and specialized into two separate aspects, the functional
SoC and the semantic SoC. As shown in Figure 3-12, the functional SoC is repre-
sented by three vertical layers and the semantic SoC is represented by four horizontal
layers. The functional SoC takes care of the functional design of the system, while the
semantic SoC simplifies achieving semantic interoperability since it allows separating
the semantics into layers with different levels of abstraction. The semantic interoper-
ability then can be achieved at a higher abstraction layer, where less heterogeneous
concepts exist compared to lower abstraction layers. The different semantic layers
are as follows.

• The Repository schemata layer carries ample semantics, explicitly that is. Com-
puters store data, just data, and there exists no way around that. Hence, seman-
tics at this level are implicitly captured in data and meta-data, and to operate
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appropriately on that data requires prior knowledge. The inherent semantics
is fully settled in their design and development phase. However, we observe
that each component in any functional layer will have its own distinct seman-
tics about its own particular data and data format, possibly even about their
administration and access, which is relevant only for that components operation
and purpose. Hence it owns a specific, local part of the data store.

• The Component-variant semantics layer represents the semantics that enables
managing, monitoring and controlling operations on the data. This semantic
layer is an abstraction from the previous layer so that a uniform and internal
consensus about its local data is provided to the component. In fact, this seman-
tic layer represents the current pragmatics on how services and applications go
about semantics: The software engineer has prior knowledge about the meaning
of the schemata of the underlying data, and has hard-coded its appropriate use
in the software components. For those concepts that are required by other com-
ponents, their semantics are made explicit by formulating their representation in
a local ontology. For example, an application component defines a getECGData
method that can be used to read ECG data either from a database or from the
results of an HTTP request. The getECGData is a semantic abstraction of the
SELECT statement in SQL and the GET request in HTTP.

• The Component-invariant & domain-variant semantic layer represents the do-
main specific knowledge within the intended universe of discourse (UoD). In
the VITRUVIUS project, this ontology is set in the Remote Patient Monitoring
(RPM) domain. We discern here the domain ontology that is responsible for pro-
viding semantics about the domain of application, for example, the SNOMED
ontology, and the application ontology that represents the constrained specifi-
cation from the upper layer and provides for the shared UoD. Both domain and
application ontologies coincide with their definitions from [52]. In general, we
however present these ontologies as the domain ontology.

• The Domain-invariant semantic layer is responsible for providing the abstract
language that is capable to formulate the shared UoD: A stable and semantic
foundation about the tasks and activities that apply in the considered world
(a task ontology [52]). Since we address BASN applications, we developed
an ontology, ContoExam [19], a domain-generic task ontology about examina-
tions and their context that is founded in examinology [36], representing an
abstracted UoD. The ContoExam ontology contains a domain-generic ontology,
which can be fit into this layer. The domain-specific ontology (e.g., covering
RPM) then is defined by customizing the domain-generic language with RPM
domain vocabularies.

To illustrate the above ontology concept, we present an example of the ontology
for sensors and measurements, which is specified for the RPM domain. The survey
presented in [28] shows that ontologies for sensor networks can be classified into three
perspectives: the sensor perspective, the system perspective and the measurement
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Acceleration_meas
<<Measurement>>

Shimmer
<<Meas_system>>

Acceleration_procedure
<<Meas_procedure>>

Acceleration_result
<<Meas_result>>

Acceleration
<<Measurand>>

3D_accelerometer
<<Sensor>>

Sampling_freq
<<Meas_interval>>

-value: double

Meas_acc_value
<<Meas_quant_value>>

-value: double
-unit: String

* 1 *

1..*
1 hasProperty

1..*
generate

Figure 3-13: Example of the domain-specific ontology that defines the measurement
of acceleration.

perspective. The sensor perspective refers to different sensor types, sensor proper-
ties (e.g., sampling rate) and other information related to the physical device, while
the system perspective focuses on the components of a sensor system and how those
components are organized, namely the structure of the system. The measurement
perspective covers concepts related to measurement and data (the measurement re-
sult).

The proposed ContoExam ontology consists of Examinology and Context, which
can express both nominal and quantitative properties. The nominal properties are
properties without magnitudes (e.g., the blood type) and the quantitative properties
are ones that have magnitudes (e.g., the heart rate). Besides, by conforming to the
International Vocabulary of Metrology (VIM) [69], the ContoExam has the expressive
power of separating the physical sensing device and the measurement model (e.g., a
computational process). An example of domain-specific ontology that defines the mea-
surement of acceleration is shown in Figure 3-13. The ontology is represented by the
UML class diagram. As an instantiation of the Measurement, the Acceleration_meas
is a structured activity that is prescribed in the Acceleration_procedure and the
activity of Acceleration_meas essentially is to obtain, through a Shimmer sensor sys-
tem [22], an Acceleration_result that consists of a Meas_acc_value. The Shimmer
sensor system has the Sampling_freq property and consists of a 3D_accelerometer
sensor.

Semantic transparency

With semantic SoC, different semantic layers are identified, which clarifies that the
semantic interoperability is designed to take place at the component-invariant se-
mantic layer. With semantic transparency, interoperability with minimized mutual
dependence is achieved. Semantic transparency is defined in [19] as the characteristic
that the external world is unaware of how each component establishes appropriate
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Figure 3-14: Example of data sharing between the sensor driver and the application
via ontology mappers.

local semantics from a globally shared conceptualization (the application ontology),
i.e., minimizing syntactical dependencies. The word ‘appropriate’ is used to reflect
the fact that each component will use its own interpretation of a domain conceptual-
ization for its own purpose. In addition, the ontology mappers are used to translate
or interpret from the local ontology (local syntactic and structural representations)
into the application ontology and vice versa. From the development perspective, by
using the ontology mapper, a new component (e.g., a sensor driver) can be integrated
into the platform easily. This does not require re-implementing the component; only
the ontology mapper requires an updated specification of how local terminologies and
structures that refer to the new sensor can be represented in terms of Meas_system
and Measurand used by the application ontology. Since each functional layer, for
example the SAL, provides for rather homogeneous services and syntax, the mappers
can also be implemented based on patterns that are generic for each functional layer.

We consider an example of two system components, the ECG sensor driver that
collects data from the ECG sensor and the application that visualizes the data re-
ceived from the driver. Figure 3-14 depicts the sequence diagram of data sharing
between the sensor driver and the application via their ontology mappers. The sensor
driver implements the local database to store persistent data (if this is not required,
the driver sends data directly to the mapper). The sensor mapper gets ECG data
by using getECGData method, which implements the SELECT query to select data
from the local database. The received data are translated into the domain ontology
messages by the localToDomain method. These messages then are sent to data sub-
scribers (the application) that subscribed to the ECG data of the driver. When the
application mapper receives the messages, it translates these into the local ontology
messages (or data format) of the application by using the domainToLocal method.
The application mapper can also implement a message filter that accepts only sub-
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scribed data messages sent by verified data publishers. The local ontology messages
then are sent to the application for further processing, such as data visualization.

3.5 Concurrency view

3.5.1 Overview

The Concurrency viewpoint [109] describes the concurrency structure of the sys-
tem and it maps functional elements to concurrency units to clearly identify the
parts of the system that can execute concurrently and how they are coordinated and
controlled. This entails the creation of models that show the process and thread
structures that the system will use, and show the interprocess communication (IPC)
mechanisms used to coordinate their operation.

The Concurrency view maps the functional elements onto runtime execution en-
tities via a concurrency model, which typically contains the following items.

• Process: At the architecture level, the term ‘process’ refers to an operating
system process and the processes are normally assumed to be isolated from
each other. A process must use an interprocess communication mechanism to
affect the execution of another.

• Process group: A collection of closely related processes can be grouped into
a process group and this is considered as a single entity at the system level.
This is useful to provide an abstraction that allows less important concurrency
concerns to be deferred until the subsystem design.

• Interprocess communication: The processes are assumed to be isolated from
each other when they are running. The processes interact in order to coordinate
their execution, request services from each other, and pass or share information
among themselves. The interactions are achieved via a number of interprocess
communication mechanisms such as remote procedure calls, messaging, and
shared memory.

In the following subsections, we first present the process model, which shows the
mapping of the elements (the components presented in the Functional view) to the
processes. The important point about this mapping is that the concurrency should be
introduced only where it is actually required because concurrency adds complexity to
the systems and adds significant overhead to inter-element communication. We then
consider how to handle concurrent services/applications and how to share data and
resources among services/appications. For this purpose, we need to specify mecha-
nisms for data sharing and interprocess communication. The IPC mechanisms should
be chosen carefully because of the impact that they can have on the quality properties
of the system, such as performance, flexibility and reliability.

We use the UML’s concurrency modeling notation to represent the concurrency
(process) model because of its simplicity and popularity. In addition, we use the ‘pro-
cess’ and ‘process_group’ stereotypes to represent a process and a group of related
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Figure 3-15: Example of the process model that maps the components in the Func-
tional view to the processes. The arrows indicate interactions or communications
among processes.

processes, respectively. The IPC (e.g., remote procedure calls and messaging) is rep-
resented by using standard UML intercomponent associations, with open-arrowheads
indicating the direction of communication.

3.5.2 Concerns

The Concurrency viewpoint frames the concerns including: handling multiple sensors
and services/applications (SC-1.4, SC-1.6), resources and data sharing (SC-1.9).

3.5.3 Process model

Figure 3-15 shows an example of the process model at the system level. Each com-
ponent such as application, service or sensor driver runs on a separate process. The
components of the Basic Platform are run on a separate process group. Other compo-
nents of the Basic Platform, including the GUI, the Trust and Ownership Manager,
and the Domain Ontology, are not shown in the figure. The processes interact by
using a messaging mechanism. For example, the service and the applications send
requests to the Data Broker for subscribing to a particular data. The service requests
data from the sensor driver and the applications request data from the service. The
service or application can also send a request to change the sensor configuration to
the Data Broker, which in turn is handled by the Configuration Manager.
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Figure 3-16: A sequence diagram shows the process of downloading and installing a
sensor driver to the body hub.

3.5.4 Multiple sensor handling

The Sensor Abstraction Layer (SAL) is the interface between sensor devices and the
modules of the upper layers on the body hub. This layer abstracts from sensor specific
properties and hence allows the system to easily adapt and handle new sensor devices,
communication protocols, and sensor configurations. The layer contains sensor drivers
running as services in the background, which are responsible for establishing the sensor
connection, receiving data from the sensor, and configuring the sensor according to
the instructions (e.g., changing sampling frequency) from the Configuration Manager
or the applications.

The sensor driver (from a third party) can be downloaded and installed on the
platform as a regular app. A QR-code attached to a sensor can be used to specify
brief information about the sensor such as the sensor type and the link to download
the driver. The user can also initiate to install the sensor driver through the GUI. The
Security Interface then is responsible for downloading and authenticating the driver
software. The driver installation then is handled by the Configuration Manager.
This component uses the Trust and Ownership Manager to evaluate and verify the
trustworthiness of the component and the whole system (after the driver will be
installed). Figure 3-16 shows the sequence diagrams of downloading and installing
the sensor driver. Once the sensor driver is installed on the platform, its information
(meta-data) is stored in the Domain Ontology. The meta-data is needed for the
Configuration Manager to find the appropriate sensor according to the requests from
applications later on.

Multiple sensor drivers can run simultaneously as background services on the
platform. Each sensor driver is responsible for communicating with a particular type
of sensor node. The sensor nodes of the same type can be connected simultaneously
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Figure 3-17: Example of multiple sensor nodes connected simultaneously to the plat-
form. Two instances of the Shimmer Driver are used to connect to Shimmer1 and
Shimmer2 nodes. The arrows indicate data flows.

to the platform using multiple instances of the sensor driver. Figure 3-17 depicts
an example of multiple sensor nodes (Shimmer1, Shimmer2, and DTI2) connected
simultaneously to the platform. Because Shimmer1 and Shimmer2 have the same
type, two instances of the Shimmer Driver are initiated. The arrows present the
data messages that are sent from the sensor nodes to the drivers and then to the
applications.

3.5.5 Sensor configuration handling

While the system is running, the configuration of a particular sensor might be changed
according to a request from an application (e.g., the fitness application requires the
ECG measurement with 50Hz while the epilepsy monitoring application requires the
sampling frequency at least 100Hz) or a request from the platform itself because of,
for example, the low quality of the sensor data. Figure 3-18 shows the sequence dia-
gram of handling the sensor configuration that is requested by the application. First,
the request is verified by the Trust and Ownership Manager in terms of the system
integrity and trustworthiness. If the request is accepted, the Configuration Manager
generates a corresponding configuration message and sends it to the Sensor Driver.
We note that the configuration message is built according to the system’s domain
ontology. Therefore, a mapper component of the driver (not shown) then is able
to translate the message to corresponding actions, e.g., a function call. A function
provided by the Sensor Driver then generates a configuration command and sends it
to the sensor node. After the configuration is performed, an acknowledgement (ack)
is returned to the Configuration Manager. In some cases, after sending an acknowl-
edgement message, the sensor node proceeds in transmitting a response message or
data messages. For example, this occurs when a command of getting sampling rate
or a command of streaming data is transmitted. The Configuration Manager then
updates the new configuration of the sensor to the data store (the Domain Ontology).
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Figure 3-18: A sequence diagram shows the handling of a sensor configuration re-
quested by an application. The request is forwarded to the Configuration Manager
by the Data Broker (not shown).

A confirmation of the new configuration is also sent to the application.
We note that sensors from different providers may support different configuration

capabilities. For example, Shimmer sensor devices allow to set the sampling rate,
change the accelerometer range, enable/disable sensors, while some other sensor de-
vices allow to switch between the wireless data transmission mode and the internal
data storage mode. When a new sensor is added to the system, its sensor driver is
installed on the body hub. The sensor driver then registers information (meta-data)
about configuration capabilities of the sensor with the Configuration Manager. This
information then is stored in the Domain Ontology repository.

3.5.6 Dynamic application loading

To achieve a high flexibility of the functionality on the platform, a downloadable ap-
plication can be customized to fulfill the end-user’s or service provider’s needs. The
application can consist of a number of different parts, including modules (e.g., sensor
driver) for the sensors to collect and possibly preprocess the data, signal processing
module to extract further information or translate sensor data into a well-defined
ontology, and the application database. The Security Interface and the Configuration
Manager provide means for run-time download and installation of application-specific
components. The installation concept is similar to modern smart phones that search
and install apps from an App-store, though with our security certification architec-
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Figure 3-19: A sequence diagram of loading and installing an application package on
the body hub’s platform.

ture in place. The Security Interface and the Trust & Ownership Manager inspect
and authenticate the downloaded software, and verify the future system integrity and
trustworthiness. The concerns of software authentication and trustworthiness evalu-
ation will be addressed in the Trust view in Section 3.6. A self-contained service or
sensor driver can be installed in a similar way.

Figure 3-19 illustrates a sequence diagram of loading and installing an application
package on the body hub’s platform, which consists of following steps.

1. The user searches for the application and requests to install it through the
GUI. This approach is similar to installing apps from an App-store for smart
phones. The GUI then initiates the installation by sending a request to the
Security Interface.

2-4. The Security Interface connects to the back-end system (e.g., an App-server)
that offers the application. If the request is accepted, the app package is down-
loaded to the body hub. The Security Interface then inspects and authenticates
the downloaded package.

5. If the package is authenticated, the Security Interface sends a request to the
Configuration Manager to install the app.

6-8. The Configuration Manager requests the Trust and Ownership Manager to
verify the trustworthiness of the application and also the whole system.

9. If the verification is OK, the app package is installed on the platform. This
process may include the installations of the sensor drivers and signal processing
services that are required by the application.
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Figure 3-20: Sequence diagrams of registering and subscribing a publication topic.

10-11. After the installation, the Configuration Manager stores the application meta-
data, such as the application ID, owner ID, published data types and subscribed
data types, in the Domain Ontology.

12. The Configuration Manager starts the new application.

13-14. The installation finishes; its result is returned and presented to the user on the
GUI.

3.5.7 Resources and data sharing

As discussed in the Information view, the use of the centralized database simplifies the
data management and data access control, but it may cause a performance issue (e.g.,
bottleneck) when there is a large number of data manipulations. The decentralized
database approach is used to address the issue. In addition, the publish-subscribe
scheme [39, 10] and the message-based communication mechanism are used for sharing
data between the system components.

An issue arising is that how a certain subscriber knows which publisher it should
request or communicate for a particular data. The Data Broker is used to coordinate
the requests from both the subscribers (e.g., data subscription) and the publishers
(e.g., publication registration or advertisement). The publication and subscription
permissions are verified and granted by the Configuration Manager with the help
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of the Trust and Ownership Manager. Figure 3-20 shows the sequence diagrams of
registering and subscribing a publication topic, respectively.

When a new publisher (e.g., a sensor driver) is installed on the platform, the
publisher registers or advertises its publication topics to the Data Broker. The Data
Broker then sends a request to the Configuration Manager to verify the permission of
the publisher. This verification process then is performed by the Trust and Ownership
Manager component. If the permission is granted, the meta-data of the publisher and
its data topics are added in the Domain Ontology. The registration result then is sent
to the publisher.

When a subscriber (e.g., an application) wants to subscribe to a data topic, it
sends a subscription request to the Data Broker. The Data Broker then queries the
Domain Ontology to look for publishers of the topic. We note that the Data Broker
may also ask the Configuration Manager to change the configuration (e.g., sampling
frequency) of the publisher in order to satisfy the request. If a matching publisher
is found and the subscription permission is granted by the Configuration Manager,
the Data Broker informs the publisher about the subscription request. The publisher
then adds this subscriber to the list of subscribers. After that, the Configuration
Manager returns the information about the publisher to the subscriber. Upon this
information, the subscriber may create a message filter for the publisher and it sends
a ‘ready’ message to the publisher. The publisher then sends data to all ‘ready’
subscribers in its list. The small circle arrow represents a continuous stream of data.

3.6 Trust view

3.6.1 Overview

The Trust viewpoint (sometimes called a Security viewpoint) [63] frames a number
of architecture concerns related to trust (e.g., dependability, privacy, security) and
defines models to identify threats and capture decisions pertaining to the trustworthi-
ness of the system of interest. It is important to address trust as a part of architecture
to ensure that trust properties of the system can be achieved and so that solutions
do not compromise other desired system properties and qualities.

The Trust view consists of threat and trust models. These models may be devel-
oped semi-independently, but must be made consistent to satisfy this viewpoint.

• The threat model captures types of threats the system may face and must
counter. Threats are materialized by attacks, a particular behavior or inter-
action with the system. The threat model analyzes the attacks in a systematic
way by using, for example, the attack trees, which are ‘And-Or’ trees with
vulnerabilities in the leaves.

• The trust model specifies and supports managing the trust relationships amongst
system entities such as software components. The model aims at explicitly rep-
resenting, evaluating and ensuring trust relationships, and deriving trust de-
cisions in a dynamic (component software) environment. A trust model has
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a generic way of processing evidences for trust evaluation and management,
supporting the subjective and dynamic characteristics of trust and expressing
uncertainty.

We note that the trust view developed is just one part of the trust and security
work necessary to the system. The threat model defined hereafter is input to detailed
trust and design work presented in later chapters.

3.6.2 Concerns

The Trust viewpoint frames the concerns: system threats (SC-2.1), system depend-
ability (SC-2.2), software authentication (SC-2.3), data quality (SC-2.4) and data
privacy (SC-2.5).

3.6.3 Threat model

The threat model identifies threats against the system and the targets of those threats
(called resources). Each resource has one or more vulnerabilities. The threats are
materialized by attacks, which succeed because of vulnerabilities that make them
possible. For example, the interception threat can be materialized by simply listen-
ing to the radio communication which succeeds if the information is not protected.
Attacks can be caused by mishandling, by malfunction and by malicious behavior.
Countering the attacks typically addresses the vulnerabilities that make them turn
into real threats.

A systematic way of analyzing attacks is using attack trees [113], which represent
attacks against a system in a tree structure, with the goal as the root node and
different ways of achieving that goal as leaf nodes. In the scope of this thesis, we
do not consider the whole attack tree and we simply list the considered attacks and
threats in a textual manner. For each threat, the threat model captures a name and
description of the threat, the target and vulnerabilities of its target, and the intent or
objective of such an attack. These threats are not entirely independent; for example,
if system integrity is jeopardized, unauthorized data access is possible.

TH-1. A user may lose a sensor physically or because it stops working (malfunction).
Countering this attack is not really possible; however, the system must be
able to detect it. Reverse engineering a node that is found or stolen may not
lead to a fully compromised system, or full access to the data of a particular
patient. Secure hardware, for example, the Physically Uncloneable Function
(PUF) technique [65], to protect data of the sensor node mitigates the risks.

TH-2. A sensor may transmit wrong or low quality data (malfunction). To counter
this, the system must analyze sensor data and perhaps sensor state contin-
uously such as to detect anomalies in the behavior. This is related to the
mentioned requirement of the data quality indication. Possible methods are
pattern matching against historic data and outlier detection [1].
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TH-3. Wireless communication may be disrupted by interference (malfunction) or by
a malicious person (malicious). This is similar to TH-1. A soft-state protocol
can be augmented to deal with this communication loss [125]. It might be
made intelligent to discern the four cases: sensor loss, communication loss,
sensor malfunction, and malicious intrusion.

TH-4. A sensor may be attached to the wrong patient (mishandling). This case is
similar to case TH-2, perhaps extended with consistency across sensors in the
same BASN. Biometric verification of measured sensor data can mitigate the
risks [32].

TH-5. The body hub may be tricked into running a wrong composition of components
(mishandling). Thus, the body hub must be able to assert the effects of a
software composition before it is realized.

TH-6. An intruder might install malicious application components on the sensors or
on the body hub (malicious). New applications may access without authoriza-
tion or leak private information, affect the overall resources (e.g., CPU cycles
and memory) distribution amongst applications, or jeopardize the correct ex-
ecution of the device. The loading and installing procedure needs to include
proper authentication and verification.

The attacks in case TH-5 and case TH-6 are much more involved and we need,
in fact, to design more precisely how our system loads and runs components or
applications. Applications can have different trust levels. The trust level of a
medical application is based on certification, while a fitness application could
be installed for evaluation. The trust level determines which data sources
(e.g., data tables) are accessible and whether applications can co-exist, for
example, the trust level of the application can indicate whether it can run
concurrently with other applications. The information retrieved from applica-
tion’s certificates and new component composition is the basic for an access
control mechanism. Besides this access control, we want to monitor the be-
havior of a loaded component in order to determine whether it adheres to the
specification or if it, otherwise, does not do anything wrong. The approach
proposed by Trust4All framework2 can be used for this purpose.

TH-7. An intruder might overhear or steal data (malicious), i.e., raw data from sen-
sors, or processed data from the body hub or back-end systems. In order to
counter this, proper encryption is required to ensure secure channels.

TH-8. Through physical interference, the BASNs of two different persons may become
mixed up (malfunction). At the physical or MAC level, there must be an
association established between sensors and BASN identity, for example, upon
installation. Further solutions are in TH-9 below.

2https://itea3.org/project/trust4all.html
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TH-9. A sensor may be associated with the wrong network, i.e. another patient car-
ries the sensor (malfunction, mishandling). This situation is slightly different
from TH-4. In fact, in TH-4, a sensor measurement needs to be verified against
(historic) patient data, while in TH-9, sensor data can be verified against other
(real-time) data from other sensors in the same network. From a security per-
spective, protection against TH-4 is offered by biometric verification [32], while
protection against TH-9 can be given by key generation based on common ran-
domness created by body physiological systems. For example, at two locations
on the body, one sees the same heart beating.

3.6.4 Trust model

The trust model forms the basis of system decisions (e.g., whether or not an operating
system accepts an application, how it asserts the quality of outcomes or decides to
take an action) and captures the major architectural elements involved in addressing
the threats. There is extensive literature on trust and trust model in systems. We
propose a trust model based on subjective logic [71, 72] to represent and compute
trust. In addition, we use the model proposed in the Trust4All framework to describes
the quality properties that can be provided by the component (at development time)
and monitored by the platform (at run time). The trust model will be described in
detail in Chapter 5, 6 and 7.

3.7 Conclusion

This chapter discussed the software architecture of the BASN platform and how
concerns and requirements are addressed in the architecture. Using the guidelines of
the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 standard, the architecture is presented through a set of
viewpoints and views, including Functional, Information, Semantic, Concurrency and
Trust. For each of these views, we described the concerns framed by the viewpoint
and the architectural models of the view.

To provide the flexibility of the system (e.g., switching among different sensor con-
figurations, the extensibility of new sensors and applications), we proposed a layered
and modular architectural approach. The functional structure model of the system
was presented through a layered model and a component model in the Functional
view. We also discussed two alternatives for the data storage. In the first approach,
a centralized database is used to store and share data. The database also acts like
a communication interface among system components. Using a common database
makes the data access control and management less complex. However, the database
can become a performance bottleneck of the platform when there are too many mod-
ifications to the database. Moreover, this limits the flexibility of applications in using
different data store techniques. An application also requires prior knowledge about
data entities. To address these issues, an approach of decentralized data storage
together with an ontology-based architecture was proposed. Each component (e.g.,
sensor driver or application) uses its local data store for storing data and the com-
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ponent is responsible for ensuring that their data is only access by other authorized
entities or components. This resolves the data ownership concern and simplifies the
reuse of existing components since they can maintain their original data store mech-
anisms such as relational databases of file systems.

The ontology-based architecture was presented in the Semantic view, which con-
sists of the ontology-based model that represents how the semantic architecture is
integrated into the functional architecture. To facilitate the data sharing and inter-
operability among components, a dedicated domain ontology and ontology mappers
were introduced. The mappers perform conversion between the local ontology (local
syntactic and structural representations) and the domain ontology. Using the ontology
mapper helps to localize the semantic concepts of a component that are not relevant
to the rest of the system. In addition, from the development perspective, an inte-
gration of a new component (e.g., a sensor driver) does not require re-implementing
the component; only the ontology mapper requires an updated specification of how
local terminologies and structures that refer to the new sensor driver. We further
studied the ontology-based architecture with two architectural principles, separation
of concerns and transparency, which are fundamental to loose coupling.

The dynamic and concurrency concerns were addressed in the Concurrency view.
The concerns include the handling of multiple sensors as well as applications and the
sharing of resources and data. The Concurrency view maps the functional elements
onto runtime execution entities via a concurrency model that contains processes and
interprocess communication. We decided to use the publish-subscribe and broker
patterns for sharing data among components. The Data Broker component is re-
sponsible for coordinating communication, for example, data requests and responses.
The component together with the Configuration Manager play the role of the broker
that verifies and serves the data requests while taking the trustworthiness and de-
pendability of the system into account. The messaging mechanism was used for the
interprocess communication.

The Trust view consists of the threat model and the trust model. The thread
model, which identified threats against the system and the targets of those threats,
is input to detailed trust model and concrete algorithms presented in later chapters.
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Chapter 4

Software design, implementation and
evaluation

The previous chapter has described the software architecture of the BASN platform
with a set of viewpoints and views. The architectural decisions also have been made.
This chapter focuses on the third question as posed in Chapter 1: How do we imple-
ment and validate the proposed software architecture?

To address this question, we first describe the design and implementation of the
software platform. The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is used to represent the
design. We focus on the concern of the flexibility with the aspects of 1) interfacing
with the sensor domain; 2) interfacing with the application domain; and 3) sharing
resources and data. We also discuss the design choices and a reference implementation
on an Android platform and actual sensor devices. The platform then is evaluated
through scenarios and two applications: 1) sensor data and user-provided tagging
collection application and 2) epileptic seizure monitoring application. We note that a
discussion of the trustworthiness concern and a trust management model is presented
in the next chapters.

4.1 Software design and implementation

As mentioned before, we decide to use the ontology-based architecture (see Figure
4-1) in order to support the interoperability among components at the semantic level.

This chapter is partly based on:
V. Bui, R. Verhoeven and J. Lukkien. A Body Sensor Platform for Concurrent Applications. In

2012 IEEE International Conference on Consumer Electronics - Berlin (ICCE-Berlin), pp. 38-41,
Berlin, Germany, September 2012. IEEE.

V. Bui, R. Kocielnik, N. Sidorova, R. Verhoeven and J. Lukkien. A Practical Platform for Com-
bining Sensor-measurement from Body Sensor Networks with Flexible Human-provided Tagging.
In Work-in-progress session of the 2013 IEEE International Conference on Mobile Services (IEEE
MS), pp. 105-106, Santa Clara Marriott, USA, June 2013. IEEE.

C. Ungureanu, V. Bui, W. Roosmalen, R. Aarts, J. Arends, R. Verhoeven and J. Lukkien. A
wearable monitoring system for nocturnal epileptic seizures. In International Symposium on Medical
Information and Communication Technology (ISMICT), pp. 1-5, Florence, Italy, April 2013. IEEE.
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Figure 4-1: An ontology-based and decentralized data storage architecture of the
body hub. The architecture conforms to the modular and layered architecture, which
consists of the Sensor abstraction, Service and Application layers. The grey box
represents the components of the Basic Platform.

The architecture conforms to the layered architecture, which consists of the Sensor
Abstraction (SAL), Service and Application layers. The Domain Ontology repository
contains the domain-specific knowledge and the ontology mappers are responsible
for translating between the local ontology of the components (e.g., driver, service
and application) and the domain ontology. Moreover, the approach of using the
decentralized data store is used in order to avoid the performance bottleneck of the
central database. With this approach, each component can have its local data store
(not shown) for the purpose of persistent data storage. This also simplifies the reuse
of existing components since they can maintain their original data store mechanisms
such as a relational database or a file system.

The communication among components is based on the messaging mechanism
and the data sharing is based on the publish-subscribe pattern. The Data Broker
is responsible for coordinating communications such as data publishing and data
subscription requests. The information or metadata about data publishers is stored
in the Domain Ontology. The Configuration Manager is responsible for platform
configurations with regards to a specific purpose. The configuration requests are
verified by the Trust & Ownership Manager.

4.1.1 Platform configuration

Figure 4-2 shows an example of the BASN platform configuration, which consists
of an Android phone1 as the body hub and sensor devices: Shimmer accelerometer
sensor [22] worn on the right arm; Shimmer ECG sensor worn on the chest; and DTI-2

1http://www.android.com/phones-and-tablets/
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Figure 4-2: Configuration of the BASN consisting of an Android phone (body hub)
and sensor devices: Shimmer accelerometer sensor worn on the right arm; Shimmer
ECG sensor worn on the chest; and DTI-2 wristband worn on the left arm.

wristband [131] worn on the left arm. We chose the Android platform device (smart
phone or tablet) for the body hub since Android is an open source mobile operating
system and is used for many devices on the market. The Android smart phone or
tablet also integrates various sensors (e.g., accelerometer, gyroscope and GPS) and
it supports various communication protocols (e.g., WLAN, Bluetooth and Bluetooth
Low Energy). Besides, the Android platform provides flexible solutions for deploying
and installing apps such as downloading from an App store.

Depending on the requirements of our case studies and applications, different
types of commercial-off-the-shelf (COST) sensor devices are investigated. The Shim-
mer and the DTI-2 devices are chosen since they are wearable and configurable.
Shimmer supports for a wide range of sensors (e.g., from 3-axis accelerometer, elec-
trocardiography (ECG) to electromyography (EMG)) and for both IEEE 802.15.4 and
Bluetooth radio communications. The DTI-2 wristband integrates the accelerometer,
skin conductance or galvanic skin response (GSR), skin temperature, environment
temperature and light sensors.

4.1.2 Basic platform and application components

As shown in Figure 4-1 the Basic Platform consists of the following components:
Domain Ontology, Configuration Manager, Trust & Ownership Manager, Security
Interface, Data Broker and GUI. The Basic Platform provides services for other com-
ponents running on the platform, for example, the Data Broker coordinates commu-
nications among data publishers and data subscribers for the purpose of data sharing.
The Basic Platform, sensor drivers and applications can be downloaded and installed
on the body hub as regular Android apps.

Figure 4-3 shows a simplified class diagram of the main components of the Ba-
sic Platform and the associations with other components such as ontology map-
pers. In our implementation, an ontology mapper for a sensor, for an application
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Figure 4-3: A simplified class diagram of the BasicPlatform and ontology mappers
(SensorMapper and ApplicationMapper) components, and their associations.

and for a service is named SensorMapper, ApplicationMapper and ServiceMapper,
respectively. The Mappers run as background services and their implementation
is based on the Mapper service. The DataBroker plays a role as a central point
that handles the data publishing registrations and data subscription requests. The
information about the sensors, services, applications and their provided data are
stored in the Domain Ontology repository. The DataBroker uses this information
to find a matching data provider for a certain data request. The DataBroker has
methods for handling the data publishing registrations (handlePubRegister) and
the data subscription requests (handleSubRequest). When it receives a data sub-
scription request, it calls the searchDataProvider method that queries the Do-
main Ontology repository in order to find a suitable data publisher or provider.
The configuration requests (e.g., sensor and application configurations) are han-
dled by the ConfigurationManager. Both the data subscription and configura-
tion requests are verified by the ConfigurationManager by using the methods pro-
vided by the Trust_OwnershipManager. For example, verifySystemIntegrity and
verifyTrustworthiness methods are used to verify the system integrity and trust-
worthiness when a new system configuration is requested.

The information about sensor devices, services and their status is shown on the
GUI of the Basic Platform. For example, the GUI in Figure 4-4-(a) shows four ser-
vices installed on the platform, including the DTI-2, Shimmer, DeviceSensor and
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4-4: Screenshots of the Basic Platform’s GUI show the platform configuration.

ECG2RR. The first three services are the sensor drivers of the DTI-2, Shimmer and
phone sensors, respectively. The ECG2RR service is able to detect heart rates (or RR
intervals) from ECG signals that are collected from the ECG sensor. Through the
GUI, a user can install a new service by downloading it from the App store, uninstall
an existing service, or start/stop a particular service. Figure 4-4-(b) shows three sen-
sor devices that are currently connected to the platform, including the Shimmer ECG
(namely ECG), the Shimmer accelerometer (namely RightArm) and the DTI-2 wrist-
band (namely LeftArm). The corresponding Bluetooth addresses of these devices are
shown on the right column. When a new sensor device is connected to the platform,
its information or metadata (e.g., available sensors and sampling frequencies) is regis-
tered with the DataBroker and then stored in the Domain Ontology repository. Some
configurable properties of the device can be configured by the user though the GUI.
For example, Figure 4-4-(c) shows five available sensors of the DTI-2 wristband, in
which only the Acceleration and SkinConductance sensors are enabled.

Domain ontology

Many ontology representation languages [83], for example, RDF, OWL, UML, KIF
and F-logic, have been proposed. We chose to use the OWL DL (Description Logics)
as the ontology representation language for the domain ontology implementation since
it meets our requirements on both the semantic aspects and the practical aspects.
OWL is adopted as the W3C standard for the development of the semantic web; it is
popular and well supported. OWL DL supports the maximum expressiveness without
losing computational completeness (all entailments are guaranteed to be computable)
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Figure 4-5: Screenshot of the Protégé ontology tool, which shows the implementation
of the domain ontology for the measuring system.

and decidability (all computations will finish in finite time), which is important for the
resource constrained mobile platform. The OWL API2, which is an open-source Java
API, is used for building, manipulating and serializing OWL ontologies. The API is
also fully aligned with OWL-2, which is the new version of the original OWL standard.
In addition, we use the SPARQL-DL3 API that is a Java-based implementation of the
SPARQL-DL query language [118] for reasoning systems supporting the OWL API.
Both APIs are compatible with the Android platform. The domain-specific ontology
model, for example the measuring system, is implemented by using Protégé4, which is
an open source ontology editor and a knowledge acquisition system with full support
for the OWL-2 ontology language. We use the Protégé ontology engineering tool to
facilitate the implementation of the Domain Ontology component. In the current
implementation, the Domain Ontology is implemented and deployed as a part of the
Basic Platform. The Domain Ontology can be modified and updated by a software
developer of the Basic Platform if necessary. In the future, we want to provide
a mechanism that allows updating the Domain Ontology by connecting the Basic
Platform to a remote ontology repository.

Figure 4-5 shows an example of the implementation of the domain ontology
that describes the Shimmer sensor device as an instance of the measuring system,
Meas_system. The Shimmer has Sampling_frequency, which is an instance of the
Meas_dev_prop class. The Shimmer can generate two types of measured quantity val-
ues, including Meas_accel_value and Meas_ecg_value. These relationships define

2http://owlapi.sourceforge.net/
3http://www.derivo.de/en/resources/sparql-dl-api.html
4http://protege.stanford.edu/
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Figure 4-6: A simplified class diagram of a sensor driver and its ontology mapper.

the Shimmer sensor device as the source of both the acceleration data and the ECG
data. We note that a Shimmer sensor device can be customized to integrate multiple
sensors. The configuration of the sensor device is achieved through the use of a data
property relation, which links a data value to an instance of the Meas_dev_prop. This
link, however, is not shown in the figure. When a specific Shimmer sensor is connected
to the platform, its driver registers to the platform and its metadata (e.g., measured
values and sampling frequencies) is stored in the Domain Ontology repository.

As already mentioned, a local data store (local ontology) of an application or a
service can be implemented by using different techniques such as a file system or
a relational database. In examples of our applications, it is implemented by using
SQLite5, which is a lightweight SQL database supporting the Android platform.

Ontology mapper and message-based communication

The mapping between the domain ontology and the local ontology is performed by
the mapper component, which also provides interfaces (APIs) for the data communi-
cation and control such as sensor configuration. The mapper can be implemented as
a part of the component (e.g., sensor driver) or as a stand-alone service running in the
background. In the latter case, the mapper communicates with the component via
messaging. In addition, the mapper implementation is facilitated by inheriting from
an abstract class or by using a generic development pattern. Figure 4-6 shows the sim-
plified class diagram of the sensor mapper and the sensor driver. The SensorMapper
class is extended from the Mapper class. The send() and onReceiveMsg() imple-
ment the methods for sending and receiving messages. The localToDomain and
domainToLocal methods are used to convert or translate a message from the local

5http://www.sqlite.org/
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ontology to the domain ontology and vice versa. The SensorMapper calls methods
provided by the SensorDriver for the purpose of streaming data or configuring the
sensor. The mappers of the services and applications are implemented similarly.

We use a message passing method of inter-process communication (IPC) to ex-
change data among processes (e.g., services or applications). This method is the most
popular form of IPC, in which processes communicate with each other by exchanging
messages. Messages may have types, which help in interpreting messages and speci-
fying appropriate permissions for processes. A process may send data or information
to a port, from which another process may receive data. The sending and receiving
processes can be on the same or on different computers connected by a network. Dif-
ferent from other Java application platforms such as OSGi6 (where applications run
on a single virtual machine), each Android application runs on a virtual machine,
which is separated from each other. The IPC is used to share data and resources
among processes. This process separation, therefore, can provide a more secure and
stable application, compared to, for example an OSGi application.

The message-based communication is implemented based on two main message
classes provided by the Android platform: the Intent (android.content.Intent)
and the Message (android.os.Message). The Intent object is a passive data struc-
ture, which can be used to activate Android activities, services and broadcast re-
ceivers. The Intent messaging is a facility for late run-time binding between compo-
nents in the same or different applications. For example, the Basic Platform can use
the Intent messaging to launch or to communicate with a sensor driver or a data
processing service. The Message object is used for other purposes such as sending
a request for the data publishing registration and for the sensor configuration, and
sharing data among components.

Sensor driver, service and application

In the context of the project, we have implemented various sensor drivers, services
and applications for the purposes of project demonstration and evaluation. These
components are available at the project’s App-store7 that is implemented by a web
server. The components can be downloaded and installed on the platform as regular
Android apps, via the direct links or scanning the corresponding QR-codes. Figure
4-7 shows the screenshot of the App-store’s web page listing available sensor drivers,
services and applications that a user can install by scanning a corresponding QR-code.

4.1.3 Interfacing with the sensor domain

As already mentioned in Section 3.5.4, the Sensor Abstraction Layer (SAL) is the
interface between sensor devices and the modules of the upper layers on the body
hub. This layer abstracts from sensor specific properties and hence allows the system
to easily adapt and handle new sensor devices, communication protocols and sensor
configurations. The layer contains sensor drivers that can be downloaded and installed

6http://www.osgi.org/Main/HomePage
7http://www.win.tue.nl/san/projects/vitruvius/download.php
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Figure 4-7: Screenshot of the App-store implementation. The web page shows a
list of sensor drivers, services and applications that can be installed by scanning a
corresponding QR-code.

on the platform as a regular app. The Security Interface and Trust & Ownership
Manager components are responsible for downloading and verifying the sensor driver.
The Configuration Manager component is responsible for installing and configuring
the sensor driver.

A sensor driver runs as a stand-alone service on the body hub’s platform. Multiple
sensor drivers allow the platform to connect to multiple sensors concurrently. In
addition, multiple sensor devices of the same kind can be connected simultaneously
to the platform by using multiple instances of the same sensor driver. A sensor driver
implements a local data store for its data processing or persistent storage, and it
is responsible for authenticating the data access. This resolves the data ownership
concern and simplifies the reuse of existing components since they can maintain their
original data store mechanisms. For example, an ECG sensor driver implements a
local data store by using an SQLite database that has one data table to store ECG
signals received from the ECG sensor. This requires to have a mapper that interprets
from the local ontology of the local store into the domain ontology and vice versa.
The mapper can also be extended with more intelligence, which implements signal
processing algorithms such as data filtering, classification, or event detection. The
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Figure 4-8: Sequence diagrams show the handling of the sensor connectivity and the
sensor configuration. The ontology mappers of the Application and the Sensor Driver
are not shown.

mapping process, however, might give some overhead to the system.

Sensor connectivity and configuration

When there is no data request, a sensor node normally is disconnected (or switched to
a sleep mode) for the purpose of saving power. Assuming that an application wants
to subscribe to data collected by the sensor node (see Figure 4-8), the application
sends a data subscription request to the Data Broker component. Upon receiving
the request, the Data Broker searches in the Domain Ontology for a matching data
provider. If a data provider is found, the Data Broker sends a request to the Con-
figuration Manager in order to start the sensor connection and data streaming. The
Configuration Manager then verifies this request and sends a connection message to
the corresponding Sensor Driver. When receiving this message, the Sensor Driver
creates commands and sends them to the sensor node to start a connection and
streaming data. The commands can also include a sensor configuration request. The
Configuration Manager then updates the sensor status in the Domain Ontology and
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returns the connection result to the application. In this scenario, there is only one
sensor (data provider) is found. In case there are several sensors, the Data Broker
will yield a list of options to the application. It then depends on the application to
decide which sensor it wants to connect to.

While the system is running, the application or the Basic Platform may want
to change the sensor configuration such as requiring a higher sampling frequency.
Figure 4-8 shows the sequence diagram of handling the sensor configuration requested
by the application. When receiving such configuration request, the Data Broker
forwards it to the Configuration Manager. The request then is verified by the Trust
& Ownership Manager in terms of the system integrity and trustworthiness. If the
request is accepted, the Configuration Manager generates a configuration message and
send it to the Sensor Driver. The Sensor Driver then sends a corresponding command
to configure the sensor node. Sensor devices of different providers can support various
configuration capabilities. For example, Shimmer accelerometer device is able to set
the sampling rate, to change the accelerometer range and to enable/disable sensors;
some other sensor devices allow to switch between the wireless data transmission and
the internal data storage such as an SD card.

Whenever the configuration command is received, the sensor node responds with
an acknowledge (ack) packet. In some cases, after sending this acknowledgement, the
sensor node proceeds in transmitting a response packet or data packets. For example,
this occurs when a command for getting a sampling rate or a command of streaming
data is transmitted. After receiving the configuration result from the Sensor Driver,
the Configuration Manager updates the sensor status in the Domain Ontology and
then informs the Application about the result.

We note that, in the above processes, a sensor mapper (not shown) is responsible
for interpreting the (domain ontology) message sent by the Configuration Manager to
the local ontology of the Sensor Driver. Depending on the received message, a con-
nection or configuration method provided by the Sensor Driver is called, respectively.
For example, the SensorDriver class of the Shimmer sensor node (see Figure 4-6)
provides a set of methods to connect and configure a sensor. Some primary methods
provided by the SensorDriver class are as follows.

• connect/stop: This method attempts to connect/disconnect to/from the sen-
sor node.

• inquiry: This method allows the body hub to learn the current setup or configu-
ration of the sensor node. Upon the reception of an inquiry command the sensor
node will transmit an acknowledge packet and an inquiry response packet that
contains information concerning the current configuration of the sensor node
such as the enabled sensors, the data packet size and the contents of the data
packet.

• setEnabledSensors: This method is used to enable specified sensors on the
sensor node. For example, when enabling both accelerometer and ECG sensors
on the Shimmer sensor node, the following format is used:
sensor.setEnabledSensors(Shimmer.SENSOR_ACCEL|Shimmer.SENSOR_ECG)
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Figure 4-9: A data structure (from [22]) implemented by the sensor driver to encap-
sulate data received from sensors.

• getSamplingRate: This method returns the current sampling rate of the sensor.

• setSamplingRate: This method configures the sampling rate of the sensor.

• startStreaming/stopStreaming: This method starts/stops data streaming of
the sensor.

• storeData: This method stores data received from the sensor into the local
data store of the sensor driver.

The sensor mapper provides methods (localToDomain, domainToLocal) to trans-
late messages from the local ontology of the SensorDriver to the domain ontology
and vice versa, and other methods such as handleConfiguration for handling a sen-
sor configuration. The sensor mapper is implemented as a stand-alone service and it
communicates with other components via messaging, for example, for the purposes
of function calling and data sharing. The message handling is implemented by the
mHandler and onReceiveMsg methods. For example, sensor data, configuration com-
mands and status messages are sent from the SensorDriver to the SensorMapper by
using the Handler class.

Sensor data collection

Data received from a sensor node is handled by its sensor driver. The sensor driver
parses the raw sensor data received from the communication interface (e.g., Blue-
tooth) and then formats it with a local ontology (local data structure). The data
then can be stored in the local database of the sensor driver or passed to the sensor
mapper for further processing or sharing with other components. We use the data
structure presented in [22] for the sensor driver to encapsulate data received from the
sensor, as depicted in Figure 4-9. The ObjectCluster is implemented by a MultiMap
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1 ObjectCluster ob j e c tC lu s t e r=new ObjectCluster ( "Shimmer1" ) ;
2 ob j e c tC lu s t e r . mPropertyCluster . put ( "Acce lerometer X" ,new

FormatCluster ( "CAL" , "m/( sec ^2)" , 0 . 5 ) ) ;
3 ob j e c tC lu s t e r . mPropertyCluster . put ( "Acce lerometer X" ,new

FormatCluster ( "RAW" , "no un i t s " ,50) ) ;
4 ob j e c tC lu s t e r . mPropertyCluster . put ( "Acce lerometer Y" ,new

FormatCluster ( "CAL" , " m/( sec ^2)" , 0 . 5 ) ) ;
5 ob j e c tC lu s t e r . mPropertyCluster . put ( "Acce lerometer Y" ,new

FormatCluster ( "RAW" , "no un i t s " ,50) )
6 // f i r s t r e t r i e v e a l l the p o s s i b l e formats f o r the curren t sensor

dev i c e
7 Co l l e c t i on <FormatCluster> accelXFormats = ob j e c tC lu s t e r .

mPropertyCluster . get ( "Acce lerometer X" ) ;
8 // r e t r i e v e the c a l i b r a t e d data
9 FormatCluster formatCluster = ( ( FormatCluster ) ob j e c tC lu s t e r .

returnFormatCluster ( accelXFormats , "CAL" ) ) ;
10 dataValue = formatCluster .mData ;

Figure 4-10: Example of lines of code shows the basic operation of the ObjectCluster
and how data is retrieved from a data structure.

(PropertyCluster) where each key represents a property (e.g., Accelerometer X)
and each value represents a FormatCluster of that property. This design allows new
properties such as linear acceleration and orientation to be included flexibly in the
future along with new formats such as filtered (e.g., low pass or high pass). Through
the use of MultiMaps, properties within the data structure can be found easily.

Figure 4-10 gives an example of lines of code, which shows the basic operation of
the ObjectCluster and how data is retrieved from a data structure. In the first line,
a new ObjectCluster with the name ‘Shimmer1’ is created. Lines 2-5 show how new
properties are added to the ObjectCluster. The resulting Object Cluster is shown
in Figure 4-9. Lines 6-10 show how calibrated data (‘CAL’) of ‘Accelerometer X’ is
retrieved from the data structure and then is passed to the variable dataValue.

4.1.4 Interfacing with the application domain

To achieve a high flexibility of the functionality on the platform, a downloadable
software or application can be customized to fulfill the end-user’s or service provider’s
needs. The application consists of a number of different parts, including modules such
as sensor drivers for the sensors to collect and possibly preprocess the data, signal
processing modules to extract further information or translate sensor data into a
well-defined ontology, and the application database.

The Configuration Manager provides means for run-time installation of application-
specific components. For example, in use case UC-1.2, a user wants to install a specific
software package that is generated and advertised by a doctor. In this case, the user
uses the User Interface to discover (e.g., via a QR-code) and install the advertised
package on the body hub. In a sense it is similar to modern smart phones that
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search and install apps from an App-store, though with our security certification ar-
chitecture in place. The Configuration Manager module together with the Security
Interface module and the Trust & Ownership Manager module inspects and verifies
the downloaded package, verifies the future system integrity and installs it on the
system. The processes of software authentication and trustworthiness evaluation will
be explained in Chapter 5.

In the current implementation, we reuse the Android platform8 for packaging and
distributing software components. An application or service is compiled and packaged
into an ‘.apk’ file that is the container of the application binary. It contains all infor-
mation necessary to install and run the application on the body hub, such as compiled
‘.class’ files (e.g., signal processing module), manifest files and compiled/uncompiled
resource files. In addition, applications must be digitally signed with a certificate (e.g.,
a private key) before they can be installed or run on the Android device. Android
uses this certificate to identify the author of an application. Android also offers many
ways to distribute apps, from publishing in an app marketplace to serving apps from
a web site or emailing them directly to users. The process of building and packaging
apps for distribution is the same, regardless of how they are distributed.

4.1.5 Sharing resources and data

Figure 4-11 illustrates an example of the data sharing among the sensor driver, ser-
vice and application via the ontology mappers. The figure also shows the internal
components (e.g., signal processing components), local data stores and the provid-
ed/required interfaces of the components. For example, the sensor driver provides the
interface for the sensor connection and configuration. In addition, the sensor driver
provides the sensor data (acceleration and ECG data) for the data subscribers via the
interfaces of its ontology mapper. In this example, the acceleration data is subscribed
by the Data Visualization app and the ECG data is subscribed by the ECG2RR ser-
vice, which has a signal processing component that converts the ECG signals to the
RR intervals or heart rates. The heart-rate data then is accessed by both the Data
Visualization and the Seizure Monitoring apps. The Seizure Monitoring app is able
to detect seizure events based on the heart rates and to raise an alert, for example,
sending an SMS message to a caregiver’s phone.

As mentioned, the publish-subscribe scheme and the message-based communi-
cation are used for exchanging data among system components. A publisher can
share data with multiple subscribers by maintaining a list of subscribers for a cer-
tain subject (the list-based publish-subscribe). A subscriber can subscribe to data
of multiple publishers. For example, the Seizure Monitoring application subscribes
to data of both the acccelerometer sensor driver and the ECG2RR service. When a
new publisher (e.g., a sensor driver or service) is added to the platform, the publisher
advertises its publishing data with the Data Broker. If the publishing permission
is granted, the information about the publisher and its provided data is stored into
the Domain Ontology. When a subscriber (e.g., an application) wants to subscribe

8http://developer.android.com/
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Figure 4-11: A component view of an example of a sensor driver, service and appli-
cation. The sensor driver provides the acceleration and ECG data via the interfaces
of its ontology mapper. These data are consumed by both the Data Visualization
app and the ECG2RR service. The Seizure Monitoring app is used to detect seizure
events based on heart rates provided by the ECG2RR service.

to a particular data, it sends a request to the Data Broker, which then queries the
Domain Ontology for the matching publisher of such request. If a publisher is found
and the permission of the subscriber is verified, the Data Broker sends a notification
to inform the publisher about the subscribing request. The subscriber then is added
to the subscriber list of the publisher for receiving the data.

4.2 Experiment and evaluation

This section describes experiments and functional evaluation of the system. Through
the experiments, we want to verify our design choices and to show that the system
actually works with practical scenarios and applications. This implies the correct
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operation of the main system. We focus on main functional capabilities of the system
such as the handling of multiple sensors and the data sharing among services and
applications. In addition, we consider a few extra-functional properties such as the
extensibility of adding new sensors and the semantic interoperability.

Two applications are demonstrated as follows.

1. Sensor data and user-provided tagging collection application: this is a joint
work with the Stress@Work project9 where our contribution lies in the BASN
platform and the BASN application while others focus on the back-end server.
The application demonstrates the capabilities of the platform including: 1)
flexibly integrates multiple sensors; 2) allows for long-term data collection in
practical settings and 3) is able to connect and share data to several back-end
servers.

2. Epileptic seizure monitoring application: this is a joint work with the Kem-
penhaeghe epilepsy clinic10 where our contribution lies in the BASN platform
while other focuses on the seizure detection algorithm and the caregiver’s mon-
itoring application. The application demonstrates the platform capability of
sharing data among services and applications. In addition, we show the needs
of the system to be flexible to integrate more sensors and to be reconfigured via
installing a personalized software package.

4.2.1 Evaluation

Sensor connectivity and configuration

As mentioned, the semantic interoperability indicates that the platform is easily ex-
tended to add a new type of sensor or application. A successful addition of a sensor
means that it should be properly configured and used by the platform. The platform
allows adding a new sensor by installing its driver as a regular app. The ontology
mapper of the sensor driver simplifies the development and integration processes.
With a new sensor driver, only the mapper needs to be developed to map the local
ontology of the driver to the domain ontology and vice versa. The mapper pattern
can be used to facilitate the mapper development.

In this experiment, the platform setup is similar to the one shown in Figure 4-2.
The user connects three different sensors to the body hub by using the ‘Add device’
function provided by the Basic Platform. The sensors include the Shimmer ECG,
DTI-2 wristband and Shimmer accelerometer. In addition, the body hub (an An-
droid phone) has integrated sensors such as the accelerometer. First, a corresponding
driver of the sensor is downloaded and installed to the platform. Then, the sensor is
connected to the body hub via its Bluetooth address. The sensor can also be config-
ured with a name. Figure 4-12 shows the screenshots of the Basic Platform’s GUI,
which allow adding and configuring a sensor device. The left screenshot shows three
sensor devices (namely ECG, LeftArm and RightArm) that are currently connected

9http://www.win.tue.nl/stressatwork/
10http://www.kempenhaeghe.nl/
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Figure 4-12: Screenshots of the Basic Platform’s GUI: The left screenshot shows a list
of sensor devices connected to the platform; the right screenshot shows an example
of the configuration option, i.e. enabled sensors, of the DTI-2 wristband device.

to the platform. After a sensor device is connected, its configuration properties (e.g.,
available sensors and sampling rates) are advertised to the platform. These properties
can be different for each device. The screenshot on the right side shows the ‘Enable
Sensors’ property of the DTI-2 wristband (LeftArm) device. There are five available
sensors integrated to the device. In this experiment, the user configures to enable
only the Acceleration and SkinConductance sensors for collecting data.

Data sharing

This experiment follows the platform setup above, in which three sensor devices are al-
ready configured. We use a data visualization application (namely VitruviusGraph)
to demonstrate the data collected from sensors and the data shared among applica-
tions. Through the GUI of the Basic Platform, the user installs the VitruviusGraph
application by scanning the corresponding QR-code on the web page of the App-
store server. The VitruviusGraph application is able to visualize data received from
multiple sensors or the signal processing services. After the application is installed
successfully, the user starts the application and then selects the type of data that he
wants to visualize. Assuming that the user selects to visualize the acceleration data,
the application then sends a request to the Basic Platform to determine which sensor
device can provide the acceleration data. When receiving the request, the platform
verifies the request, queries the domain ontology and returns a list of available devices
to the application.

The list of available devices then is displayed on the GUI of the VitruviusGraph
application as shown in Figure 4-13-(a). With the above platform configuration,
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4-13: Screenshots of the GUI of the visualization application
(VitruviusGraph): (a) the list of devices that are able to provide acceleration data;
Screenshot (b) the list of devices that are able to provide skin conductance data; (c)
the visualization of acceleration and skin conductance data received from the Shimmer
accelerometer and DTI-2 wristband sensors.

three devices that are able to provide the acceleration data are the LeftArm (DTI-
2 wristband) device, the RightArm (Shimmer accelerometer sensor) device and the
DeviceSensor (Android phone’s accelerometer sensor). Assuming that the user se-
lects the RightArm device for the data visualization, the application then sends a
data subscription request to the sensor driver of such device. The application may
send also a configuration request (e.g., setting a sampling rate) to the sensor driver.
The sensor driver then configures the sensor device for streaming data. Similarly, the
user then selects the sensor device to visualize the skin conductance data. In this
case, only the LeftArm device that is able to provide such data is returned, shown in
4-13-(b). Both acceleration and skin conductance data received by the drivers then
are sent to the application and visualized on the application’s GUI as shown in Figure
4-13-(c).

Semantic interoperability

The above experiments have shown some aspects of semantic interoperability in terms
of the extensibility (adding sensors and applications) and data sharing. In this eval-
uation, we show the aspect of semantic expressiveness.

As already mentioned, we adopted the ontology-based approach to support the
semantic interoperability of the platform. Instead of using the database schema as in
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Figure 4-14: Continuum of kinds of ontologies (from [127]).

[21], we use the OWL DL ontology language to implement the domain ontology. The
high expressiveness of the ontology language provides a more accurate and precise
representation of the domain knowledge, which limits the ambiguity during knowl-
edge sharing. Figure 4-14 presents a continuum of kinds of ontologies [127]. At one
extreme, the very lightweight ones may consist of terms only, with little or no spec-
ification of the meaning of terms. As we move along the continuum, the amount of
meaning specified and the degree of formality increase (OWL DL is a kind of Descrip-
tion Logic); the support for automated reasoning also increases. Although the SQL
engine of the relational database can be used to perform reasoning, it is highly special-
ized and tuned for answering queries and ensuring data integrity. The fundamental
role of a reasoning engine for ontologies is, however, to derive new information via
automated inference. For example, we define the measurement model (Meas_model)
of the domain ontology (see Figure 4-5) to be the composition of the input quantity
(Input_quant), the output quantity (Output_quant) and the measurement function
(Meas_func). An ontology can derive that a new instance, which is identified to have
these three parts, can be automatically classified to be a Meas_model.

4.2.2 Sensor data and tagging collection application

As a larger example of using the platform, we consider the application that is a joint
work with the Stress@Work project [9]. The aim is to develop the BASN application
based on the VITRUVIUS platform, which allows collecting sensor data and user-
provided tagging. The data and tagging can serve as a ground truth for correct
interpretation and training of classification algorithms. Moreover, the application can
connect to a back-end server for the purposes of data collection and visualization. The
Stress@Work project requires the BASN platform that: 1) flexibly integrates multiple
unobtrusive sensors; 2) is scalable, reconfigurable and self-monitoring; 3) is able to
collect relevant tagging for data interpretation from human experts or automatically
derived from context; 4) allows for long-term data collection in practical settings
and 5) provides security, privacy and trustworthiness. Our contribution lies in the
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BASN platform and application while other focuses on the back-end server and the
classification algorithms.

To exemplify the need for a reconfigurable and self-monitoring platform, we con-
sider practical examples that we encountered in the studies performed in the Stress@-
Work project. In our specialized solution, unplanned and extended use of the sensors
by the study participants led to increased battery drain and affected the long-term
data collection. Using a generic platform admits monitoring and detecting such prob-
lems and even remedy them in the field by, for example, reducing the sampling fre-
quency or switching the sensor from wireless transmission to local storage. These
types of reconfigurations are performed dynamically by the platform itself or via a
downloadable application. Using the infrastructure of mobile phones as a central
element in the platform improves the scalability of the system as one can rely on
the existing infrastructure of downloading apps, which can also be used for updating
attached sensor firmware. The capabilities of the mobile phone make tagging eas-
ier. A downside is that this reconfigurability and the downloadable software concept
increase the risk of affecting the privacy and the trustworthiness of the system.

Another example is that the data from the sensor might be incorrect or misleading
due to improper mounting, such as lack of skin contact for GSR as described in [78].
These abnormal readings should be detected as close as possible to the source of the
problem rather than being detected only in the back-end when the data is analyzed.
A reconfigurable platform allows adding self-monitoring features to systems in the
field by adding a component to evaluate the quality of the data and giving direct
feedback to users.

We propose a practical platform that collects long-term data from multiple body
and ambient sensors along with human-provided tagging in practical and mobile con-
ditions. In order to test it, we implemented the application called BSNTagging that
is able to collect sensor data and user’s tagging and then upload the data to the
back-end server. The web server is implemented at the back-end, which is able to
store and to visualize the uploaded data from BASN platforms of many users.

System overview

Figure 4-15 shows an overview of the sensor data and tagging collection application.
Several sensor devices such as the DTI-2 wristband [131], Mio Alpha11 and Shimmer
[22] can be used. The mobile phone (body hub) allows us to connect to back-end
systems, to obtain tagging information from the user and to obtain context data.
We specifically design an easy-to-use interface that allows to define tags relevant to
specific purposes. An important extra-functional goal of the platform is to manage
privacy and data ownership by providing data access control and protecting data
communication. The BASN platform provides a better privacy protection by not
sending the whole data to the back-end.

The ultimate purpose of any data collection platform is to make practical use of
the collected data. The fact that the platform is capable of long-term data storing

11http://www.mioglobal.com
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Figure 4-15: An overview of the sensor data and tagging collection application: flex-
ible sensor setting along with the mobile phone that allows us to obtain tagging
information from the user and to connect to back-end systems.

from many sensors, and of adding context information easily in a similar fashion
leads to more advanced strategies applied in situ (as opposed to intelligence being
only available at the back-end). In our application, we want to use a variation of
semi-supervised learning to improve the tagging (see Figure 4-16) in a number of
stages: Stage 1 entails supervised training where the platform collects enough human-
tagged sensor measurements to train the classification algorithm. Once sufficient data
is collected, the system gradually switches to Stage 2, the semi-supervised training
stage, in which the human-provided tagging is requested only when the classification
accuracy falls below a certain threshold. Finally, in Stage 3, the operational stage, no
further human-provided tagging is required, and the system is able to make reliable
interpretations based only on automatically derived information. In practice, we
expect the system to be able to switch from Stage 3 to Stage 2 when encountering
unknown or conflicting sensor measurements.

Furthermore, in order to make the system invariant to the type of sensor data used
and to particular tagging categories, we use automated feature generation. We extract
a set of basic features from the data (e.g., mean, median and standard deviation)
and create new features as combinations of the basic features, hence generating a
large feature space. In the end, however, we want to use only the features relevant
to automated classification of the tagging categories provided. To limit the features
space and avoid a dimensionality explosion, we propose to perform automated feature
selection and apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce feature space
dimensionality and prevent overtraining.
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Figure 4-16: Stages of the system to gradually decrease the need for human-provided
tagging.

Implementation and results

The application is implemented based on the VITRUVIUS platform. We use the
Shimmer sensors (ECG and accelerometer) and the DTI-2 wristband that integrates
the skin conductance (GSR), 3D accelerometer, skin temperature, ambient temper-
ature and ambient illumination sensors. The BSNTagging application can be down-
loaded and installed on the Android phone (body hub). Figure 4-17 shows the GUIs of
the application. The Tagging tab in (a) allows the user to tag the current emotional
status that is best characterized by two main dimensions: arousal and valence. The
dimension of arousal ranges from ‘very calm’ to ‘highly aroused’ (or highly exciting),
whereas the dimension of valence ranges from ‘very unhappy’ to ‘very happy’. More
states (items) or even new categories (e.g., activity or energy) can also be defined and
added. The Log tab in (b) shows the logging of the tagging data and it allows the user
to modify the tagging in the past. The Settings tab in (c) provides the functions
that configure the user account, to select data sources (e.g., from sensor devices and
system calendar), and to set the tagging reminder and logging data display.

The user tagging and sensor data are uploaded to the back-end server manually
by the user or periodically by the application. The data then is stored in a database
and can be visualized on the web pages. A web server12 of the Stress@Work project
is implemented for this purpose. For a larger scenario, the application can connect
and upload data to several back-end servers. The data uploaded to each server can
be different. For example, a fitness service is interested in the accelerometer and GPS
data while a sleep monitoring service is interested in the GSR data. A particular part
of the platform is, therefore, dedicated to managing the security and data ownership,
for example, to decide whether a third-party is able to access certain stored data or
whether a new service is given access. Figure 4-18 illustrates the web page of the

12http://www.win.tue.nl/stressatwork/Vinh/adminViewer.php
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4-17: Screenshots of the BASNTagging application: (a) Tagging tab, (b) Data
logging tab and (c) Setting tab.

back-end server13 that shows the tagging data of multiple participants uploaded by
using the BSNTagging application.

Figure 4-19 shows the web page of the back-end server, which visualizes the gal-
vanic skin response (GSR) data and the tagging data on the top of the graph. The
GSR data is collected from the DTI-2 wristband device and is uploaded together with
the tagging data.

We evaluate our approach in a case study focused on stress monitoring at work [9].
We want to obtain the context, in which the stress is experienced by automatically
recognizing physical activities of a person. In this setup, we combine information
from multiple sources: 1) skin-conductance, 2) heart-rate, 3) accelerometers, 4) skin
temperature, 5) ambient illumination, 6) ambient temperature, all measured by three
different wearable sensors: 1) chest-belt, 2) wristband and 3) mobile phone. Sensors
are worn simultaneously and unobtrusively on different parts of the body: 1) chest,
2) wrist and 3) pocket (mobile phone).

A possible extension is to combine the sensor data and the context obtained from a
digital calendar with user-provided tagging of physical activities and emotional state.
In the practical setting, we want to be able to perform fully automated classification
of the sensor data based on the initial user-provided tagging about physical activity,
in principal entirely local on the BASN based on downloaded apps.

13The web server is developed by Rafal Kocielnik in the context of the Stress@Work project.
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Figure 4-18: Web page of the back-end server shows the tagging data of multiple
participants uploaded by using the BSNTagging application.

Figure 4-19: Web page of the back-end server visualizes the GSR data, which is
collected together with the tagging data.
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4.2.3 Epileptic seizure monitoring application

Epilepsy affects more than 50 million people in the world. For about 30% of the
patients, the epileptic seizures cannot be controlled with medication despite medical
efforts. This condition can affect dramatically the life of patients, their families
and society. A major source of disturbance is anxiety of not knowing when the
next seizure will occur and how severe it will be. This anxiety is aggravated by
the prospect of Sudden Unexpected Death in Epilepsy (SUDEP) [5]. SUDEP is an
extreme complication of the epileptic seizure, which accounts for about 18% of all
deaths in epilepsy [33]. The seizure can induce changes on physiological parameters
such as breathing and heart rate, which results in death of the patient. A major risk
factor of SUDEP is the frequency of convulsive epileptic seizures such as tonic-clonic
seizures. The possibility of SUDEP increases at night because the seizure might be
missed by a caregiver. Therefore, it is necessary to have a system that can monitor
the patient in ambulatory settings for the presence of convulsive seizures during the
night.

Several devices and systems have been proposed and developed to detect and to
monitor nocturnal convulsive seizures [49, 11, 107]. These systems use information
collected from sensors such as motion [29], sweat [106], breathing, heart rate [89] and
audio [31]. The signals acquired from these systems can be analyzed in time, frequency
or time-frequency domains [97]. The common approach records motion using an
accelerometer sensor worn on the dominant hand of the patient. This approach is
shown to have a good sensitivity for detecting convulsive seizures [11]. However, it
has some drawbacks as follows.

• It cannot properly detect the start and the end of the seizure. With tonic-clonic
seizures, changes of the acceleration signal in the tonic phase are small and
difficult to be recognized by an automated algorithm. At the end of the seizure,
the motion can be subtle, but the changes of the heart rate and breathing levels
may still be considerable.

• If the patient is not moving, it is difficult to know whether something dangerous
is happening to the patient.

• The sensitivity of the system may depend on the placement of the sensor on
the body and the number of sensors.

For patients, a system designed for ambulatory monitoring has to be unobtrusive,
easy to use while still reliable with high performance [102]. We propose such a system
for real-time detection of nocturnal seizures based on heart rate signals. The system
is built on the VITRUVIUS body sensor platform. A seizure detection application,
which runs on a user’s smart phone, implements an online classifier that is triggered
by an adaptable cumulative sum (CUSUM) algorithm. In case a seizure event is
detected, an alarm can be triggered on the user’s phone or the caregiver’s phone (via
an SMS message).
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Figure 4-20: A system overview of the epileptic seizure monitoring, which includes a
seizure detection application running on the user’s body hub (Android phone) and a
seizure monitoring application running on the caregiver’s phone. The VITRUVIUS
platform facilitates the sensor data collection and data sharing among services.

System overview

The overview of the system with the seizure detection and monitoring applications
is shown in Figure 4-20. The BASN consists of a body hub (Android smart phone)
and sensors such as Shimmer ECG, communicating via the personal area network
(PAN) using a short-range wireless network technology like Bluetooth. The body’s
information (e.g., ECG signals) collected from the sensors are sent to the body hub.
A signal processing component (ECG-to-RR service), which detects heart-rates or RR
intervals from ECG signals, runs on the body hub. The body hub connects to the
monitoring application on the caregiver’s phone for the purpose of exchanging data
and sending alarm messages.

The VITRUVIUS platform is chosen since it can fulfill the practical requirements
of the system. In our system, we want to provide an algorithm to detect epilep-
tic seizures with tunable parameters and thresholds. We learn from our use case
that a doctor searching for the right diagnoses for his patient may want to adjust
the parameter settings to collect characteristics of any epileptic-like seizure for this
particular patient. This requires a platform that can be reconfigured via installing
a personalized software package. The system also needs to be flexible to integrate
more sensors in the future, which can be combined to give a more accurate detection.
For example, a fusion of both motion (acceleration) and heart rate data can reduce
the number of false positives. To achieve these requirements, the platform has the
following capabilities.

• The Basic Platform can be installed on a smart phone (body hub) as a regular
app. A new sensor is attached by downloading a sensor driver that is a regular
app as well.

• Services such as RR-to-CUSUM and applications such as Seizure Detection
app, which operate on collected data are added as apps as well. The system
components and downloaded apps rely on a shared ontology. For example, heart
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Figure 4-21: An overview of the seizure detection algorithm.

rates detected by the ECG-to-RR service can be shared with both the seizure
detection app and other apps such as stress monitoring.

• The platform has also a particular part that is dedicated to managing security,
privacy and trustworthiness of the system.

As a sensor node, the Shimmer sensor platform is chosen. The Shimmer ECG
sensor module is small (53mm x 32mm x 25mm) and wearable, with a high versatil-
ity [22]. For our study, we use the ECG module with 100Hz sampling frequency. The
sensor node is inserted into an armband placed on the left upper arm of the patient.
Standard wires make the connection between patient and the Shimmer sensor via
electrodes placed in the V2-V6 configuration.

Seizure detection algorithm

An overview of the seizure detection algorithm developed by Ungureanu et al. [126] is
shown in Figure 4-21. The presence of nocturnal seizures is known to be a risk factor
in SUDEP [81]. This situation mainly occurs because the seizures can be missed by
the caregiver. One of the mechanism thought leading to SUDEP is represented by
the arrhythmias. These can be tachyrhythmia or bradycardia [25].

To reduce the risk of SUDEP and at the same time to alert to seizure onset, we
devised an algorithm based on the heart rate. It was shown in the literature that in
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more than 70% of seizures, the heart rates increase to values higher than 100 beats per
minute (BPM) [140]. The increase can occur before, during and after the electroen-
cephalographic onset [96]. The abrupt increase of the heart rate (tachycardia) occurs
due to a sympathetic activation of the autonomic nervous system during the seizure.
The increase pattern usually has a linear acceleration trend that can be followed by a
small plateau with an exponential decrease [89]. The bradycardia, however, can also
occur during or after the seizure with new evidences showing that it is an important
factor leading to SUDEP [25]. Therefore, an algorithm detecting seizures has to alert
to both tachycardia and bradycardia events. For the real-time detection, we focus on
identifying moments when the heart rate enters these regimes. The proposed seizure
detection algorithm contains four steps as below.

1. Detecting heart rates from ECG signals: The Shimmer ECG sensor transmits
raw ECG signals via Bluetooth to the body hub. The ECG signals are collected
by the sensor driver and then are shared with the ECG-to-RR service. The
ECG-to-RR service is able to detect RR intervals from the ECG signals in real-
time by using the Pan Tompkins algorithm [101]. The RR intervals then are
converted into heart rates.

2. Filtering heart rates for positive and negative outliers: The heart rates are fil-
tered for outliers that may occur. The filtration uses an autoregressive model of
first order to predict the heart-rates using a decision block. A positive/negative
outlier is detected when the current heart-rate differs from the previous one
more than a predefined value (e.g., 10 BPM) .

3. Computation of the adaptive CUSUM algorithm: Change point detection meth-
ods can be used for our problem as they can be computed iteratively and be im-
plemented for real-time use. A modified version of the CUSUM algorithm [138]
is used to detect the tachycardiac (CS+) and bradycardic (CS−) events. This
algorithm is implemented as the RR-to-CUSUM service running on the body hub.

4. Classification rule: The classifier detects the onset of a possible event when the
heart rate is higher than threshold TH1 with CS

+
> 0 for a certain period of

time. The heart-rate increase during night can be caused by different reasons
such as arousal states, emotions and seizures. In general, the convulsive seizures
are accompanied by a lot of motions that can also lead to a heart-rate increase.

We propose the threshold TH1 a value of 70% from the highest heart rate
attainable for each person. The maximum heart rate is calculated as 207-
(0.67×age) [123]. A similar approach is used in fitness for computing the target
heart rate. For the patients investigated in this work, the value for TH1 is 130
BPM and for TH2 is 40 BPM. The complications such as bradycardic events
are determined if the heart rate is lower than the threshold TH2 with a negative
CUSUM for 20 consecutive seconds.
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Figure 4-22: Screenshots show main steps to set up the seizure detection application.

The combination of both conditions (for tachycardia and bradycardia events) de-
creases potential false positives. While CUSUM indicates the heart rate entered in a
different regime, the heart-rate threshold tells if the regime is normal or not.

When a possible event is detected, an alarm message is generated and sent to the
caregiver’s phone. After each alarm, the system waits for a period of, for example
five minutes, until a new monitoring session starts. It is assumed that the caregiver
will react towards the patient in this period.

Implementation and results

The seizure detection application is implemented based on the ECG-to-RR service
and the above seizure detection algorithm. The application runs on the body hub
and can be configured by the caregiver for parameters such as thresholds used in
classification rule and settings such as emergency alarm. Figure 4-22 shows the main
steps to set up the application. We note that a new version of the application (namely
‘Epilepsy Seizure Detect’) has been recently developed by an internship student, Vlad-
Mihai Teohari. This version uses a Mio Alpha heart-rate monitoring watch that is
unobtrusive to wear it for a long term. This application is available on the Google
Play14.

The application is designed for two types of patients: 1) children or people living in
sheltered facilities, who rely on a caregiver sleeping in a different room; and 2) patients
sleeping in the same room with their partner or with a caregiver. In this case, the
body hub can act as the alarm device. Many convulsive seizures are accompanied by
the loss of conscience and patients are not able to react at those moments. For this
reason, the alarm will be sent to the caregiver’s phone via an SMS message.

It assumes that the Shimmer ECG sensor is already charged and the electrodes are
attached on the skin in the V2-V6 configuration. Upon starting, the application asks
the user or the caregiver to initiate the connection to the sensor. A list of available
sensors with their serial numbers will be shown on the GUI of the application. This
serial number can also be given by a QR-code attached on the sensor node. Once

14https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.sample.epislepsysd&hl=en
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Figure 4-23: Screenshots of GUIs of the seizure monitoring application that runs on
the caregiver’s smart phone.

the sensor is connected, the screen for setting alarms appears. There are two alarm
options for the user: 1) sending an alarm via an SMS message to the caregiver’s
phone; and 2) generating an alarm on the body hub itself. After the settings are done
and saved (for the next use), the application starts the seizure detection phase. The
detection service runs like an Android service in the background and generates an
alarm when a seizure event is detected.

The monitoring application is installed on the caregiver’s phone and is used to
receive alarms from the seizure detection application. The main user interfaces (GUIs)
of the applications are shown in Figure 4-23. The nurses from Kempenhaeghe epilepsy
clinic assisted us in designing the application’s GUIs. We find that in case of alarms,
they will always check the patient and additional functionalities such as real-time
video or audio connection are not necessary. The content of the SMS alarm includes
information about the detected event and a mean of the heart rates for the last 20
seconds. This applies for both tachycardia and bradycardia events. The SMS message
also contains a special prefix code that can be filtered out from normal messages and
interpreted by the monitoring application. The application also receives an SMS
message when the connection with the sensor is lost.

In the implementation, an alarm is generated by using the high priority alarm
sound from the ISO/IEC 60601-1-8 medical equipment standard along with vibrations
in the same pattern. The alarm will repeat until it is canceled by the caregiver. In
this way, the caregiver will know that the SMS message is coming from the alarm
system. Furthermore, the caregiver has the option to choose the type of alarm (with
or without sound). In case of alarm, the sound is automatically set to the highest
possible volume. After the alarm is canceled, the sound level returns to the original
level. When the monitoring app is not working or accidently stops, the SMS message
is still received as a regular SMS message of the phone. When the option of the alarm
on body hub is chosen, the alarm is generated on the patient’s phone (body hub)
itself. The rest of operations is the same as above.

The system is tested with two different aspects. First, the functionalities of the
sensor, the body hub and applications are tested on healthy volunteers. Second, the
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Figure 4-24: A screenshot (left) of the VitruviusGraph application shows ECG sig-
nals and heart rates that are detected by the ECG-to-RR service. A screenshot (right)
shows the GUI of the HRAlarm application that fuses data from both ECG and ac-
celerometer sensors.

performance of the detection algorithm is evaluated. Available ECG recordings of five
patients with history of convulsive seizures are used for the evaluation of the seizure
detection algorithm. The detailed evaluation of the detection algorithm falls outside
the scope of this thesis; it is described in [126].

For future work, we want to improve the detection algorithm by combining the
data from multiple sensors (e.g., heart rate and motion sensors) and the system
context (e.g., the time of the day) to reduce the false positives. The tachycardia itself
is an indicator that a seizure occurs, but we need more parameters to provide detail
information about the status of the heart. For example, the left picture in Figure
4-24 shows the ECG signals and heart rates detected by the ECG-to-RR service. The
data is displayed by using the VitruviusGraph application. The right picture depicts
the GUI of the detection application, which is able to fuse data from both ECG and
accelerometer sensors.

4.3 Conclusion

This chapter discussed the design, implementation and evaluation of the software
platform of the body hub. We decided to use the ontology-based approach in or-
der to support the interoperability among system components at the semantic level,
which is a necessary condition for flexibility and evolution of the BASN platform.
The semantic interoperability addresses the meaning of operations and exchanged
data, thus reduces dependencies, which is important for third parties to make system
components that can be integrated into the platform easily. By using the ontology
mapper, the integration of a new component (e.g., sensor driver) does not require
re-implementing the component; only the ontology mapper requires an updated spec-
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ification of how local ontology (terminologies and structures) that refer to the new
component. It also supports the locality of the semantics to avoid burdening the
entire system with irrelevant details. Moreover, we discussed the design choices of
the data storage and our reference implementation of the domain ontology. The ap-
proach of using the decentralized data store has been proposed in order to avoid the
performance bottleneck of the central database (as in the original architecture). This
approach also simplifies the reuse of existing components since they can maintain
their original data store mechanisms such as a relational database or a file system.

The design of the platform was further presented with three aspects of 1) inter-
facing with the sensor domain; 2) interfacing with the application domain and 3)
sharing resources and data. With each aspect, we discussed the practical issues and
how they are solved by applying design patterns or implementation techniques. For
example, the publish-subscribe pattern and the message-based communication are
implemented for the purpose of sharing data among components. Moreover, the soft-
ware platform is implemented on the actual BASN, which consists of the Android
smart phone (body hub) and sensor devices such as Shimmer accelerometer, Shim-
mer ECG and DTI-2 wristband. The Android platform is chosen since it is an open
source mobile operating system and is used for many devices on the market. The
Android platform also supports various communication protocols (e.g., WLAN and
Bluetooth) and provides flexible solutions for deploying and installing apps.

The functional evaluation of the platform was performed through experiments and
two applications: Sensor data and user-provided tagging collection app and Epilepsy
monitoring app. It was shown that the platform is able to handle multiple sensors,
services and applications. The services and applications can run concurrently on the
platform and share data among each other. The process of adding a new sensor (or
a new application) can be done simply by downloading and installing a sensor driver
(or an app) from the App-store. We further verified the functions of configuring a
sensor and sharing data among sensors, services and applications. In addition, by
evaluating the platform through aspects of semantic expressiveness and data sharing,
we showed that such platform design provides significant improvements regarding the
semantic interoperability.



Chapter 5

Trust management

In Chapter 3, we introduced the trust view to address the concerns related to trust.
The trust view consists of threat and trust models. The threat model has been
presented, which captures types of threats the system may face and must counter.
This chapter focuses on the trust model, in particular the fourth question as posed in
Chapter 1: How do we develop a trust management model that is able to explicitly
evaluate and ensure the trustworthiness of the BASN under changes?

We first introduce some background on trust and review the related work, in which
we study trust concepts, concrete approaches of trust modeling and evaluation, and
example applications. We then present our first design of the trust management
model that is able to evaluate and monitor the trustworthiness of components and
also the system. We use the Trust4All approach that proposes a trust management
framework for component-based applications as a conceptual starting point.

5.1 Introduction

The user’s acceptance of BASNs is largely determined by the confidence that human
subjects have in trustworthiness, security and privacy of such systems. The trans-
parency of the underlying architecture can be an important factor, particularly if the
software comes with clear certifications and its user interface clarifies which actors
collect what kind of information. If used for medical applications, preferably the trust
hierarchy of the system architecture lines up with the trust model that people have
about the health care system of their country.

The requirements on privacy, trust and security are also very evident in lifestyle
settings where monitoring is used for fitness, gaming, relaxation, ambient enhanced
living, dietary advice or infant and elderly monitoring. Various service providers may
simultaneously offer different applications on a device that is owned by an end-user.

This chapter is partly based on:
V. Bui, J. Lukkien and R. Verhoeven. Toward a Trust Management Model for a Configurable

Body Sensor Platform. In 6th ICST International Conference on Body Area Networks (Bodynets),
pp. 23-26, Beijing, China, November 2011. ACM Press.
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In a medical setting with devices under control of a care provider, there is a clear need
to inform the patient about various functions that his BASN executes simultaneously.
A patient-centric approach allows the end-user to stay in control of the flow of his
personal data.

To achieve a high flexibility of the functionality on BASNs, we proposed a body
sensor platform, on which downloadable software are installed dynamically, which
has been customized to fulfill the end-user’s or service provider’s needs. Due to this
downloadable software concept, the end-user faces with the risk of body spyware or
malfunctioning software components, which affects his privacy and the trustworthi-
ness of the system.

There is a high analogy to the current use of Apps on smart phones. A significant
difference from the App scene is that when a private user downloads an application,
he implicitly gives permission to access his private data. In the future, particularly
in a medical setting, a doctor configures the package for a patient. This package can
be highly individualized. Therefore, it is not possible to give a one-time certification
for this package. Moreover, we foresee that there are a number of involved parties,
who collectively, but presumably not individually, can certify the trustworthiness of
a software component.

As presented in Section 2.3.3 and Section 3.6, the security and trustworthiness
of the BASN platform have several concerns and aspects. Especially when it comes
to acceptance of these kinds of systems for monitoring health related and privacy
sensitive parameters, it is important that the human carrying the sensors can trust
the system. Besides, we assume that the links within the BASN are secure, which is
that the confidentiality, integrity and authenticity of communication between sensor
and the body hub is guaranteed. Moreover, we assume that the implementation of the
hub is tamperproof or at least that the user has no personal incentive to tamper with
the system as it will not make it more trustworthy for him. Therefore, this chapter
and next two chapters focus on addressing the following concerns: 1) How is the
system dependability maintained? (SC-2.2); 2) How is the user privacy protected?
(SC-2.5) and 3) How is data quality of measurements evaluated? (SC-2.4).

Regarding the concerns of component and software authentication (SC-2.3), we
have proposed an approach to solve key security and privacy issues related to down-
loadable software on the BASN platform. We analyzed the trust relations that occur
in a representative BASN deployment scenario and we formalized the security and
trustworthiness requirements. Based on these requirements we subsequently proposed
a security solution, which makes use of a public key infrastructure (PKI) to strengthen
some of the trust relations, and described how the solution can be implemented in a
protocol. This is presented in [51]; it falls outside the scope of this thesis, in which
we focus on how the trust is built.
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5.2 Trust and subjectivity

5.2.1 Trust concept

The concept of trust has been studied in multiple disciplines ranging from social sci-
ence, economics to information science. It is a multidimensional, multidisciplinary
and multifaceted concept, and is influenced by many measurable and non-measurable
factors [134]. Trustworthiness, in general, refers to a relation among entities, where
one relies on the other. In social life, trust relations between people can be seen
as a key component to facilitate coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit.
Social trust is considered as the product of past experiences and perceived trustwor-
thiness. Trust is often created and supported by a legal framework (e.g., in business
environment), which decreases the risk of misbehavior and increases the incentive
to initiate a trust relationship. In a digital computing and networking environment
(especially for technologies such as e-commerce, peer-to-peer, ad hoc networks and
distributed systems), trust becomes an important aspect in design and analysis of
secure digital systems. Trust management has been proposed as a useful solution for
new security and privacy challenges caused by special characteristics (e.g., dynamic
topology and mobility) of these systems. Traditional security mechanisms typically
protect resources from malicious users by restricting access to only authorized users.
In many situations, for example, information providers can act dishonestly by pro-
viding false or misleading information, traditional security mechanisms are unable to
protect against this type of threat [73]. Trust, therefore, enhances system security
and personal privacy.

Many definitions and classifications of trust have been established and borrowed
from social science literature [134]. In [91], McKnight and Chervany conducted anal-
ysis on the trust definitions and identified six representative trust constructs. For
example, in social networks, trust can refer to a behavior that one person voluntarily
depends on another person in a specific situation. Trust can also be an intention,
where one party is willing to depend on the other party. The trust behavior and
trust intention are built upon four constructs, including trusting belief, system trust,
situational decision and dispositional trust. Among them, the trusting belief is the
most important construct, which means that one believes that the other person is
willing to and able to act in his/her best interests. In [14], Boon and Holmes high-
lighted three main characteristics of trust: 1) a trust relationship involves at least two
entities, a trustor and a trustee, which are relying on each other for mutual benefit;
2) trust involves uncertainty and risk, which means that there is no perfect guarantee
to ensure that the trustee will live up to the trustor’s expectation; and 3) the trustor
has faith in the trustee’s honesty and believes that the trustee will not betray his/her
behavior. Gambetta [43] gave a definition of trust as follows: “trust (or, symmetri-
cally, distrust) is a particular level of the subjective probability with which an agent
assesses that another agent or group of agents will perform a particular action, both
before he can monitor such action (or independently of his capacity ever to be able to
monitor it) and in a context in which it affects his own action.” This definition draws
some different views on trust. First, trust is subjective (an acceptable level of trust
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Figure 5-1: Factors influencing trust are classified into five viewpoints (from [133]).

is different for each individual in a certain situation) and the trust level is affected by
the trustee’s actions in a context. Second, trust can be seen as a threshold point that
can take a value between complete distrust and complete trust. Final, trust involves
uncertainty with respect to unknown or unknowable actions of other.

We observe that there is no consensus of what trust is and that a trust definition
is also very domain specific. For example, from a software engineering’s point of view,
trust is accepted dependability [8]. For a multi-agent system, trust is a subjective
expectation an agent has toward another agent’s behavior [95]. In an ad hoc network,
the concept of trust is extended to the notion of an ‘opinion’ that a node has of any
other node, which can be incorporated into ad hoc routing protocols to improve packet
delivery performance [141].

The commonalities of many definitions are the notions of belief, confidence, uncer-
tainty, expectation, dependence, subjective, action and behavior, and a trust relation-
ship of a trustor and a trustee. In [133], Yan holds the opinion that trust is influenced
by a number of factors. These factors are extracted from some definitions of trust
and are classified into five viewpoints, as shown in Figure 5-1. As aforementioned,
trust is subjective since the subjective expectation of the trustor on the trustee is
related to the trustee’s behaviors and that is different for each entity. Besides, trust
is dynamic since it can further develop due to good experience about the trustee or
it can be decayed by bad experience. Furthermore, the trust level of a trustee can be
assessed based on a number of trustee’s properties such as dependability, security and
reliability. The context that the trust relationship resides in, for example a specific
situation, is a very important factor that influences trust.
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5.2.2 Trust model and management

Trust and trust model form the basis of system decisions, for example, whether or
not an operating system accepts an application, and how it asserts the quality of
outcomes or decides to take an action. Trust modeling and management can be
applied to enhance quality properties such as security and dependability of the system
or system entities. In order to understand trust modeling, Yan and Holtmanns [134]
tried to answer questions like: What are the characteristics of trust?, What is a
trust model? and What kinds of trust models have been developed?. The most
common characteristics of trust, which play a role as the important guidelines for trust
modeling, are summarized below. Some of these characteristics are also discussed in
[119].

• Trust is directed: This characteristic means that trust is an oriented relationship
between the trustor and the trustee.

• Trust is subjective: This is mentioned above. The subjective expectation of the
trustor on the trustee is related to the trustee’s behaviors and various factors,
some of which may carry more weight than others.

• Trust is measurable: Trust values can be used to represent different levels or
degrees of trust a trustor has in a trustee. This raises a question of how to
quantitatively evaluate or compute a trust value.

• Trust depends on context: This means that trust is different for each individual
in a particular context and for the same individual in a different context. In
addition, the context dependence pertains to the subject of trust, the trustee.

• Trust depends on history: This means that past experience has impact on the
present level of trust.

• Trust is dynamic: This implies that trust may be changed with time, refreshed
or revoked periodically, and is influenced by some factors such as changes of
context.

• Trust is conditionally transferable: With certain conditions, information about
trust can be transmitted along a chain of recommendations.

• Trust can be a composite property: Trust can be a composition of quality
properties/attributes such as reliability, dependability and security.

Yan and Holtmanns also defined trust model and trust modeling as follows. “The
method to specify, evaluate and set up trust relationships amongst entities for calcu-
lating trust is referred as the trust model. Trust modeling is the technical approach
used to represent trust for the purpose of digital processing.” Modeling trust in a
digital way is important in a digital system in order to manage trust automatically.

There are many trust models that have been developed for various applications
such as e-commerce, P2P networks and multi-agent systems. The authors in [134]
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classified these models into categories according to different criteria. For example,
based on the method of modeling, the categories consist of models with linguistic
description [13] and models with mathematical description [132, 121]. Based on mod-
eled contents, the categories consist of single-property modeling [132, 121] and multi-
property modeling [135]. Based on the expression of trust, the categories consist of
models with binary rating and with numeral rating [132]. Based on the dimension
of trust expression, the categories consist of models with single dimension [132] and
with multiple dimensions [124, 70].

Blaze et al. [13] seem to be the first to introduce the term ‘trust management’ and
identify it as a separate component of security services in networks. They also de-
signed and implemented the PolicyMaker trust management system, which provides
a unified framework to describe policies (rules), credentials (trust evidence) and trust
relationships. This system is locally controlled since it does not rely on a central-
ized authority to evaluate the credentials. According to the definition in [50], trust
management is concerned with “collecting the information required to make a trust
relationship decision; evaluating the criteria related to the trust relationship as well
as monitoring and reevaluating existing trust relationships; and automating the pro-
cess.” The authors in [135] extended this definition to autonomic trust management
and proposed that it included four aspects processed in an automatic way.

• Trust establishment: This process establishes a trust relationship between a
trustor and a trustee.

• Trust monitoring: This process aims to collect useful evidence (regarding the
performance or behavior of the trustee) for trust assessment. This can be per-
formed by the trustor or its delegate monitors.

• Trust assessment or evaluation: This process evaluates the trustworthiness of
the trustee by the trustor or its delegate.

• Trust control and re-establishment: The trustor takes corresponding actions to
control or re-establish the trust relationship when this relationship is broken or
will be broken.

5.2.3 Trust evaluation

The trust evaluation is defined by Yan and Holtmanns [134] as follows. “Trust evalu-
ation is a technical approach of representing trustworthiness for digital processing, in
which the factors influencing trust will be evaluated by a continuous or discrete real
number, referred to as a trust value.” The trust evaluation aims to provide supporting
information for a trust managing decision. The trust evaluation is also an important
research aspect for the purpose of digitizing trust for computer processing.

There are many works related to theories and mechanisms about trust evalua-
tion. Aivaloglou and Gritzalis [2] classified the trust evaluation frameworks into two
categories according to the types of evidence that trust evaluation is based on: 1)
certificate-based frameworks, in which the certificates are used as pre-deployment
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knowledge to establish a trust relationship and 2) behavior-based frameworks, in
which a trustor continuously monitors the behavior of a trustee and builds the trust.
The authors also proposed a hybrid framework that combines these two approaches.
Besides, trust can be evaluated in different ways [120], such as linguistic descriptions
of trust relationships and the continuous or discrete numerical values assigned to the
level of trustworthiness. In our work, we want to quantitatively evaluate the trustwor-
thiness with respect to given properties based on the behavior of the trustee. Trust
is built on compositions of properties, typically determined through monitoring, and
is related to the service that is expected.

Jøsang [71, 72] introduced subjective logic that is a theory about opinion, which
can be used for trust representation and evaluation. The input and output parameters
of subjective logic are beliefs in the form of opinions. The trust evaluation can be
calculated as an instance of the opinion. An entity can collect opinions about other
entities via its observations and a recommendation protocol. Subjective logic provides
methods and operators to combine individual opinions into a single opinion to allow
relatively objective judgement about other entity’s trustworthiness. For example,
opinions can be constructed based on an opinion of a recommender and an opinion
about this recommender. We will represent subjective logic in more detail in Section
5.2.4. Besides, we develop an extension of subjective logic for the purposes of trust
representation and evaluation to our BASN system.

Related to subjective logic, Herrmann [61] applied this theory with uncertainty
support to aggregate the user’s trust opinions and discount a recommendation with
the trust value of its recommender. He developed a special reputation system based on
the experiences of component users and a third trusted party’s certificate to reduce the
expense of evaluating a component. West et al. [130] presented a quantitative trust
management system (QuanTM), which combines elements from trust management
and reputation management to create a method specifying both policy and reputation
for dynamic decision making in access control settings. The output is a quantitative
trust value that expresses how much a policy-based decision should be trusted given
the reputations of the entities involved. The reputation algorithm is developed based
on subjective logic.

Theodorakopoulos and Baras [124] viewed the trust evaluation problem as a gen-
eralized shortest path problem on a weighted directed graph (trust graph), where
nodes represent entities and edges represent trust relations. A weighted edge from
node i (the issuer) to node j (the target) corresponds to the opinion that entity
i has about entity j. An opinion, opinion:(t, c), is a tuple of the trust value and
the confidence value. The trust value represents the issuer’s estimate of the target’s
trustworthiness and the confidence value represents the accuracy of the trust value
assignment. The confidence value is also referred to as the quality of the opinion since
opinions with a high confidence value are more useful in making trust decisions. The
opinion space S can be visualized as a rectangle (ZERO_TRUST,MAX_TRUST) ×
(ZERO_CONF,MAX_CONF) in the Cartesian plane, for example, for S = [0, 1] ×
[0, 1].

In addition, the authors used the theory of semirings to combine opinions along a
path and across paths in a trust graph. A semiring is an algebraic structure (S,⊕,⊗),
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where S is a set, and ⊕, ⊗ are binary operators. The ⊕ and ⊗ operators can be used
to calculate the opinion along paths from the source node to the destination node
together. ⊗ is applied to compute the opinion along a path and ⊕ is used to compute
the opinion as a function of all paths from the source to the destination. The proposed
trust evaluation framework was applied in ad hoc networks and was used to formalize
two versions of the trust inference problem. The first problem is finding the trust-
confidence value that a source node should assign to a destination node, based on the
intermediate nodes’ trust-confidence values. Finding a target’s trust value is needed
before deciding whether to grant its access to resources, for example, files or sensitive
information. The second problem is finding the most trusted path between the source
node and the destination node. This is needed so that traffic is routed through the
trusted path.

Related to the above work, Zouridaki et al. [141] proposed a trust establishment
scheme for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), which aims to improve the reliability
of packet forwarding over multi-hop routes in the presence of potentially malicious
nodes. Each node forms an opinion about every other node based on both first and
second-hand observation data collected from the network. A ‘trustworthiness’ metric
is proposed, which combines trust and confidence metrics in a manner that is tunable
in terms of two parameters. The trust establishment scheme makes use of a Bayesian
approach, in which trust values are computed under the assumption that they follow
a beta probability distribution.

Sun et al. [121] presented an information theoretic framework to quantitatively
measure trust and model trust propagation in order to enhance security in ad hoc
networks. In the proposed framework of trust modeling and evaluation, trust is a
measure of uncertainty with its value represented by entropy, which is considered
as a nature measure for uncertainty in information theory. Moreover, the authors
developed four axioms that address the basic rules for establishing trust through a
third party (concatenation propagation) and through recommendations from multi-
ple sources (multi-path propagation). Based on these axioms, they further developed
techniques that calculate trust values from observation and designed two models, the
entropy-based model and the probability-based model, which address the concatena-
tion and multi-path trust propagation problems.

Yan and Prehofer developed an adaptive trust evaluation and control model by
applying the theory of Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCM) [79]. The FCM could be regarded
as a combination of Fuzzy Logic and Neural Networks. Graphically, FCM is a signed
directed graph with feedback consisting of nodes and weighted arcs. The nodes stand
for the concepts that are used to describe the behavior of the system and weighted
arcs represent the causal relationships that exist between the concepts. When the
FCM is used for evaluating trust, the concept nodes are trustworthiness and factors
that influence trust. The weighted arcs represent the impact of the trust influencing
factors to the trustworthiness. These weighted arcs allow putting weight on the trust
influencing factors (important weights of different trust factors).
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Figure 5-2: Opinion space of subjective logic is mapped into an equal-sided triangle.
This includes an example opinion, ωx (from [72]).

5.2.4 Subjective logic

An example of a formal framework to work with subjectivity and trust is subjective
logic. We discuss it here in some detail since we use it in the next chapter.

As mentioned, subjective logic [71, 72] is a logic that operates on subjective beliefs
about the world. It consists of a belief model called opinion and a set of binary
operations for combining opinions. Formally, an opinion denoted by ωA

x = (b, d, u, a)
expresses the relying party A’s belief in the truth of statement x. For example, the
opinion of the truth of statement “Sensor S is reliable to provide sensed data with
quality q” can be interpreted as trust in S within the scope of the action or behavior
“provide sensed data with quality q”. Here, b, d and u represent belief, disbelief and
uncertainty respectively, where b, d, u ∈ [0, 1] and b+d+u = 1. Uncertainty is caused
by the lack of evidence to support either belief or disbelief. The parameter a ∈ [0, 1]
is called the base rate and it represents the role of uncertainty in the computation of
trust, viz., the percentage of uncertainty that is taken as belief. Moreover, a is used for
computing a trust value or an opinion’s expectation value defined as E(ωA

x ) = b+au.
The opinion space can be mapped into the interior of an equal-sided triangle, as

shown in Figure 5-2. For an opinion ωx = (bx, dx, ux, ax), the three parameters bx, dx
and ux determine the position of the point in the triangle representing the opinion.
The top vertex, bottom-left vertex and bottom-right vertex of the triangle represent
uncertainty, disbelief and belief, respectively. The parameter bx is the value of a linear
function on the triangle, which takes value 0 on the edge that joins the uncertainty
and disbelief vertexes and takes value 1 at the belief vertex. The parameter dx and ux

are determined similarly. The base rate a is indicated by a point on the probability
axis. The point at which the projector meets the probability axis determines the
expectation value of the opinion, E(ωx). The example shown in Figure 5-2 illustrates
the opinion ωx that has the value ωx = (0.7, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5).

Using the opinion generator, opinions can be generated from real world observa-
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Figure 5-3: Example of transitive trust principle (from [72]).

tions on a certain statement. Let p be the number of positive observations about the
statement, n the number of negative observations, ε ≥ 1 a parameter controlling the
rate of loss of certainty, which can be used to tune the use of uncertainty in the model
for the requirements of different scenarios, then:

b =
p

p+ n+ ε
; d =

n

p+ n+ ε
; u =

ε

p+ n+ ε
(5.1)

We observe that this definition of opinion generator has some limitations: it does
not consider time (when evaluated over a large number of values it stabilizes), context
support, interactions or frequency and importance weights of different trust factors.
This is also pointed out in [134]. We will discuss these limitations and our proposed
generation functions (e.g., addressing a limited history of values) in Chapter 6.

Subjective logic also includes several operators to combine opinions (see [71, 74]
for details). In this way, for example, opinions can be constructed based on an
opinion of a recommender and the opinion about this recommender. Hence, the final
opinion is the result of a series of such compositions. For example, consensus (⊕)
combines opinions of different entities on the same issue; discounting (⊗) generates an
opinion of a recommendation or a chain of recommendations; conjunction (∧) deduces
a combined opinion on the conjunction of two distinct opinions; and disjunction
(∨) deduces a combined opinion on the disjunction of two distinct opinions. These
operators can be used to, for example, derive trust in trust networks that consist
of transitive trust relationships between entities. For example, Alice needs to have
her car serviced. Since Alice trusts Bob to know about a good car mechanic, she
asks Bob for his advice about where to find a good car mechanic. Thus, Bob is
trusted by Alice to tell his opinion about that. Bob in turn trusts Eric to be a
good car mechanic. Then, Bob tells Alice that he trusts Eric, which is called a
recommendation. This situation is shown in Figure 5-3, where the indexes indicate
the order in which the trust relationships and recommendations are formed. The
referral trust represents trust in the ability to recommend a good car mechanic and
the functional trust represents trust in actually being a good car mechanic. Since
Alice has not directly observed or experienced Eric’s skills in car mechanics, this
trust is considered to be indirect. Otherwise, the trust is direct.

As an example, we summarize the discounting and consensus operators presented
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in [72] as follows.

• Discounting operator is used to compute transitive trust. Assume two entities
A and B where A has referral trust in B. The opinion of A about B is denoted by
ωA
B = (bAB, d

A
B, u

A
B, a

A
B). Furthermore, B has functional trust in C. The opinion

of B about C is denoted by ωB
C = (bBC , d

B
C , u

B
C , a

B
C). Then, an indirect functional

trust of A in C can be derived by discounting B’s trust in C with A’s trust in
B. This derived trust is denoted by ωA:B

C = (bA:B
C , dA:B

C , uA:B
C , aA:B

C ). By using
the discounting operator ‘⊗’, we can write ωA:B

C = ωA
B ⊗ ωB

C . The calculation
of elements of ωA:B

C is shown in Equation (5.2). The effect of this operator in a
transitive path is to increase uncertainty (i.e. to reduce the confidence) in the
expectation value.

bA:B
C = bABb

B
C ;

dA:B
C = bABd

B
C ;

uA:B
C = dAB + uA

B + bABu
B
C ;

aA:B
C = aBC .

(5.2)

• Consensus (Fusion) operator is used to fuse two opinions into one. In many
situations, there will be multiple sources of evidence of trust. Depending on
the types of evidence (independent evidence or dependent evidence), there are
two types of fusion. Considering a process that is observed by two sensors, a
distinction can be made between two cases.

1. The two sensors observe the process during disjoint time periods. In this
case, the observations are independent and it is natural to add the ob-
servations from the two sensors. The resulting fusion is called cumulative
fusion.

2. The two sensors observe the process during the same time period. In this
case, the observations are dependent and it is natural to take the average of
the observations by the two sensors. The resulting fusion is called averaging
fusion.

Assume ωA
C = (bAC , d

A
C , u

A
C , a

A
C) and ωB

C = (bBC , d
B
C , u

B
C , a

B
C) be trust in C from

A and B, respectively. The evidence of trust is independent. Then, the opin-
ion ωA�B

C = (bA�B
C , dA�B

C , uA�B
C , aA�B

C ) is called the consensus (cumulative fusion)
between ωA

C and ωB
C , denoting the trust that an imaginary entity [A,B] would

have in C. By using the consensus operator ‘⊕’, we can write ωA�B
C = ωA

C ⊕ωB
C .

In case uA
C + uB

C − uA
Cu

B
C �= 0, the calculation of elements of ωA�B

C is shown in
Equation (5.3). For another case, the detail is presented in [72]. The effect of
this operator is to reduce uncertainty (i.e. to increase the confidence) in the
expectation value.
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bA�B
C =

bACuB
C+bBCuA

C

uA
C+uB

C−uA
CuB

C
;

dA�B
C =

dACuB
C+dBCuA

C

uA
C+uB

C−uA
CuB

C
;

uA�B
C =

uA
CuB

C

uA
C+uB

C−uA
CuB

C
;

aA�B
C = aAC .

(5.3)

5.3 Example applications

The research on the subject of trust in computing has been performed for many appli-
cations, including public key authentication [13, 62], e-commerce [88, 73], distributed
systems (e.g., P2P systems, wireless sensors networks, mobile ad hoc networks and
multi-agent systems) [132, 124, 120, 48], Internet applications [50] and software sys-
tems [122, 136, 35].

In wireless sensor networks (WSNs), trust management is specifically useful to
manage the trustworthiness of interactions among network entities. Fernandez et al.
gave an overview of existing trust management solutions, mainly those developed for
ad hoc and P2P networks, and investigated their suitability to WSNs. Most of these
systems are based on the concept of reputation or take it into consideration. The
authors in [137] presented a security framework with trust management that is used
to secure sensor networks. A distributed trust model enabling recommendation-based
trust and trust-based recommendation has been proposed to build reasonable trust
relationships among network entities. In [54], a trust model without a central trust
authority to establish trust for WSNs has been introduced. The model combines
several kinds of trust values together, including the direct trust value established
between a node that initiates the cooperation and a target node that provides a
service and the indirect trust value established by a third-party node. These models,
however, focus more on the trust relationship during the interaction process among
the sensor nodes than the trust management with respect to the system properties
and behavior of the application components running on the sensor nodes. The authors
in [58] aimed to develop a lightweight trust management for medical sensor networks.
The trust value is computed based on the number of successful and failed interactions
between sensor nodes in a time window. An aging factor is introduced to discriminate
the importance of recent and older trust values. The work, however, supports only
binary observations.

In mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), Zouridaki et al. [54] introduced a trust
establishment scheme that aims to improve the reliability of packet forwarding over
multi-hop routes in the presence of potentially malicious nodes. Each node forms
an ‘opinion’ about every other node, which is based on both first and second-hand
observation data collected from the network. The opinion metric can be incorporated
into ad hoc routing protocols to achieve reliable packet delivery. The trust establish-
ment scheme makes use of a Bayesian approach, in which trust values are computed
under the assumption that they follow a beta probability distribution. The ‘trust-
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worthiness’ metric combines the trust and confidence metrics in a manner that it is
tunable in terms of two parameters. The propagation of trustworthiness information
to form an opinion is similar to the concept of ‘recommendation’. The opinion is
defined as the maximum trustworthiness value along all paths from the source to the
destination node, assuming at least one path exists. The authors in [120] presented a
trust evaluation framework, which is employed in ad hoc networks for securing ad hoc
routing and assisting malicious node detection. Two trust models based on entropy
and probability (the beta function) are introduced for trust propagation. In addition,
a forgetting factor is introduced to address the issue of the same weight for older and
more recent observations.

In body area networks (BANs), the authors in [55] proposed a trust management
model for evaluating the trust value of beacon nodes that provides the location infor-
mation for a BAN. The model is based on a distributed reputation-based trust model,
in which each beacon node stores locally its past direct interaction experiences, i.e.
the number of correct and incorrect location broadcasts from each neighboring beacon
node. Each beacon node evaluates the reputation of its neighbors by combining its
observed past evidences and the first-hand evidence. The BAN then uses the rep-
utation values received from beacon nodes to compute the overall reputation (trust
value) of each beacon node and the location information from trusted nodes will be
used to estimate the current location of the BAN.

The authors in [58] claimed that most of the trust management models proposed
for WSNs and MANETs are not suitable for BASNs since they do not consider the
unique operational and security requirements of BASNs. For example, the trust
management protocols in [45] compute trust in a fully distributed manner, in which
each sensor node monitors behaviors and manages trust records of other nodes. These
mechanisms incur high costs on sensor nodes in terms of processing power, memory,
bandwidth and energy consumption. The authors also described their attack-resistant
and lightweight trust management scheme named ReTrust. The trust is established
based on both direct observation and recommendations from other entities according
to the number of successful and failed interactions between nodes in the network.
The authors, however, did not present how to compute these successful and failed
numbers.

In multi-agent systems, the authors in [12] presented a quantitative and probabilistic-
based trust model for argumentation-based negotiating agents. The purpose of such
a model is to provide a secure environment for agent negotiation within the systems.
To evaluate the trustworthiness of another agent, an agent uses the history of its
interactions with that agent. The probability measure is computed by the number
of successful outcomes over the total number of possible outcomes. Each agent has
two kinds of beliefs when evaluating the trustworthiness of another agent: local be-
liefs and total beliefs. The local beliefs are based on the direct interactions between
agents. The total beliefs are based on the combination of different testimonies of
other agents. A trustworthiness threshold is used to determine whether an agent is
confident or not.

In software systems, Yan et al. [135, 136] proposed a trust management solution
that can manage trust adaptively in a component-based software system. A formal
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trust model is developed to specify, evaluate and set up trust relationships that exist
among system entities. The model concerns the quality attributes of the entity and
a number of trust control modes supported by the system. The trust control mode is
developed based on Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM), which represents the causal rela-
tionships that exist among trust, its related properties and trust control mechanisms.
This model aims to enable an autonomic trust management. Similarly, the Trust4All
project [84] introduced a trust management framework for component-based appli-
cations, which supervises the system’s existing trustor-trustee relationships at the
application level and preserves the overall system level of dependability and security.
The trust takes the form of components having quality properties; trust-based deci-
sions concern different stages in the life cycle, for example, whether to download a
component, whether to integrate it and whether to run it. In our approach we look
at such a decision as the question of whether there is sufficient trust that a property
holds in the state after the decision.

5.4 Proposed trust management model

In this section, we describe our initial approach for the purpose of managing down-
loaded components in the platform. We use the Trust4All approach, in which trust
is derived from quality properties.

5.4.1 Preliminaries

As aforementioned, we aim to develop the VITRUVIUS platform, on which several
BASN applications are installed dynamically, which is self-contained and which can
connect to back-end systems, for example, of a hospital. In a sense, it is similar
to modern smart phones or other smart devices that admit installing applications,
albeit that a BASN is a distributed system. In our system, applications or parts
of applications are uploaded as packages containing several parts such as modules
for the sensors (sensor drivers), signal processing modules (services) and behavioral
instructions for the body hub (including rules for acting upon the measured data).

Uploaded components may intentionally or unintentionally affect system proper-
ties like dependability and security. The decision which the system needs to take
upon loading a package is considered. The concerns play at the level of a component,
of the application which the component is part of, and of the entire system. Potential
problems upon installing and executing a particular component are as follows.

• The functionality of the component or the computing accuracy is not acceptable.

• The new component may disable other components or processes running on the
system by excessive use of system resources such as CPU time or main memory.

• The new component might leak information or unauthorizedly access to private
information. For example, a gaming application may access or leak epilepsy
monitoring information.
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• The new component may damage the data, jeopardize the correct execution of
the device or even the system execution. For example, the new component may
modify/remove data files.

There also exist other potential threats to the system security (e.g., wrong data
from sensors, spoofing of sensors and eavesdropping), which were described and an-
alyzed in [4]. The system requires, therefore, a mechanism to assert and manage
the trustworthiness of the components and also the system (BASN) in which the
components are running.

In response to the need to verify trustworthiness of components or their sources,
some approaches use digital certificates [50]. This type of trust is based on certifi-
cation of the trustworthiness by a third party, so trust would be based on criteria
relating to the set of certificates presented by the component to the system. The
certificates can also play a role in addressing security concerns such as component
identity authentication. We use this certificate approach to address the security con-
cern related to software authentication [51]. In our trust evaluation approach below,
we also have a third party that authenticates the correctness and accuracy of quality
properties. We note that the approach, however, cannot address all aspects. The
components may be authored by someone and deployed without the certificates, for
example, the gaming applications. Moreover, the decision about whether the com-
ponent can be run is based on the current situation or context of the system which
is hard to a component developer or an authority to predict. In this case, trust is
evaluated based on an actual monitoring of the quality properties of the component
running on the system and the system context.

We propose a trust management model and method which is able to evaluate
and monitor the trustworthiness at the component level, application level and system
level. From the evaluation results and from a given trust policy, subsequent actions
are decided and performed in order to preserve system trustworthiness with respect
to quality properties like dependability, security and performance.

5.4.2 Trust definition

Before beginning the discussion on trust evaluation and management, the definition
of trust must be clarified. Based on the definitions and observations from related
work, trust is defined in our system as follows.

Trust is the degree of justifiable belief a trustor has that, in a given context, a
trustee1 will live up to a given set of statements about its behavior. Phrased differently,
trust is a function of trustee, trustor, context and properties that the trustee is
supposed to have (i.e., the set of statements about its behavior).

We put in the word ‘justifiable’ because we want to consider trust and trust
computations that can be formalized and repeated. The codomain of trust is a scale
of 0..100%; we also speak about a trust value.

1 A note on terminology: we refer to trustor and trustee as the two parties under consideration.
With the name ‘trustee’ we mean the subject of the opinion that the trustor has. We do not imply
that a ‘trustee’ is automatically trusted.
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Figure 5-4: Trust evaluation at the component level, application level and system
level.

In the definition, trustor and trustee can be any entity (e.g., a user, a computer
or a component). According to this view, trust is a value (or a vector) in the range
0 through 100% determined by trustor, trustee and context. The context includes
elements that determine the trustee’s behavior (e.g., available resources or competing
applications) as well as information that influences the trustor’s judgement such as
history. Trust can be computed per property of interest.

Beside trust, we introduce the notion of confidence. Confidence is the degree of
certainty a trustor has about a trust value. Its codomain is a scale of 0..100% as well.

5.4.3 Trust evaluation

For download and execution of components, the acceptance procedure of a component
relies on the computation of trust values that is built up from three levels. At the
component level, there must be sufficient trust that the component behaves according
to its specification. The specification of a component is simplified by a vector of prop-
erties, named quality profile, that comprises relevant functional and extra-functional
properties. Elements of this trust evaluation are certificates signed by (third-party)
certificate authorities (CAs), which certify the correctness and accuracy of the qual-
ity profile. In this way, verification is delegated to the CA allowing the trustor to
trust the trustee based on the CA’s recommendation. This trust evaluation together
with the component’s quality profile is an input to a trust evaluation of the appli-
cation which the component becomes part of. This latter evaluation is compared to
a threshold to examine if there is sufficient belief that the application satisfies the
requirements. By this way, trust is balanced with risk, represented by the threshold.
The threshold is set depending on the application and its operation mode.

At the system level, a trust evaluation is performed to the system extended with
the new component. System level concerns evaluated here are resource availability,
system integrity and other context-related concerns. The relevance of certain extra-
functional properties of a component will depend on this context and can be captured
by a weight factor, which gives the relative importance of these properties to the
trustor. For example, if there is plenty of memory available on the platform, it is
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not very relevant how accurate the memory usage specification of a component is.
Figure 5-4 shows the factors influencing trustworthiness and the trust evaluation at
the component level, application level and system level.

We present an example of a trust evaluation method for a component at the system
level. The method is presented by using the following context and terminologies.

1. Component C is uploaded to body hub B. Thus, the trustor is B and the
trustee is C, the current context of B is B.S, and the trust policy is denoted
by B.TP .

2. QA is the set of quality properties qai (i = 1, .., n) of C; these quality properties
can be taken from the quality profile of C or from monitoring the behavior of
C.

3. W is the set of weights wi (i = 1, .., n) of the quality properties. In particular,
wi ∈ [0, 1] and

∑n
i=1 wi = 1.

4. tv is the trust value of C considered at the system level.

The evaluation method consists of three steps as follows.

1. Assign a score qai for each quality properties qai. This can be performed by
using the proportional scoring method [77] as below. We also consider to use a
more complex mapping function that takes the system context into account.

(a) Determine a range [qamin
i , qamax

i ] for each quality properties qai. qamin
i and

qamax
i can be chosen based on context B.S and trust policy B.TP ;

(b) Compute score qai, where qai ∈ [0, 100]:

qai = 100 · qai − qamin
i

qamax
i − qamin

i

. (5.4)

2. Compute weight wi for each quality properties qai based on system context B.S,
using context function FS:

wi = FS(qai, B.S). (5.5)

3. Compute trust value tv:

tv =
n∑

i=1

wi · qai. (5.6)

In practice, we may have several of these weighted sums and thresholds. We come
back to this in the next chapter.
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Figure 5-5: A trust management model for a software component, with respect to a
property P , consists of the trust evaluation, trust monitoring and decision making
processes.

5.4.4 Trust management

In addition to trust evaluation at the component installation time, the system further
monitors the behavior of the component execution in order to keep checking the com-
pliance of the component’s actual behavior against its quality profile. The monitoring
process also monitors the application as well as system behavior and triggers the trust
re-evaluation process if necessary, for example, in case of a misbehaving component
or low system performance.

We further consider to provide control mechanisms for the trust management. The
component and application may have multiple configuration modes of operation and
each mode has different performance and resource usage. For example, the ‘fast mode’
of a heart-rate detection component has lower accuracy but uses less resources than
the ‘accurate mode’. At a certain moment, if the trustworthiness of the component
is less than the threshold, the trust management tries a different configuration mode
of the component and re-evaluates its trustworthiness. In case the trustworthiness
is satisfied, the new configuration mode is applied. Otherwise, a warning is raised.
Depending on the trust policy, the system also might perform configuration actions
like suspending or removing the component from the system. Figure 5-5 shows a trust
management model for a software component with respect to a property P . The model
consists of the trust evaluation, trust monitoring and decision making processes. We
will further discuss the trust evaluation and trust monitoring in Chapter 6.

5.4.5 An example

The BASN can include an ECG sensor, such that a component can monitor a patient
and report relevant data to a doctor. Although the doctor would prefer the most
accurate information (the raw ECG signal at 250Hz), other concerns might forbid this
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Mode ECG logging RR interval Privacy

ECG sensor node

CPU 2% 30% 80%

RAM 100 B 30 B 300 B

ROM 30 B 400 B 8000 B

Network 400 B/s 10 B/s 40 B/incident

Storage n.a. n.a. 90 KB/incident

Current 10mA 1mA 6mA

Body hub

Quality 100% 15% 80%

Storage 4 KB/s 40 B/s 120 B/incident

Retention 7 days 2 days 5 days

Access Direct Conditional Conditional

Table 5.1: Modes of operation for ECG monitoring.

(long battery life) and the patient might require other properties (privacy guarantees).
The monitoring component provides multiple modes of operation to allow a trade-off
between accuracy and privacy, as indicated in Table 5.1. In addition, different modes
can be used to adjust the monitoring according to available resources.

In the ECG logging mode, the raw ECG signal is recorded by the body hub
and made accessible to the doctor. Only few resources are required on the ECG
sensor node, but the network communication and body hub are used intensively. The
recorded raw ECG signal causes a privacy concern.

In the RR interval mode, the ECG sensor node analyzes the signal to determine
the intervals between R peaks, which are recorded and analyzed by the body hub.
The body hub informs the doctor when an incident occurs and provides access to a
subset of the data, which reduces the privacy concerns.

In the privacy mode, the ECG sensor node performs a full analysis of the ECG
signal and is able to detect relevant incidents. When an incident is detected, the raw
ECG signal is stored locally and the body hub is informed. Upon request, the doctor
is able to retrieve the ECG data from the sensor node. Since the body hub does not
store ECG related data directly, the privacy concerns are further reduced.

Based on the system context, the trust value of a certain mode of a component
will differ. When there is considerable radio interference, the trust value of the ECG
logging mode will be affected. Packet loss can affect the reliable transport of the ECG
data and results in retransmissions. As a result, the recorded quality might not be
100% and the derived battery life time cannot be guaranteed.
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When a patient has a heart disease that generates many incidents, the privacy
mode might not be able to fulfill its specification as the available storage on the sensor
node might be insufficient to provide a retention of 5 days.

When there are privacy concerns, the trust policy is configured such that the
weight factor for access, retention and storage properties is high. Depending on the
heart disease, the doctor might require a different quality level of the recorded data
and adjust the related weight factor.

When a life threatening condition is detected or when the doctor requests a daily
raw ECG recording for some periods, the system context can change such that privacy
or battery concerns are no longer taken into account.

5.5 Conclusion

This chapter focused on trustworthiness concerns of the BASN platform. Due to the
downloadable software concept, the end-user is faced with the risk of body spyware
or malfunctioning software components. The downloaded components may intention-
ally or unintentionally affect system properties like dependability and security. The
decision which the system needs to take upon loading a software package is consid-
ered. The concerns play at the level of a component, of the application which the
component is part of, and of the entire system. Potential problems upon installing
and executing a software component are, for example, the component is installed on
the improper patient’s BASN; the functionality of the component or the computing
accuracy is not acceptable; the component may disable other components or processes
running on the system by excessive use of system resources; the component might leak
information or unauthorized access to private information.

We first studied background on trust and related work including trust aspects and
concepts, concrete approaches of trust modeling and evaluation, and example applica-
tions. We then proposed a trust management model together with an example for the
BASN platform. The model is used to enhance system properties like dependability
and security under dynamic changes in applications, for example, installation of a
new component. We followed the Trust4All approach of using (scaled) quality prop-
erties as partial trust values. This has a drawback that is does not distinguish very
well the quality properties themselves, the (subjective) trust in them and the relative
importance (weights and thresholds) in the decision making. For example, instead of
taking the quality property itself as a trust indicator, we could work with the trust
that the trustor has that this quality is sufficient. The advantage is that this works
for arbitrary properties, viz., we can work with the trust that they are true. The
threshold then pertains only on this trust, since the aspect of ‘being sufficient’ went
into the trust computation; in the current model this is mixed. Finally, we want the
weights to capture just a tradeoff between different properties. In the next chapter,
we introduce the more general model from the perspective of monitoring whether a
property is true or not.

Regarding the concern of downloadable software authentication, we proposed an
approach to solve key security and privacy issues related to downloadable software
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on the BASN platform in [51]. We analyzed the trust relations that occur in a rep-
resentative BASN deployment scenario. Based on our findings we identified the rela-
tions that required functional strengthening by means of certification and verification.
These intermediate conclusions allowed us to formalize the security and trustworthi-
ness requirements. Based on these requirements we subsequently proposed a security
solution, which makes use of a public key infrastructure (PKI) to strengthen some of
the trust relations, and described how the solution can be implemented in a protocol.
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Chapter 6

Trust evaluation through monitoring

In the previous chapter, trust and trustworthiness have been introduced as generic
and pervasive concepts within a BASN. At the highest level, users of a BASN must
be able to trust it, or more precisely, to trust it to have some relevant properties.
Conversely, the BASN is said to be trustworthy with respect to those properties. Thus,
the concept of trust is used to bound and guide changes in the system: the new state
must be sufficiently trustworthy with respect to a given set of properties. Besides
functionality, such properties can be qualities, including properties dependent on
time. As an example, assume that a component is stated to use at most a certain
utilization of memory. The acceptance of installing the component depends on the
trust the system has in the truth of this statement. The pervasive nature comes from
using this same model at all levels in the system.

This chapter concerns a framework for trust evaluation through monitoring, in
particular, to address the question of how to derive trust from observations of certain
properties. We extend and generalize the work presented in the previous chapter:
we introduce a more generic decision model and we identify a general monitoring
method. Furthermore, we propose a trust model based on subjective logic to represent
trust through the notion of an opinion and to include aspects of uncertainty in a
system fashion. We explain how we derive a trust value and a confidence from an
opinion and how our trust-based decision scheme works. In addition, we analyze
requirements for opinion generators and present novel parameterized generators that
capture the requirements for opinion generators much better than current generators
do. One class of generators is based on discrete observations (outcomes are called
success, failure and unknown) while the other class deals with continuous observations
(outcomes are continuous values). The experiments show that the opinion generators
can effectively work with various types of properties, including dependability, security
and functionality related properties.

This chapter is based on:
V. Bui, R. Verhoeven and J. Lukkien. Evaluating Trustworthiness through Monitoring: The Foot,

the Horse and the Elephant. Trust & Trustworthy Computing Lecture Notes in Computer Science,
Volume 8564, 2014, pp. 188-205, Springer International Publishing.
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6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we approach the concept of trust in a more generic way than just for
components. BASNs can be used for diverse applications ranging from monitoring
for medical purposes, sports coaching to computer gaming. The user acceptance of
BASNs will largely be determined by the opinion that users have about the trust-
worthiness of such systems. To mention just a few examples, users trust that their
data is safe and protected or that functions of the system, such as warning functions,
work correctly. The doctor trusts the BASN to measure with a certain given accuracy
and for a certain time. The user trusts his system to function within certain limits
of use, for example, duration without charging. This trust underlies the decisions
stakeholders take. Decisions include, for example, to actually use the BASN or to
select a particular application on it.

In current systems such trust is mostly implicit in system operation like checking
a certificate or asking a users’ consent. For example, Google Fit1 allows fitness apps
collect data from various wearable or sensor devices and to access data created by any
app. It requires user consent (the corresponding permission from the user) before apps
can read or store fitness data. With similar capabilities, Apple’s HealthKit2 requires
apps that access data to have a privacy policy. In our work, we choose to relate the
trust to the subject of the decision. For example, one may trust a simple ECG sensor
to deliver a heart rate service but not a detailed ECG. This also suggests that in the
evaluation of such trust there are objective elements (facts such as measurements) and
subjective elements (the value a trustor assigns to such a fact). Overall, trust is built
from some compositions of properties, typically determined through monitoring, and
is related to the service that is expected. In Chapter 5, a trust management scheme
(see Figure 5-5) is proposed to maintain the BASN as a trustworthy platform under
changes in applications such as dynamic extension and configuration of the BASN
applications. In this chapter, we examine a more general approach.

As mentioned we regard trust as subjective: it is derived from the opinion of a
trustor about a trustee. This opinion of the trustor about whether a trustee has
a property P has contributions from three different directions. Firstly, there is an
initial or base level of trust ranging from the trustor being credent to being suspi-
cious. This base level determines trust in case of lack of knowledge or uncertainty.
Secondly, trust derives from experience, i.e., from monitoring whether P holds or is
endangered. Thirdly, trust is obtained from recommendations by other parties and
thus is a combination of trust in this third party and its recommendation. Trust is
built from composition of these three contributions and is based on the property P
that is expected.

We present a generic trust monitoring and decision cycle and we use the model
of subjective logic described in Chapter 5 to represent opinions from which trust is
derived, and to include the aspect of uncertainty in a systematic fashion. In subjective
logic, deriving an opinion from observations is called opinion generation.

1https://developers.google.com/fit/overview
2https://www.apple.com/ios/whats-new/health
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Figure 6-1: An overview of a monitoring and decision cycle for trust statement P .

We analyze requirements for opinion generators and we introduce novel parameter-
ized generators that capture these requirements much better than current generators
do. In comparison to the original opinion generator in [72], we add the following: a)
we deal in a natural way with the time of observation; b) we introduce parameters
to define new categories of generators corresponding to particular requirements of a
trustor; and c) we incorporate continuous observation rather than just discrete ones.

6.2 Trust monitoring cycle
Figure 6-1 shows an overview of the monitoring and decision cycle for a trust state-
ment P . We consider explicit statements about the behavior of a trustee. An example
of such statement is that an actual memory usage of a certain component at run time
is less than its specified maximum memory. The cycle consists of the following steps:

• Perform observations: An observation is the outcome of a measurement. We
assume here that we can observe the truth of a trust statement P with absolute
reliability. We consider two types of observation: the discrete observation (its
outcomes are called success, failure and unknown) and the continuous observa-
tion (its outcomes are continuous values).

• Update rules and evidence: Evidence is a state that captures the history of
observations. Update rules adjust the evidence (periodically) based on an ob-
servation. Especially, an ‘unknown’ observation can lead to a decay of evidence.

• Generate opinions: An opinion is computed or generated based on evidence.
Following the concepts of subjective logic, an opinion of a trustor about a trust
statement P consists of a tuple of belief, disbelief, uncertainty and a base rate.

• Compute trust values: A trust value and a confidence value are derived from
an opinion. A confidence can be interpreted as the degree of certainty in the
trust value.

• Make decisions: A decision model is used to make decisions (e.g. performing
control actions) based on trust and confidence values. Considering a set of dif-
ferent trust statements, a weight vector and a threshold vector can be used.
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Weights allow to trade between trust values of different properties and thresh-
olds capture context. This generalizes the trust evaluation method proposed in
Chapter 5. For example, a threshold (importance) of a privacy property goes
down upon a medical condition. We note that the user can also transparently
intervene and enforce his decision.

A trust manager of the system is responsible for this monitoring cycle and it may
trigger a new cycle periodically.

6.3 Trust model

Formalization. We use our trust definition presented in Chapter 5. According to
this definition, the subject of trust is a statement P consisting of trustee, context and
behavior. Thus, a trust statement is a tuple P = (T, p, c, t) meaning ‘trustee T will
satisfy predicate p in context c for a time t’3. Both trust and confidence are calculated
for a pair consisting of a trustor and a trust statement. We define this through the
concept of an opinion a trustor A has about a trust statement P .

As introduced in Chapter 5, opinions are part of a belief model defined in sub-
jective logic. Formally, an opinion denoted by ωA

P = (b, d, u, a) expresses trustor A’s
belief in the truth of statement P . Here, b, d and u represent belief, disbelief and
uncertainty respectively, where b, d, u ∈ [0, 1] and b+ d+ u = 1. Parameter a ∈ [0, 1]
is called the base rate and represents the role of uncertainty in the computation of
trust. For a given opinion ω we define trust and confidence as follows.

t(ω) = ω.b+ ω.a · ω.u. (6.1)
c(ω) = 1− ω.u. (6.2)

Hence, the trust contained in an opinion is the belief plus a percentage of the uncer-
tainty. A credent trustor has this percentage equal to 1; a suspicious trustor has it 0;
a neutral value is 0.5 which we will use most of the time.

Decision model. For taking decisions we assume that we have computed a
number of trust values tv = (tv1, . . . , tvn) and confidence values cv = (cv1, . . . , cvn)
from correspondent opinions. We then require that these values exceed certain given
thresholds. More precisely, we assume that we are given a series of weight vectors
tw1, . . . , twm and cw1, . . . , cwm of dimension n; and thresholds tThr1, . . . , tThrm and
cThr1, . . . , cThrm. Then the requirement is

twi · tv ≥ tThri, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. (6.3)
cwi · cv ≥ cThri, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. (6.4)

3Although we introduce both context and duration explicitly, we do not use these in the scope
of this thesis due to lack of time to investigate this in more detail.
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Using matrix notation with the weight vectors as rows,

TW tv ≥ tThr. (6.5)
CW cv ≥ cThr. (6.6)

By taking n = m and TW equal to unity we obtain an individual threshold per
trust value. The general case gives a series of tradeoffs using the different weights.
Thresholds may be context dependent. For example, trust thresholds corresponding
to privacy protection may be lower if the wearer of the BASN has an acute condition.
We note that in Chapter 5 we used just one of such weight vectors and thresholds.

We call a state safe if (6.5) and (6.6) hold. We can use this in a number of ways.
Through monitoring, we can observe whether the current state is still safe, possibly
leading to a decision to take action if it is not. Alternatively, an access control decision
is based on computing whether a new state is safe. Finally, we can do the latter for
several alternatives (e.g., different modes of operation) in order to select the best one.

6.4 Opinion generation

6.4.1 The classic generator

In this section, we study the question of how to generate an opinion from observations.
We assume here that we can observe the truth of a trust statement P ; the outcomes
are called success and failure. To start, the classic generator proposed in subjective
logic [72] is defined as follows. Discrete observations of successes and failures are
collected in variables ns and nf , respectively, according to the following rules.

Upon success: ns ← ns+ 1;

Upon failure: nf ← nf + 1.
(6.7)

A corresponding opinion (b, d, u, a) is defined as follows.

b =
ns

ns+ nf + ε
; d =

nf

ns+ nf + ε
; u =

ε

ns+ nf + ε
. (6.8)

With this definition, b and d are assigned the relative fractions of successes and
failures respectively, while a number of uncertain observations, ε, is given as an ini-
tialization parameter. Base rate a remains a free parameter. Figure 6-2 shows an
example. The observation sequence is plotted at the top with values ranging as fail-
ure (lowest), unknown (middle, not used here) and success (highest). This method,
however, has the following limitations.

1. After many observations, new observations have little impact. This method
might therefore be adequate to estimate a probability that an object has some
static properties, but it does not work very well for properties that evolve over
time.
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Figure 6-2: Example of the evolution of (b, d, u) based on the classic definition of
opinion generation of subjective logic with ε = 3. The top line shows the observations
with three values: failure, unknown (not used here) and success.

2. Older observations get the same weight as more recent observations. The order
of the observations in the past is in fact irrelevant for the current outcome. Other
authors have observed this as well. In [120], a forgetting factor is introduced to
address this issue.

3. Successes and failures are treated in the same way. Naturally, failures count
heavier than success; sequences of failures typically decrease trust rapidly4.

4. Although the horizontal axis in Figure 6-2 is interpreted as time, it really rep-
resents an event count. In many cases, a correspondence to time is required.
One way to achieve this is to perform periodic observations. In that case, an
observation may become missing, leading to an observation with the outcome
‘unknown’.

6.4.2 Requirements for an opinion generator

From the above observations we obtain some requirements for an opinion generator.
We formalize the requirements in the following way. Trust and confidence (t and c) are
denoted as operations on sequences of observations. The outcomes of observations are
success (s), failure (f) and unknown (u). We denote by x a sequence of observations
and by kn a sequence of length n consisting of just symbols k with k = s, f or u.

1. Observations have different weight, for example, more recent observations count
heavier than older ones. This means that the observation order is relevant.
Formally,

t(xfs) ≥ t(xsf). (6.9)

4This is reflected in the expression: ‘trust comes by foot but leaves by horse’.
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Impact of success and failure can be different.

2. A long or infinite series of successes leads, in principle, to trust converging to
1. A property of interest is the time of convergence, which may depend on
observed behavior in the past. Formally,

lim
n→∞

t(xsn) = 1;

lim
n→∞

c(xsn) = 1.
(6.10)

3. A series of failures must lead to trust converging to 0. Formally,

lim
n→∞

t(xfn) = 0;

lim
n→∞

c(xfn) = 1.
(6.11)

In addition, a relatively frequent occurrence of failure must lead to a continu-
ously low trust. It may even lead to recovery being possible only through a user
intervention.

4. Uncertainty increases upon observing unknown values. There are two ap-
proaches for this: decreasing knowledge (reduction of knowledge of successes
and failures) and increasing uncertainty. The latter makes recovery slower.
Formally,

c(xu) < c(x). (6.12)

5. It takes time into account. While time passes without observations, uncertainty
increases. This reduces confidence and most often trust decreases as well (trust
decays over time).

6. Besides discrete observations, continuous observations (reflecting a ‘distance’ to
failure) must be included.

7. It provides a set of parameters (a profile) that can be tuned for different trust
statements (and that, in fact, address the above requirements).

6.4.3 Proposed opinion generators

We retain a model with two variables nf and ns capturing failure and success (or
more general: positive and negative evidence). The definition of an opinion remains
as in (6.8). In order to address the above requirements we modify the update rules.
We present and evaluate two types of opinion generators as below.

Discrete observations

This generator is based on the discrete values of observations ‘success’, ‘failure’ and
‘unknown’. We introduce three parameters, γ, δ and ζ ∈ [0, 1], which are used to
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update the values of ns and nf using the following rules.

Upon success: ns ← ns+ 1;nf ← γ · nf ;
Upon failure: nf ← nf + 1;ns ← δ · ns;
Upon unknown: ns ← ζ · ns;nf ← ζ · nf.

(6.13)

The original method in (6.7) is obtained with parameters5 γ, δ and ζ set to 1. The
γ and δ values indicate the level of pessimism and optimism and determine how
fast disbelief or belief are lost when faced with a success or failure, respectively.
With fluctuating successes and failures, both ns and nf remain small such that the
uncertainty term ε plays a more important role. The linear increase, exponential
decrease allows us to model the aspect of ‘trust comes by foot but leaves by horse’.

These update rules address Requirement 1 since new observations have more im-
pact. A long series of successes inevitably leads to a dominating value of ns addressing
Requirement 2. A similar comment holds for a long series of failures, giving Require-
ment 3. The (ε, ζ) pair controls respectively how fast uncertainty is overcome and how
fast it is introduced upon ‘unknown’ observations. For ζ < 1, both ns and nf become
small upon unknown observations. Thus, b and d go back to zero (thus increasing
u) with the effect that the system is more or less reset. This satisfies Requirement
4. Requirement 5 is satisfied when observations are periodic. The parameters in the
method provide the capability of customizing the trust evaluation (Requirement 7).
For example, choosing δ to be zero, represents the policy that belief drops completely
after a failure. If γ equals 1, the occurrence of failures is never forgotten (the model
behaves like an elephant that never forgets), leading to a slower recovery after each
failure. This opinion generator therefore can cope with a kind of on-off attacks, which
the classic generator cannot do (see the example in Figure 6-2). In these on-off at-
tacks, an object may alternate between periods of reporting success and failure or try
to report a series of successes in order to acquire a high trust value and be allowed
a number of successive failures without rasing an alarm. By choosing δ to be zero,
belief drops completely after a failure leading to a correspondent drop in trust and
confidence.

Figure 6-3 presents an example of using this method, in which the input data set
has an occurrence of a failure after a long sequence of successes. The trust value
is also shown using a = 0.5. Because the failures remain stored in nf , it leads to
increasingly longer convergence of trust. The figure shows that (1) the observation
order is relevant (more recent observations count heavier than older ones); (2) a
success influences disbelief and uncertainty as well, in contrast to the independence
in the original model; (3) the stability of long-term observation towards the average
is removed; (4) the slopes and shapes can be steered through several parameters.

One aspect is still to be improved. The figure shows that the increase of trust after
a failure is convex. Intuitively, however, trust should increase slowly after a decrease

5 Actually, we could be more precise and use ζ1 and ζ2 to discriminate between adjustments after
success or failure. We keep the parameters space limited though.
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Figure 6-3: Example of the evolution of (b, d, u) and the trust value based on the
update rules (6.13). γ = 1, δ = 0.25, ζ = 0.7, ε = 3 and a is fixed at 0.5.

and accelerate later. Therefore, the increase should be concave (with derivative 0) and
only later become convex. The update rules, therefore, can be adjusted as follows.

Define: f(x) =
x · (arctan(x · β2 − β1) + arctan(β1))

π/2 + arctan(β1)
;

Upon success: sc ← sc+ 1;ns ← ns′ + f(sc);nf ← γ · nf ;
Upon failure: nf ← nf + 1;ns ← δ · ns; sc ← 0;ns′ ← ns;

Upon unknown: ns ← ζ · ns;nf ← ζ · nf ; sc ← 0;ns′ ← ns,

(6.14)

where sc represents the count of successes since the last failure or unknown. New
parameters β1 and β2 define the horizontal stretch (how long it takes for trust to
increase again) and the slope, respectively. Figure 6-4 shows the result of the same
observations as in Figure 6-3 with γ = 1, δ = 0.25, β1 = 7, β2 = 0.2, and ζ = 0.7.

Continuous observations

The discrete values in the opinion generator are not always adequate. For some trust
statements, failure might be a state that is never allowed. A possible approach is to
have a safety boundary around the failed state and to regard all observations within
the boundary as failures. A more precise approach is to let contributions to the
opinion be determined by the distance to the failed state. An example is monitoring
for sufficient resources such as memory. The observation then represents how close
the current memory availability is to the failed state.

An observation s is now a value within the range [0, 1]; we also use f = 1− s. We
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Figure 6-4: Example of the evolution of (b, d, u) and the trust value based on update
rules (6.14). γ = 1, δ = 0.25, β1 = 7, β2 = 0.2, ζ = 0.7, ε = 3 and a is fixed at 0.5.

C 

( , )d x F Fx

S

Figure 6-5: Space F of failed states and its complement S. The cut-off distance C
defines a border around F . The distance of an element x to F , d(x, F ), is given by
the minimal distance to elements in F . s equals 0 in F and 1 outside C.

propose the following rules.

Upon unknown: ns ← ζ · ns;nf ← ζ · nf ;
Otherwise: ns ← δf · ns+ s;nf ← γs · nf + f.

(6.15)

For (s, f) = (1, 0) and (s, f) = (0, 1), this results in Equation (6.13), hence it is a true
generalization of that. A correspondent generalization of (6.14) is not straightforward
and needs further investigation beyond the scope of this discussion.

A next question is how to model the computation of this s. In the discrete case,
the space of observations O can be written as O = F + S, with F corresponding to
failures and S to successes (defined by the trust statement P under consideration). In
the continuous case, s is a mapping: O → [0, 1]. In order to define it we still assume
we have a set F where s equals 0 (hence, S = O \ F ). We further assume that we
have a metric d(x, y) representing the distance between two elements x, y ∈ O. This
metric is generalized to sets by taking the minimum distance over all members in the
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Figure 6-6: Example of the actual memory usage of component T at run time. The
dashed line shows the maximum admitted memory usage for T .

set, with the empty set having distance infinity. Hence, for x ∈ S, d(x, F ) represents
the distance of x to F . In addition, we assume to have a cut-off distance C above
which s equals 1 (see Figure 6-5). In this way, we let s be a function of the distance.
An example is

s(x) =

⎧⎨
⎩

(d(x,F )
C

)α, if d(x, F ) < C;

1, otherwise,
(6.16)

where α is a parameter that determines the sharpness of the curve. More classes of
functions are possible as well.

An example

Let T be a software component running on a system. We consider an example of
statement P = (T, pmem, c, t) about a memory usage property of T . Predicate pmem

indicates that ‘MemUsed ≤ MaxAlloc’, where MemUsed and MaxAlloc represent the
memory used by the component and the given limit the component is supposed to
stay under (e.g., 120 KB), respectively. Context c and time t are not relevant for this
example. Thus, trust statement P becomes: the trustor (system manager) trusts T
to have ‘pmem : MemUsed ≤ MaxAlloc’. Figure 6-6 shows the actual memory usage
of component T at run time. The dashed line shows the maximum of the memory
allocation, MaxAlloc = 120 KB. We compute the trustworthiness of statement P
using both discrete and continuous observation models.
Discrete observations: In this method, an observation gets a value of ‘failure’, ‘suc-
cess’, or ‘unknown’ (not used here). When MemUsed > MaxAlloc the observation is
‘failure’, otherwise the observation is ‘success’. Figure 6-7 shows the results of b and
tv by applying the update rules in Equation (6.13). The top line shows the obser-
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Figure 6-7: Results of belief and trust values with the discrete observations and the
update rules in Equation (6.13). γ = 1, δ = 0.25, ζ = 0.7, ε = 3 and a is fixed at 0.5.

vations again. At time 65 and 195, the memory usage exceeds the value of 120 KB.
Consequently, the belief b and trust value tv decrease.
Continuous observations: In this method, the observation is represented by the value
of s ∈ [0, 1] computed using Equation (6.16) with C = 8 and α = 1. Figure 6-8 shows
the results of b and tv (the solid lines) by applying the update rules in Equation
(6.15). The top line shows the value of s (which is added to 1 for presentation in
the figure). At time 58 and 180, the memory usage exceeds the value of 112 KB
(MaxAlloc− C) and s starts decreasing. Different from the above method, b and tv
start decreasing when the memory usage is above 112 KB and they decrease faster
when the memory usage is closer to MaxAlloc. In addition, the trust value takes a
longer time to recover. This method, therefore, responds to the trend of the observed
property. The parameters C and α can be customized for different types of quality
properties. With a critical property, we should set C to a bigger value and α to a
smaller value. For example, the dashed lines in Figure 6-8 show the values of s′, b′
and tv′ with parameters C = 15 and α = 0.5.

6.5 A case study of a BASN

6.5.1 BASN model

We demonstrate our trust model and opinion generators with a case study of a BASN,
where the BASN platform plays the role of the trustor and a software component plays
the role of the trustee. The experiments are perform with an implemented simulation
and an artificial data set. Our goal is to investigate the effectiveness of the opinion
generators; for this work we focus on opinions of quality properties and we restrict
ourselves to the discrete model. Furthermore, we show how a decision can be made
based on trust monitoring within a certain context.
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Figure 6-8: Results of belief and trust values with the continuous observations and the
update rules in Equation (6.15), with C = 8, α = 1 (solid lines) and C = 15, α = 0.5
(dashed lines). γ = 1, δ = 0.25, ζ = 0.7, ε = 3 and a is fixed at 0.5.

We look at the example of a BASN that includes an ECG sensor, such that a
component can monitor a patient and report relevant data to a doctor. Although the
doctor would prefer the most accurate information (the raw ECG signal at 250Hz),
other concerns forbid this, for example, resource sharing, a long battery life or privacy
concerns of the patient. The decision whether the system allows the component to
run depends on its trustworthiness and the system context. For example, when a life
threatening condition is detected or when the doctor requests a daily recording of the
raw ECG signal for some period, the system context can change such that privacy
and resource concerns are less important.

6.5.2 The trust model

In accordance with the trust management model proposed in Chapter 5, a software
component has a quality profile, which consists of metrics of quality properties that
are asserted to hold in a certain context. Such profile is attached to the component
during development time. The quality properties can consist of a number of (sub)
quality properties, e.g., the performance property consists of CPU usage, memory
usage and network bandwidth usage. Moreover, the quality profile can have one or
more quality modes, which correspond to qualities at different operational modes.

Let us assume that we are given a component T with a quality profile consisting
of four properties: CPU usage, memory usage, network bandwidth usage (for which
maximum values are specified) and privacy. Here, privacy is the degree to which
unauthorized parties are prevented from obtaining sensitive information. From this
profile we derive a set of trust statements {Pi}, where Pi = (T, pi, ci, ti). Suppose
that T runs on platform A, then a trust relationship between A and T is established
through a set of opinions, {ωA

Pi
}. Predicates pi, i = 1, . . . , 4 are defined as follows.
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Figure 6-9: Observations of the quality properties CPU usage, memory usage, band-
width usage and privacy using the three-valued observation model. There are un-
known observations of the CPU usage in the period [100, 130].

p1: CPU usage is less than 60%.

p2: Memory usage is less than 40%.

p3: Network bandwidth usage is less than 25%.

p4: The degree of privacy is larger than 90%.

The opinion of A about statement Pi is ωA
Pi

= (bi, di, ui, ai), the trust value is tvi =
bi + aiui and the confidence value is cvi = 1 − ui. Thus, the trust and confidence
values of A are tv = (tv1, . . . , tv4) and cv = (cv1, . . . , cv4), respectively.

An example series of observations of the properties at run time is shown in Figure
6-9, using the three-valued discrete observations. Observe that there are unknown
observations in the period [100, 130]. The memory property has only success obser-
vations because the memory usage is always smaller than 40%.

We then apply opinion generator (6.14) to compute the trust and confidence values
of the above observations. The parameters γ = 1, δ = 0.25, β1 = 7, β2 = 0.2, ζ =
0.7, ε = 3 and a = 0.5 are chosen for all properties. The trust and confidence values
of the properties are shown in Figure 6-10 and Figure 6-11, respectively. We observe
the following:

• In general, the trust value of the CPU property is low (under 0.5) since fail-
ure observations occur frequently. The unknown observations in the period
[100, 130] make the uncertainty value (u1) increase, and thus the confidence
value (cv1 = 1 − u1) decrease. The trust value is then increased by the con-
tribution of a1 · u1, which is controlled by parameter a1, but it cannot become
greater than 0.5 since a1 = 0.5. However, when taking a decision, this trust
value might not be considered since the corresponding confidence value is too
small.
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Figure 6-10: Trust values of the quality properties CPU usage, memory usage, network
bandwidth usage and privacy using opinion generator (6.14).

• Both trust and confidence values of the memory property go to 1 because of the
all-success observations.

• The starting trust value of the network bandwidth property is smaller than
0.5 since the first observation is a failure. With a long sequence of success
observations (e.g., in the period [160, 270]) the trust value increases significantly.
The increase follows the behavior of the arctan() function of the update rules.

• Because of few failure observations, trust and confidence values of the privacy
property are mostly high and close to 1.

6.5.3 Decision making

The computed trust underlies decisions to be taken. These can be decisions to recon-
figure, to stop an application, to raise an alarm or it can be a form of access control.
The decision model we have introduced in Section 6.3 does this in the form of a series
of tradeoffs between different trust values with respect to a threshold. These thresh-
olds as well as these tradeoffs are dependent on the context, which is any information
that can be used to characterize the situation of involved entities [34]. In our example,
this is typically a mode of operation of the system. For example, if the system is low
on energy we are more strict on energy usage and require high trust in components
staying within energy bounds. This is reflected in weights and thresholds. For the
sake of the example, we mention two tradeoff equations, where tvi refers to the trust
value of the mentioned properties.

0.75tv1 + 0.25tv2 ≥ 0.9 (6.17)
0.5tv3 + 0.5tv4 ≥ 0.6 (6.18)
tv4 ≥ 0.8 (6.19)
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Figure 6-11: Confidence values of the quality properties CPU usage, memory usage,
network bandwidth usage and privacy using (6.14).
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Figure 6-12: Trust values are computed with the left-hand sides of Equation (6.17),
(6.18) and (6.19), respectively.

The first equation represents a tradeoff between processing and memory usage and
the second between network bandwidth usage and privacy. The last equation gives a
minimal trust value to privacy. Figure 6-12 plots the left-hand sides of these equations.

When the patient has a heart condition and an emergency occurs, the privacy
weight and threshold might be lowered. In this emergency mode, the raw ECG
signal is recorded and made accessible to the doctor, which reduces privacy and
gives intensive network communication. Trust thresholds for privacy and bandwidth
properties will be small in this mode.
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6.6 Conclusion
This chapter presented a framework to evaluate trustworthiness of general proper-
ties of an entity through monitoring, based on an extension of subjective logic. The
generality implies that we can use this framework for monitoring dependability, se-
curity and functionality related properties. Subjective logic is suited for our purpose
for three reasons: i) it supports reasoning from the perspective of a subject rather
than aiming at an objective outcome; ii) it has mechanisms to generate and combine
opinions and iii) it allows us to take uncertainty into account and into this composi-
tion. We stated requirements for opinion generators. Based on the requirements we
have proposed novel parameterized generators that can be used with both discrete
and continuous observations. It was shown that these opinion generation functions
capture the requirements much better than current opinion generators do. In addi-
tion, the generator’s parameters give a trustor the ability of customizing for various
properties, e.g., to select an optimistic or pessimistic attitude. The combination of
trust and confidence values helps to make a more precise decision. The confidence
level can be associated with the criticality of the decision: a subject with a high trust
value but with a low confidence value should not be trusted for higher-risk decisions.

We demonstrated the trust model and opinion generators for the case study of a
BASN platform, where the platform plays the role of the trustor and the software
component plays the role of the trustee. The results showed that the generation func-
tions work effectively with various types of quality properties, such as CPU usage,
memory usage and privacy. Based on trust monitoring, decisions can be made accord-
ing to a certain context. Mechanisms to maintain and improve the trustworthiness
can be investigated. We focus on dependability related properties and decision struc-
tures that are controlled by the observed trust. An example is changing the mode
of operation for reducing energy use in case the trust that sufficient energy remains
available is too low. Another example is providing a sandbox environment in case
correct behavior of a component is not sufficiently trusted.
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Chapter 7

Evaluating trust for sensor readings

The previous chapter presented a framework for trust evaluation through monitoring,
in particular, to address the question of how to derive trust from observations of
certain properties. We proposed a trust model based on subjective logic to represent
trust through the notion of an opinion and to include aspects of uncertainty in a
systematic fashion. Moreover, we analyzed requirements for opinion generators and
introduced novel parameterized generators that capture the requirements for opinion
generators efficiently.

In this chapter, we apply the framework to evaluate trust of collected sensor data
or sensor readings. In particular, the chapter focuses on the last question as posed in
Chapter 1: How do we evaluate trust for sensor readings?

First, we examine the nature of the expected erroneous behaviors of sensor read-
ings (whether they are malfunctioning or exhibiting malicious behavior) as observed
by the body hub. Based on these typical errors we define a means to evaluate trust.
We examine relevant quality aspects of sensor readings that correspond to potential
deviating behaviors of sensors, and then look at how to derive such qualities from
observations taking uncertainty into the evaluation as well as decay over time. We
then demonstrate this with examples of Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) and Electro-
cardiography (ECG) data.

7.1 Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 1, among other challenges of BASNs such as flexibility and
security, a particular challenge regards to reliability of long-term monitoring systems.
An important question is to what extent a stakeholder (user or specialist) can rely on
the data quality of a BASN, i.e., how he determines its trustworthiness. For example,
the doctor trusts the BASN to measure with a certain given accuracy and for a certain
time. The authors in [6] described the trade-off between patient’s comfort and data

This chapter is based on:
V. Bui, R. Verhoeven, J. Lukkien and R. Kocielnik. A Trust Evaluation Framework for Sensor

Readings in Body Area Sensor Networks. In 8th ICST International Conference on Body Area
Networks (Bodynets), pp. 495-501, Massachusetts, USA, September 2013. ACM Press.
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quality, and they argued that not only the development of comfortable and reliable
sensor technology but also an automatic quality control of data generated by sensors
need to be addressed. For example, dry ECG electrodes are highly sensitive to motion
artifacts which results in a disturbed ECG signal during physical activity [114]. As
users manage their own system and possibly connect their own sensors, the quality of
the measurements needs to be recorded and feedback needs to be given on wrongly
attached or improperly operating sensors. Moreover, low quality and abnormal data
should be detected as close as possible to the source of the problem rather than being
detected only in the back-end when the data is analyzed.

A common approach to tackle low signal quality is to automatically detect and
compensate erroneous signals or artifacts [6]. For example, artifacts in ECG data can
be detected based on changes in the electrode-skin impedance or based on accelerom-
eters. This approach, however, in many clinical cases, can lead to a false sense or
safety since actual corrupted data might look plausible and thereby falsify the inter-
pretation of the data. Moreover, the compensation is not possible if the signal is not
reconstructible. In clinical settings, it is more useful to automatically indicate the
signal quality as an input for later data interpretation and decision making. Thus, a
trust value of the sensor readings can be used as such an indicator.

This chapter applies the trust evaluation framework in Chapter 6 to evaluate trust
of sensed data. In addition, we present a way to combine opinions in more detail. We
first examine the nature of the expected erroneous behaviors of sensor readings and
we define a means to evaluate trust. Then, relevant quality aspects of sensor readings
that correspond to potential deviating behaviors of sensors are examined. We look
at how to derive such qualities from observations and we show how we can compute
quality properties without storing long time series. The experiments then are shown
through examples of GSR and ECG data.

7.2 Practical issues with sensors

7.2.1 Quality and physical aspects

A sensor is attached to an analog-digital-convertor (ADC) of a micro-controller, which
might store the readings to flash or transmit them wirelessly. Depending on the
battery level, the supply voltage to the ADC differs, such that the sensor readings are
affected. The ADC driver affects the timing characteristics with respect to jitter and
sampling period accuracy, such that noise filters (like a 50 Hz filter for ECG) do not
work properly. For high sampling rates, the micro-controller might be insufficient to
process, store or transmit the collected readings. The antenna configuration affects
the communication range that results in connectivity problems.

The Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) is a measurement of electrical conductance of
the skin that varies with moisture level [30]. The sweat glands, responsible for mois-
ture level of the skin, are activated when an individual experiences emotional arousal.
Real-life measurements of GSR pose a number of challenges related to artifacts re-
moval and evaluation of trustworthiness of the signal. Artifacts in case of GSR are
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Figure 7-1: Examples of artifacts of GSR data measurement: (a) loss of skin contact;
(b) motion artifacts; (c) repositioning of the electrodes.

recordings which do not stem from emotion-induced changes in sweat gland activity.
These may result from the recording procedure or from physiological responses in
systems other than the electrodermal one [16]. Figure 7-1 depicts some of the most
common recording artifacts experienced in real-life settings. The picture shows an
example of a GSR data measurement from the DTI-2 wristband device [131] with a
10 Hz sampling frequency. The GSR data unit is nanoSiemens (nS).

Recording artifacts may stem from properties and sensitivity of the device that
determine the minimal and maximal values of the GSR levels that can be reliably
measured. Recordings that are too low may result from lack of connectivity with the
skin (see (a) in Figure 7-1); too high values can be a result of an unexpected response
to a strong stimulus that exceeds the measurement limits. Other types of artifacts
can result from, so called, calibration marks. These often appear as jumps in the
recording, followed by an exponential adaptation to the new baseline. Similar jumps
can also result from repositioning of the electrodes on the skin (see (c) in Figure 7-1).

Physiologically based artifacts may result from skin movements directly beneath
electrodes, but also from muscular activity even quite far from the recording site itself
(see (b) in Figure 7-1). Additional artifacts may arise from pressure and stretching
of the skin and from changes in skin blood flow. The GSR recordings can also be
affected by a strong respiratory activity, gross physical movement or participant’s
speech activity.

We consider the GSR signal around these artifacts as less trustworthy. We then
want to develop methods to bring this into our trust model.

7.2.2 Malicious activities

The proper operation of the body hub and the sensors can be affected by malicious
activities [46, 58]. A denial-of-service attack can target the operation of the body hub
by sending excessive data, block the communication channel or deplete the battery
of the sensor by sending malicious requests. To pretend certain body behavior, a
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Figure 7-2: A trust evaluation scheme is based on the trust monitoring cycle shown in
Figure 6-1. An overall opinion is achieved through two steps: the opinion generation
and the opinion combination.

sequence of sensor data can be replayed by a malicious sensor or tool. In an on-off
attack, a sensor alternates between periods of reporting correct and incorrect infor-
mation, which is often harder to detect since it might be legitimate. A temperature or
light sensor that alternates between positions in shadow and in direct sunlight results
in an on-off behavior.

7.2.3 Abnormal readings

For most sensors, there exists a typical behavior. For a temperature sensor, the read-
ings should be fairly stable when operated in a home or office, while for an ECG sensor,
a periodic peak should occur. The described problems result in measurements which
are inconsistent with the typical behavior, for example deviating from temperature
measurements, but the behavior might also be the result of unknown phenomena for
which no countermeasures exist. To detect abnormal readings, a generic specification
of the expected behavior is required, for example, based on the maximum variance
within a certain interval (for temperature), the expected variance within an interval
(for ECG) or the expected frequencies (in the frequency domain).

7.3 Trust evaluation scheme

7.3.1 Preliminaries

We use the definition of trust defined in Chapter 5 (see Section 5.4.2) for evaluating
the trustworthiness of sensor readings. The sensor readings or sensors are considered
as trustees while the body hub and applications running on the body hub are trustors.
Applying this definition to a trust relation between the body hub and a sensor, the
behavior and statements about it refer to the sensor operation, the sensed data,
and properties thereof. The trust is then a measure of how the body hub judges
trustworthiness of the sensor readings, while the justification of this pertains to the
computation of the trust value, for example, based on monitoring, data consistency,
reputation or other means.

According to the framework presented in the previous chapter, the trust evaluation
process follows certain evaluation steps to build opinions on quality attributes of the
trustee. Opinions are the basis of subjective logic and they are used to express beliefs.
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For example, the opinion of the truth of statement “sensor s is reliable to provide
sensed data with quality q” can be interpreted as trust in s within the scope of the
action or behavior “to provide sensed data with quality q”. Quality attributes may
contain direct observations regarding the technical performance of the sensor (e.g.,
availability and data integrity) or recommendations from other entities. Figure 7-2
shows the trust evaluation scheme for sensor readings, which is derived from a part
of the trust monitoring cycle shown in Figure 6-1. An an overall opinion, however, is
achieved through two steps: the opinion generation and the opinion combination.

• Opinion generation: An opinion of each quality attribute is generated based on
the direct observation of the trustee, for example, the body hub observes quality
attributes of the sensor readings. Since each sensor can have a different set of
quality attributes and even a quality attribute can have different properties,
for example the body temperature should be stable within a certain interval
while an ECG should not, a particular generation function is implemented for
each property or attribute. The opinion generation function can also be tuned
through a set of parameters for different trust statements of quality attributes.
The parameters are specified in a trust profile. The values of these parameters
might be different according to a given context.

• Opinion combination: Opinions of quality attributes are combined according
to statements about the trustee’s behavior or an expectation of the trustor.
Optionally, opinions of other trustees or trustors (reputation), which are related
to the given context, can be considered for the trust evaluation. Using the
opinions of others helps to evaluate the trustworthiness more precisely and to
detect more complex abnormal sensor readings. The combination is based on
a weight factor of the attributes; this is similar to the trust evaluation method
introduced in Section 5.4.3. The weight factor is determined in the trustor’s
trust profile or is based on the system context.

An outcome of the final evaluation is a trust value derived from the overall opinion,
which is compared to a threshold for making a decision. The threshold and guidelines
for decision making is specified by a trust policy.

7.3.2 Opinion generation

We recall from Chapter 6 that an opinion denoted by ωA
x = (b, d, u, a) expresses

the relying party A’s belief in the truth of statement x. For the case of sensor
readings, the opinion that trustor A (e.g., an application) has about sensor si is
denoted by ωA

i = (bi, di, ui) (a is a given constant). To simplify the notation, here
we use bi instead of bAi (and similarly to d and u). The opinion about each quality
attribute of si is computed based on a set of direct observations about such quality
attribute or other evidences. In the scope of this chapter, we consider two quality
attributes: sampling reliability (Ri) and data integrity (Di). We will develop the
opinion generation functions (or opinion generators) for these quality attributes. The
corresponding opinions are denoted by ωA

Ri
= (bRi

, dRi
, uRi

) and ωA
Di

= (bDi
, dDi

, uDi
),

respectively.
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Sampling reliability

After authentication of a sensor si, the body hub maintains quality attributes as-
sociated with the interaction. The quality attribute we consider here for reliability
is the accuracy of the periodic sampling. In practice, several of such attributes will
be used but we restrict ourselves to this one in this work. The body hub prescribes
the sampling period (pi) at which sensor si should collect samples. Due to practi-
cal issues mentioned in Section 7.2.1, the actual sampling period might deviate from
the requested period. Given a series of sampling times τni for sensor si with n ≥ 0
(timestamps put on the data by si), we define pni = τni − τn−1

i to represent the actual
sample period for sample n. The accuracy of sample n is then defined as:

Δpni = |pni − pi|. (7.1)

When the application requires a relative accuracy of α ∈ [0, 1], the number of suc-
cessful and failed samples are collected in rsi and rfi, respectively. These values are
updated by using the classic rules proposed in the original paper [72] as follows.

⎧⎨
⎩

if Δpni ≤ α · pi then rsi ← rsi + 1;

else rfi ← rfi + 1.
(7.2)

In (7.2), relative accuracy is used to make a decision and the complete history of sensor
si is represented by the values rsi and rfi. With minor adjustments, the decision can
be based on absolute accuracy, and the values of rsi and rfi can be updated to reduce
the effect of a long history. For example, the update rules in Equation (6.13) are used
in the following formulas. We do not consider the unknown observation in this case.

⎧⎨
⎩

if Δpni ≤ α · pi then rsi ← rsi + 1; rfi ← γ · rfi;
else rfi ← rfi + 1; rsi ← δ · rsi,

(7.3)

where γ and δ are in [0, 1]. The γ and δ values indicate the level of pessimism and
optimism and determine how fast disbelief or belief are lost when faced with success
or failure, respectively. With fluctuating successes and failures, both rs and rf remain
small and will converge to 1

1−δ
and 1

1−γ
, respectively, such that the uncertainty factor

ε plays a more important role.

When success and failure are non-boolean (or continuous) values, an observation
is now a value within the range [0, 1] (e.g., based on the accuracy). Applying the
rules for continuous observations of the framework (see Equation (6.15)), the above
formulas can be captured with the following single formula.

⎧⎨
⎩

rsi ← δf · rsi + s;

rfi ← γs · rfi + f,
(7.4)
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where s = αΔpni /pi and f = 1 − s; s, f ∈ [0, 1]. For (s, f) = (1, 0) and (s, f) = (0, 1),
it results in the previous formulas.

The opinion ωA
Ri

of the sampling reliability attribute is computed from the number
of successful and failed samples, according to the generation operator in Equation
(6.8).

bRi
=

rsi
rsi + rfi + ε

; dRi
=

rfi
rsi + rfi + ε

; uRi
=

ε

rsi + rfi + ε
. (7.5)

Data integrity

As indicated in Section 7.2.3, the data samples collected by a sensor will often follow
a certain expected behavior. To determine the quality attribute for data integrity,
the body hub uses the expected behavior for the samples recorded by sensor si, based
on previous samples. Let datai represent the data stream of samples from sensor si,
where datani represents the value of data sample n, for n ≥ 0. For a stable or slowly
changing signal, the expected value expectni will be close to the average value of the
last N samples:

expectni =

∑n−1
k=n−N dataki

N
, for n ≥ N. (7.6)

The number of previous samples (N) that is used to compute the average is a param-
eter. Based on this expected value the data integrity of each sample is determined.
Similar to Section 7.3.2, the number of successful and failed samples are collected in
isi and ifi, according to the following formula.

⎧⎨
⎩

if |expectni − datani | < β then isi ← isi + 1;

else ifi ← ifi + 1,
(7.7)

where β represents the maximum allowed absolute deviation from the expected value.
The opinion ωA

Di
of the data integrity is then computed by considering isi and ifi,

using the generation operator. This is similar to the calculation in Equation (7.5).
The above quality attribute is relevant for sensors that are naturally stable (e.g.,

the body temperature), where the parameters N and β are specific for the type of
sensor or the application. For sensor data that are naturally fluctuating (e.g., the
ECG) a different quality attribute needs to be used although it can still be used to
detect extreme outliers.

7.3.3 Opinion combination

As introduced in Section 5.2.4, subjective logic provides several opinion combination
operators such as consensus (⊕), discounting (⊗) and conjunction (∧). In addition to
these operators, the adding operator (

∑
) is introduced in [136], which is used to ag-

gregate opinions over a number of different sub-opinions. Let QA = {qa1, qa2, ..., qan}
be a set of attributes that may influence an entity’s opinion on a statement. W =
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{w1, w2, ..., wn} (
∑n

i=1 wi = 1) is a weight vector defining importance rate of attributes
in QA, according to the entity’s considerations. Ω = {ω1, ω2, ..., ωn} is a set of opin-
ions about the quality attributes. ωi = (bi, di, ui) is the opinion on qai. The base rate
ai = a for a given constant a. The aggregated opinion ω∑ = (b∑, d∑, u∑), in which
b∑ is defined as

b∑ =
n∑

i=1

wi · bi. (7.8)

Similarly, d∑ and u∑ are defined. Based on the adding operator and the weights of
different attributes set by the trust profile, a combined opinion of the trustworthiness
of the evaluated trustee is given.

Multiple opinions or quality attributes, transitive opinions, or opinions from others
are combined to an overall opinion (or a vector of opinions) for use in the decision
model. The opinions or recommendations from others, in a similar context, can be
considered to increase the accuracy of the evaluation process or to detect complex
abnormal behaviors of the sensors. For example, the correlation between the data
received from the internal accelerometers of the body hub (e.g., a smart phone) and
the data received from external accelerometer sensor can be taken into account.

The combination operators are used in the opinion combination process. For
example, we consider the combination of two opinions about the sampling reliability
and data integrity attributes, ωA

Ri
and ωA

Di
, respectively. The overall opinion, ΩA

i =
(b∑, d∑, u∑, a), is determined according to the adding operator (see Equation (7.8)),
for example b∑ is defined as follows.

b∑ = wR · bR + wD · bD, (7.9)

where wR and wD represent the weights for reliability and integrity attributes, re-
spectively. Again, the weight vector can be specified for each set of quality attributes
in the trust profile or it can be adapted based on the given context.

To illustrate the opinion combination, we describe the example of a stress monitor-
ing application (namely, A), which monitors the stress level based on heart-rate data.
The heart-rate data is provided by an ECG sensor (namely, s). Let ωA

s = (0.8, 0.1, 0.1)
(the base rate a = 0.5) be the opinion of application A about the data provided by
sensor s. B is the epilepsy monitoring application that detects epileptic seizures
based on heart rates. When B is installed on the system, B uses the heart-rate data
provided by s. Assume B has referral trust in A, denoted by ωB

A = (0.6, 0.1, 0.3).
B’s indirect trust in s can then be derived by discounting A’s trust in s with B’s
trust in A. The derived trust is denoted by ωB:A

s = (bB:A
s , dB:A

s , uB:A
s ). By using the

discounting operator (⊗), we have ωB:A
s ≡ ωB

A ⊗ ωA
s = (0.48, 0.06, 0.46). The effect of

discounting is to increase uncertainty, i.e. to reduce the confidence in the expected
value.

Application B then decides to evaluate the trustworthiness of sensor s based on
its direct observations about s. Assume that B has the opinion about s, denoted
by ωB

s = (0.4, 0.2, 0.4). The opinion ωA�B
s = (bA�B

s , dA�B
s , uA�B

s ) is then called the
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consensus between ωA
s and ωB

s , denoting the trust that an imaginary application
[A,B] would have in s. By using the consensus operator (⊕), we have ωA�B

s ≡ ωA
s ⊕

ωB
s = (0.78, 0.13, 0.09). The consensus operator reduces uncertainty, i.e. increases

the confidence in the expected value.

7.4 Experiments

We demonstrate the trust evaluation according to two quality properties (sampling
reliability and data integrity) of sensor readings for the examples of GSR and ECG
data. These data are collected from the DTI-2 wristband and the Shimmer ECG sen-
sor by using our developed BASN platform. The experiments are performed through
a simulation that implements trust evaluation functions.

7.4.1 GSR data

Figure 7-3 presents an example of the GSR data measurement from the DTI-2 wrist-
band with 2 Hz sampling frequency. In the first evaluation, opinions about GSR
data according to the sampling reliability attribute are generated by using three
different functions: the basic function (see Equation (7.2)), the limited history func-
tion (see Equation (7.3)), and the non-boolean (or continuous) success function (see
Equation (7.4)). The following parameters of the generation functions are chosen:
ε = 10, α = 0.5, γ = 0.5, δ = 0.5, and the expected sampling period p̄ = 0.5 (because
the sampling frequency is 2 Hz). The accuracy of samples in terms of the sample
period (Δp) and the opinions ωR = (b, d, u) are computed and shown in Figure 7-4.

From the opinions (b, d, u), the corresponding trust values (tv = b+au, where the
base rate a = 0.5) are computed. These trust values are shown in Figure 7-5.

In the second evaluation, the opinions are generated according to the data integrity
attribute by using the basic function (see Equation (7.7)) and the limited history
function (see Equation (7.3)). The following parameters are chosen: β = 16 and
N = 100. The number of successful and failed samples (is and if) and the opinions
ωD = (b, d, u) are computed and shown in Figure 7-6.

From the opinions, the trust values are computed for the cases of the basic function
and the limited history function. The corresponding trust values are shown in Figure
7-7.

In the above evaluations for both quality attributes, the limited history and non-
boolean success functions are more effective to adapt to the quality of the sensor
reading. Since the basic function uses the complete history of the sensor reading and
the number of failed samples are dominated by the number of successful samples in
such example, the values of (b, d, u) are mostly constant. The belief value b is mostly
equal to 1 (though the belief decreases slightly when there are failed samples, but it is
not visible on the figure because of the low resolution). In case of the limited history
function, the variables is and if in Figure 7-6.(c) do not reflect the success and failure
occurrences. These variables are updated and controlled by the parameters γ and δ
to reduce the effect of a long history. For example, the value of is decreases to δ · is
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Figure 7-3: GSR data measurement of the DTI-2 wristband with 2 Hz sampling
frequency.
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Figure 7-4: Opinion ωR = (b, d, u) about the GSR data regarding the sampling relia-
bility.
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Figure 7-5: Trust values of sampling reliability for GSR data according to the basic,
limited history, and non-boolean (or continuous) success functions.
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Figure 7-6: Opinion ωD = (b, d, u) about the GSR data regarding the data integrity.
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Figure 7-7: Trust values of data integrity for GSR data according to the basic and
limited history functions.

when there is a failure (i.e. the trustor forgets part of the success). The value of δ
determines whether the trustor is optimistic or pessimistic.

We note that these functions do not provide an effective evaluation against all
possible malicious activities or abnormal readings. For example, to detect a replay
attack, an algorithm is required to determine the similarity between recent and his-
torical sensor readings. When the similarity is expressed as a continuous value, it can
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Figure 7-8: Aggregated opinions and trust values are computed by combining the
opinions on the sampling reliability and data integrity. The adding operator is used
for both ‘basic’ and ‘limited history’ cases.

be used as input for an opinion generator.
We demonstrate the opinion combination by using the adding operator (

∑
) to

aggregate the overall opinion over two opinions (ωR and ωD). The combination is
based on the importance rate of the quality attributes. We assume that the GSR
data is used by a stress monitoring application to detect stress levels of a user.
From this application perspective the sampling reliability (qaR) is less important
than the data integrity (qaD), and the corresponding weight vector of these proper-
ties is W = (wR, wD) = (0.35, 0.65). Figure 7-8 plots the overall opinions and the
corresponding trust values, where the opinions for sampling reliability and data in-
tegrity are combined for the basic and limited history functions. Again, the figure
shows that the classic opinion generator (the basic function) does not work since it
uses the complete history of the sensor reading. The overall trust values provide the
application with a better evaluation of the trustworthiness of the data. For exam-
ple, for the case of the limited history in Figure 7-8.(c), the trust value of the GSR
data is decreased at time 11000, which is caused by a reduced belief in the sampling
reliability. However, the reduced trust is not visible in Figure 7-7.

7.4.2 ECG data

Figure 7-9 plots the ECG data measurement from the Shimmer ECG sensor with 100
Hz sampling frequency.
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Figure 7-9: ECG data measurement of the Shimmer sensor with 100 Hz sampling
frequency.
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Figure 7-10: Trust evaluation for ECG data regarding the sampling reliability.
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Figure 7-11: Trust values of ECG data according to the basic and limited history
functions.
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Similar to the above example of the GSR data, we evaluate the trustworthiness
of the ECG data by considering the sampling reliability attribute with two opinion
generation functions: the basic and the limited history functions. The following pa-
rameters are chosen: ε = 10, α = 0.5, γ = 0.65, δ = 0.65, and the expected sampling
period p̄ = 0.01 (because the sampling frequency is 100 Hz). The Δp and the corre-
sponding values of belief, disbelief, and uncertainty (b, d, u) are computed and shown
in Figure 7-10. The basic function results in a similar behavior (the values of (b, d, u)
are mostly constant) as in the example of the GSR data. The belief and disbelief
values are around 0.7 and 0.3, respectively, which indicates alternations between suc-
cesses and failures. In case of the limited history function, those alternations result
in low values for rs and rf, such that the uncertainty factor ε has a more dominant
role. As shown in Figure 7-10.(c), the uncertainty gets a higher value than the belief
and disbelief. The corresponding trust values computed from the opinions are shown
in Figure 7-11.

7.5 Conclusion
This chapter addressed the question: How do we evaluate trust for sensor readings?.
We first investigated the nature of observed sensor errors in body area sensor net-
works. We then applied the framework proposed in the previous chapter to evaluate
the trustworthiness of sensor readings from quality attributes (with sampling reli-
ability and data integrity as examples) without storing long time series. The trust
evaluation is performed through two main steps: the opinion generation and the opin-
ion combination. The basic/classic update rules and the update rules with limited
history (for discrete and continuous observations) were used. The trust evaluation
was demonstrated with two examples of the GSR and ECG sensed data. It was shown
that the opinion generation functions with the limited history are more effective to
adapt to the quality of the sensor readings. In addition, the function’s parameters
give a trustor the ability to select optimistic or pessimistic behavior according to
the system context. Moreover, the combination of opinions helps to evaluate the
trustworthiness more precisely and to detect complex sensor errors.

For future work, we want to extend the set of quality attributes, thus specifying ab-
normal readings more precisely for different types of sensors. Besides, cause-detection
and control mechanisms, for example switching among similar sensors or adapting the
sampling frequency, will be investigated. Feedback loops using these mechanisms also
aid to maintain the trustworthiness.



Chapter 8

Conclusions

In this dissertation, we aimed to explore the underlying key questions about the
software architecture of BASNs and the handling of information about the individual’s
body collected from wireless sensors. We examined what are the relevant concerns for
the system software of a BASN and we focused on two main aspects: flexibility and
trustworthiness. The challenges and concerns were characterized by design questions,
which were addressed in subsequent chapters as follows.

Chapter 2 focused on the first design question: What are main user and system
requirements of a BASN, in particular, to support flexibility and trustworthiness?.
We studied a generic architecture of BASNs and related work in this domain. From
this study, we proposed a global overview of our system, which consists of three
main parts: sensor nodes, a body hub and back-end systems. The choice to have an
independent body hub in between instead of having cloud only systems is important -
compare to phones that have local processing and memory. We regarded the BASN as
a platform on which (concurrent) BASN software applications - developed by third
parties - are installed and configured dynamically. We then analyzed a list of use
cases and stakeholders, and examined the stakeholders’ concerns and how they can
be addressed by the system requirements.

Chapter 3 addressed the second question: How do we design a software architec-
ture of the proposed BASN?. We used the guidelines of the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010
standard to describe the architecture through a set of viewpoints and views, includ-
ing Functional, Information, Semantic, Concurrency and Trust. For each of these
views, we described concerns framed by the viewpoint and architectural models of
the view. To provide the flexibility of the system, we proposed a layered and modular
architectural approach. The Functional view presented the approach together with
functional structure and component models. Besides, we discussed alternatives for
the data storage and concurrency concerns, which include the handling of multiple
sensors as well as applications and the sharing of resources and data. In the ini-
tial architecture and prototype, a centralized database was implemented to store and
share data, and it acts like a communication interface among components of the sys-
tem. We observed that using a common database makes the data access control and
management less complex, but the database can become a performance bottleneck
of the platform when there are too many modifications to the database. Moreover,
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this limits the flexibility of applications in using different data store techniques. An
application also requires prior knowledge about data entities. An alternative is to use
a decentralized data storage together with a dedicated domain ontology repository.
In addition, to facilitate the data sharing and interoperability among components,
an ontology-based architecture was proposed and presented in the Semantic view.
Thereby, each component maintains a local data store for storing its data and the
domain ontology repository contains the domain-specific knowledge and system infor-
mation (or meta-data). The ontology mappers were also introduced, which perform
conversion between a local ontology (local syntactic and structural representations)
and the domain ontology. Using the ontology mapper helps to localize the semantic
concepts of a component that are not relevant to the rest of the system. Moreover,
from the development perspective, an integration of a new component (e.g., a sensor
driver) does not require re-implementing the component; only the ontology mapper
requires an updated specification of how local terminologies and structures that re-
fer to the new sensor driver. We further studied the ontology-based architecture
with two architectural principles, separation of concerns and transparency, which are
fundamental to loose coupling.

Chapter 4 focused on the third question: How do we implement and validate the
proposed software architecture?. The design of the platform was further presented
with three aspects of 1) interfacing with the sensor domain; 2) interfacing with the
application domain and 3) sharing resources and data. With each aspect, we discussed
the practical issues and how they are solved by applying design patterns or implemen-
tation techniques. For example, the publish-subscribe pattern and the message-based
communication were implemented for the purpose of sharing data among components.
To validate our software architecture and design, we implemented the software plat-
form on an actual BASN, which consists of an Android smart phone (body hub) and
sensor devices such as Shimmer accelerometer, Shimmer ECG and DTI-2 wristband.
The flexibility of the platform realization was evaluated with experiments and two
applications: 1) Sensor data and user-provided tagging collection application and 2)
Epilepsy monitoring application. It was shown that the platform is able to handle
multiple sensors, services and applications. The services and applications can run con-
currently on the platform and share data among each other. The process of adding a
new sensor (or a new application) can be done simply by downloading and installing
a sensor driver (or an app) from the App-store. We further verified the functions
of configuring a sensor and sharing data among sensors, services and applications.
In addition, by evaluating the platform through aspects of semantic expressiveness
and data sharing, we showed that such platform design indeed provides significant
improvements regarding the semantic interoperability. This concluded the first part
of the work with a validated design.

In the second part, we went into detail about the Trust view, which discusses
the trustworthiness aspect. In Chapter 5, we focused on building a trust manage-
ment model to address the fourth question: How do we develop a trust management
model that is able to explicitly evaluate and ensure the trustworthiness of the BASN
under changes?. We studied literature on trust and reviewed the related work quite
extensively, which includes trust aspects and concepts, concrete approaches of trust
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modeling and evaluation, and example applications. We then proposed a trust man-
agement model together with an example for the BASN platform. The model is
used to enhance system properties like dependability and security under dynamic
changes in applications, for example, installation of a new component. We followed
the Trust4All approach of using (scaled) quality properties as partial trust values.
This has a drawback that it does not distinguish very well the quality properties
themselves, the (subjective) trust in them and the relative importance (weights and
thresholds) in the decision making. For example, instead of taking the quality prop-
erty itself as a trust indicator, we could work with the trust that the trustor has that
this quality is sufficient. The advantage is that this works for arbitrary properties,
viz., we can work with the trust that they are true. The threshold then pertains only
on this trust, since the aspect of ‘being sufficient’ went into the trust computation; in
the model of Chapter 5, this is mixed. Finally, we want the weights to capture just
a tradeoff between different properties.

Chapter 6 concerned a framework for trust evaluation through monitoring, in par-
ticular, to address the question of how to derive trust from observations of certain
properties. We extended and generalized the work presented in the previous chapter:
we introduced a more generic decision model and we identified a general monitor-
ing method. The generality implies that we can use this framework for monitoring
dependability, security and functionality related properties. Furthermore, we used
subjective logic, which consists of a belief model called ‘opinion’ and a set of opera-
tions for combining opinions, for trust modeling and evaluation. Subjective logic is
suited for our purpose for three reasons: i) it support reasoning from the perspective
of a subject rather than aiming at an objective outcome; ii) it has mechanisms to
generate and combine opinions and iii) it allows us to take uncertainty into account
and into this composition. We stated requirements for opinion generators. Based on
the requirements, we have proposed novel parameterized generators that can be used
with both discrete and continuous observations. The generator’s parameters give a
trustor the ability of customizing for various properties, e.g., to select an optimistic
or pessimistic attitude. We demonstrated the trust model and opinion generators for
the case study of a BASN platform, where the platform plays the role of the trustor
and the software component plays the role of the trustee. The results showed that the
generation functions work effectively with various types of quality properties, such as
CPU usage, memory usage and privacy. Based on trust monitoring, decisions can be
made according to a certain context.

Chapter 7 focused on addressing the fifth question: How do we evaluate trust for
sensor readings?. We first studied the nature of observed sensor errors in BASNs.
We then applied the trust evaluation framework in Chapter 6 to evaluate trust for
sensor readings from quality attributes without storing long time series. The trust
evaluation is performed through two main steps: the opinion generation and the opin-
ion combination. The basic/classic update rules and the update rules with limited
history (for discrete and continuous observations) were employed. The trust evalua-
tion was demonstrated with two examples of the GSR and ECG sensed data. It was
shown that the opinion generation function with the limited history is more effective
in adapting to the quality of the sensor readings. In addition, the function’s param-
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eters give a trustor the ability to select optimistic or pessimistic behavior according
to the system context. Moreover, the combination of opinions helps to evaluate the
trustworthiness more precisely and to detect the complex sensor errors.

While this dissertation provides several views as well as efficient solutions for
a software architecture of a BASN, there is room for extension. Below are some
recommendations for future work.

• Throughout the thesis, we have used the assumption from Section 2.2 that a
body hub collects data directly from every sensor node and a BASN only con-
nects to back-end systems. In a more advanced scenario, BASNs can communi-
cate and share data with each other. In this case, a BASN could be considered
as a back-end system that another BASN will share data with. An approach
for time synchronization in networks will need to be investigated.

• Experiments in Chapter 4 have shown the flexibility aspects of the platform. It
is desirable to verify and validate the platform with more scenarios regarding
the system requirements and with practical settings such as a clinical trial.
Moreover, we want to implement the complete domain ontology and to evaluate
the platform with more practical applications and quantitative evaluation.

• In Chapter 5 on trust management, we want to investigate mechanisms to main-
tain and improve the trustworthiness. We focus on dependability related prop-
erties and decision structures that are controlled by the observed trust. An
example is changing the mode of operation for reducing energy use in case the
trust that sufficient energy remains available is too low. Another example is
providing a sandbox environment in case correct behavior of a component is
not sufficiently trusted.

• Chapter 6 has demonstrated the trust model and opinion generators for the
case study of a BASN. The experiment, however, has been performed with
an artificial data set. In future work, a system monitoring component can be
implemented, which is able to monitor quality attributes such as CPU usage,
memory usage and privacy level in real time. The trust evaluation framework
then will be validated with this practical data.

• In Chapter 7, two quality attributes (sampling reliability and data integrity)
have been considered for trust evaluation. Future work could extend the set of
quality attributes, thus specifying abnormal readings more precisely for different
types of sensors. Furthermore, a lightweight trust management engine can also
be implemented and run on a sensor device itself. Besides, cause-detection and
control mechanisms, for example, switching among similar sensors or adapt-
ing the sampling frequency, will be investigated. Feedback loops using these
mechanisms also aid to maintain the trustworthiness.
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